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"OUR GUNFIGHT"
by Richard Murphy

When 1was growing up in San Augustine no one talked much about "The
Gunfight" for fear, I suppose, of stiffing up old hostil1ties. There was bad
blood between the Bodines and Hortons and might be yet - if there were any
Hortons left. Except for one son who moved away to Wichita Falls, GreatGreat-Grandpa Alexander Horton was survived only by daughters, so his East
Texas line just disappeared when he died in 1894. But there were plenty of
Bodines and, although the event seemed ridiculously remote, some of them
still nursed a kind of wistful resentment against the Horton devil who killed
old John Bodine in that famous San Augustine "di fficulty" in the long long
ago.
Grandma Josie Whitton (nee Bodine) lived to be 102, and right up to her
death in 1980, a hard little glint would come to her eye when someone mentioned the Hortons. My mother, who at eighty-eight still operated a beauty
shop in San Augustine, shared Grandma's disdain. In moments of pique, Mom
was not above reminding my dad, a direct descendent of Alexander Horton,
that "Your old granddaddy killed mine in cold blood!" Dad usually handled
this accusation with the undiplomatic rejoinder: "Well, he probably needed
killing."
Why this preoccupation with ghosts?
To understand you have to know San Augustine. The past seems very
close in this redlands town of 3,000. Perched on Ozarkesque hill sides among
staggered cedar, pecan, and locust trees that defy time, are over thirty old
houses practically unchanged from the days of the Republic. Almost everyone
has a "colonel" in his family tree and the cemeteries are shrines for ancestor
worship, Like an aging maiden lady clutching her hope chest, the town cleaves
to yesterday, Especially the 1830s. In that decade San Augustine was an
important place. As the first Anglo settlement on £1 Camino Real, the town
became a major staging area for immigrants who flooded into the Mexican
province of Texas during the 1820s and 1830s. Sam Houston lived there and
practiced law. David Crockett and his Tennessee boys were feted on their way
to San Antonio. In 1836 two companies were raised and sent to fight at San
Jacinto, By 1839 the glory days were over and the town had already begun its
slide into obscurity. With no more Mexicans or Indians to fight, the citizens
began to feud among themselves.
Both sides of my family had their own versions of "Our Gunfight" and
these versions differed sharply on all important details. Being a great-greatgrandson of both principals, I never knew which story to believe. When talking
with Grandma Josie or my other Bodine relatives, I would usually side with
old John Bodine. At other times, especially while reading Grandpa Horton's
memoirs, my Horton blood would surge to the fore. As I grew older I developed a nagging curiosity to know what really happened, Several years ago,
Riclwrd Murphy

live.~

in San Augustine, Texas.
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with nothing better to do, I decided to make the hundred-mile trip from
Orange, Texas, where I lived, to talk to ~ome of the San Augustine old-timers
and check the records.
State Highway 96, the most direct route from the coast, slices through the
heart of East Texas, bisecting the forest domain of old John Henry Kirby, the
pioneer lumber king. From Orange, all the way to Kirbyville, the land is flat,
but as you approach Jasper the country becomes hilly, the traffic thins out, and
the forest closes in. As you approach San Augustine, there are stretches where
the traveler, if in a properly nostalgic mood, can convince himself that he is
going not just due north but back in time to the days of the Republic of Texas.
Wishing to sustain this delusion as long as poss.ible, I avoided the business district and, turning right at the first caution light, drove along a narrow
secondary road that meandered across the Ayish Bayou and up steep Mission
Hill at the top of which stands a small granite monument marking the spot
where once stood the Mission Nuestra Senora de Dolores de Los Ais, built by
the Spanish in 1717. No sign of the old building remains where the Franciscan
friars labored with so little success to instill Christianity in the Ais Indians, but
archeologists have excavated the site and plans had been approved to build a
state park there around a museum and a replica of the church.
I drove past the Matthew Cartwright house (built in 1838), and the Blount
House (1839), looking like great white ghosts on their green hillsides. Each
had a historical medallion testifying to its antiquity. With some thirty-five
historic markers in the town, San Augustine, with some justification, considers
itself the Williamsburg of Texas. During the Annual Tour held each June, many
of these vintage mansions are opened for inspection by tourists.
I passed the Polk House (1840), the Cullen House (1839), and the Episcopal Church, founded in 1848 by the Rev. Henry Samson. At the modem
elementary school, I intercepted Highway 21, alias EI Camino Real, once the
main thoroughfare for pioneers from the United States. Both the Bodine and
Horton families arrived in Texas along this route in I 824.
Feeling the need to get closer to these pioneer roots, I went grave hunting.
The Horton Cemetery is located two miles north of town on Highway 147 and
easy to find because the State Historical Commission has erected a historical
marker on the roadside in front of it.
ALEXANDER HORTON CEMETERY
Pioneer, soldier, civic leader, and State Legislator, Alexander Horton (18101894) came to Texas in 1824. He served as aide-de-camp to Gen. Sam
Houston at the Battle of San Jacinto, April 2], 1836. This cemetery is
situated on property Horton bought in 1837. His home once stood adjacent
to this plot.

Alexander Horton was born in Halifax, North Carolina1 the son of Julius
Horton and Suzannah Purnell. Family tradition maintains that sometime
around 1818 the elder Horton killed a man and was forced to nee the state,
taking his wife and nine children with him. Early in the 1820s they arrived in
Washington Parish, Louisiana. Julius Horton died soon afterward and his
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family, now led by the oldest. Sam, and a son-in-law, James Bullock, migrated
into East Texas and in 1824 settled along El Camino Real in what was then
called the Ayish Bayou District.
Young Alexander Horton was forced to grow up fast. By the time he was
twenty-two years of age, he had been involved in several military actions. In
1828 Horton joined Stephen Prather, half a dozen other white men, and about
100 Indians and ambushed the "FredonianAnny" near the Ayish, capturing the
deposed empresario Hayden Edwards' band of freebooters and putting an end
to the so-called Fredonian Rebellion.
In 1832 there was a revolution in Mexico. President Anastacio Bustamante
abolished the constitutional government and set up a military dictatorship.
General Santa Anna, declaring in favor of the Republican constitution of 1824,
soon put a large army in the field to oppose the central power and called upon
the American colonists to rally to the "standard of liberty." The large Mexican
garrison stationed in Nacogdoches declared its support for Bustamante, but the
Ayish settlers came out on the side of Santa Anna and demanded the Mexican
garrison do likewise or leave the country. Colonel Jose de Los Piedras,
commander of the Mexican forces in Nacogdoches, indignantly refused.
The Anglo settlers then organized a vigilante army and invaded
Nacogdoches. Twenty-two year old Alexander Horton led a company in this
"army" which, on August 2, 1832, attacked the Mexican garrison. In an all-day
battle the East Texans, commanded by Colonel James Bullock, defeated a
force of approximately 400 Mexican soldiers and chased them out of the old
Spanish town. Horton and sixteen other settlers followed the enemy to the
Angelina River where they bluffed the Mexicans into believing they were
surrounded by a large American force. Colonel Piedras and his soldiers threw
down their arms and surrendered to Horton and his sixteen companions.
At the age of twenty, Horton, who had earned a reputation for coolness
and bravery, was appointed sheriff of the Ayish District (later San Augustine),
and held the office from 1831 to 1835. While he was sheriff he met and
became friendly with Sam Houston, ex-governor of Tennessee and a new
arrival in Texas.
When the Texas revolution began in 1836, Horton joined the Texan army
at Gonzales. He was appointed Houston's aide and served on his staff until
after the Battle of San Jacinto. His descendants are proud of the fact that
Grandpa Horton rode alongside General Sam in the big battle as a kind of
personal bodyguard. During the fight Houston was wounded in the ankle and
his horse was shot from under him. Seeing his general without a mount,
Horton alighted and gave his horse to Houston,
Many years after the battle, artist J. H. McArdle recreated this incident in
a painting titled "San Jacinto Is Visited Again," which hangs in the Texas
Senate chamber. In the huge picture, Houston is shown standing beside his
wounded mount, waving his hat in his left hand and a saber in his right while
Horton approaches him leading a horse.
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The family burying ground of the Bodine clan is located off the Bland
Lake road beside the ruins of a tumble-down farmhouse, and is almost completely grown up in weeds and brambles. Happily, since my visit in 1992, the
cemetery has been cleaned up and a fence placed around it. Severa] cows
grazed among the tombstones and a big black bull eyed me with hostility as I
waded through knee-high Johnson grass looking for my ancestor's grave.

I found scads of Bodines but no John. Some of the markers had been
trampled by the cattle and the inscriptions on the older ones were too
weathered to be read. Older members of the Bodine family are not even certain
that John is buried in the family plot.
Driving back to town, I reviewed the few facts I had managed to dig up
about Grandpa Bodine's early life. He was born in North Carolina - this I
knew from an affidavit given when he applied for a Texas land grant - but in
1810 he showed up in Oglethorpe County, Georgia, where, on Christmas day,
he wed Nancy Gunnels. Records show that he enlisted in the Navy in 1812 and
participated in the Battle of Lake Erie under Captain Oliver Hazzard Perry. He
was wounded during the battle and still had an open wound at the time of his
discharge in 1814. The wound was suffered while he served as a seaman on
the USS Lawrence. The American warship was so badly damaged and so many
of her crew killed or wounded that she at one time struck her colors and
prepared to surrender.
But Perry's sailors eventually got the upper hand. In the famous showdown off Put-In Bay on September 10. 1813, the young captain and his fleet
destroyed or captured all the British warships, opening the way for American
forces to recapture Detroit and enter Canada. A con~iderable amount of prize
money was found aboard the six captured British vessels and Perry divided it
among his men. As his share, John Bodine received $214.89, a small fortune
in 1813.
In John Hambleton's account of the distribution of prize money, Grandpa
Bodine is listed as John Bordain, seaman. Several other spellings appear in the
Navy Papers. In one document the name is spelled three different ways.
An important piece of information was found in the archives in Washington. A Bodine descendant, researching War of 1812 pension records, discovered a key letter from Bodine's wife to the Pension Board in Washington.
It seems that Bodine, because of wounds received in the Battle of Lake Erie,
was awarded an invalid's pension of $6.00 a month, which was paid to him
from 1814 to 1821. In this correspondence his name is spelled Burdeen.
For some reason the government stopped paying thc pension in 182 I and
most of the correspondence is from Bodine's wife or lawyer trying to get the
payments reinstated. The big surprise was that this wife's name was Mary, not
Nancy, and that her place of residence was Baltimore, Maryland, not Georgia
or Texas. Some Bodine researchers believe that John's name was originally
Burdeen and that when he married Nancy Gunnels in Georgia in 1810 he
already had a wife in Baltimore. Thus when his name was mi~spel1ed as
Bodine in the Texas documents in 1824, he made no effort to correct the
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mistake, preferring to distance himself from hi~ old life in Baltimore and a
possible bigamy charge. In his defense, it should be remembered that divorce
was difficult in Maryland at this time, and required special permission by the
state legislature.
After his marriage to Nancy Gunnels, Bodine drifted south, hi~ moves
being financed, probably, by his Lake Erie prize money. He was always
grateful to Captain Perry for that $214.89 fortune and named his first son after
him. Through the years, his descendants have carried on this tradition and in
each subsequent generation, at least one boy has borne the name of Oliver
Hazzard Perry Bodine.
For six years the Bodine family was a part of the great western surge of
American frontiersmen. Lured by the promise of free land, they arrived in the
Mexican province of Texas in 1824 and settled on that fateful half-league of
land in the Edmund Quirk Survey, about two and a half miles north of where
the town of San Augustine would be located. When Bodine applied for his
grant, there was not a full league available in that area, As a married immigrant
he was entitled to a league-and-Iabor. or 4416 acres, but he accepted the 2208
acres on Ayish Bayou. He also laid claim to an additional tract of 1600 acres
that adjoined his headright on the west. Unfortunately Bodine never had
anything more than a squatter's claim to this property, which later made it fair
game for land hungry settlers and speculators.
Records show that Bodine was well respected in the community, He
served as alcalde Uudge) of the municipality of San Augustine during the early
1830s, and after its reorganization in 1834, as regidor (councilman). In 1839.
the year of the trouble, he was living in a log cabin near the Ayish Bayou with
his wife Nancy and his sons Oliver, aged twenty, and William R., aged sixteen.
His daughters, Isabella, Elizabeth, and Jane, had married and moved away.
There was also in his household a man named William Nations. Nations'
relationship with the Bodines remains a mystery. He may have been a hired
hand, a friend from the States, or a visiting relative.
In 1839 Alexander Horton, recently married to Elizabeth Cooper Lattin.
lived a few miles south of Bodine on Moral Creek with his wife and their son,
whom he had named Sam Houston Horton after his old friend and
commanding officer. He, too, had accumulated considerable property. Houston
had appointed him president of the Board of Land Commissioners, a post
which he held for only four months. He had received a large amount of bounty
land for his services in the Texas Revolution and another league as a settler
before 1836. He also owned several town lots and a half interest in the
Mansion House, San Augustine's best hotel.
In the summer of 1839 Horton bought a tract of land at a sheriff's sale, a
part of which overlapped the western portion of the acreage which Bodine had
claimed for the past fifteen years as a part of his headright. Bodine had
approximately 2800 acres but faced the prospect of losing almost half of it. So
when he learned about the transaction and of Horton's plan to survey his newly
purchased property, the old sailor sent word that he would kill any man who
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attempted to have the lines run out. When Alexander rode out to the Bodine
place to establish the boundary line l he brought his rifle and three well-armed
friends with him.
Now the story clouds. All that is known for sure is that on August 10,
1839, a gunfight erupted between Alexander Horton, William G. Anderson,
Lew Allen Temple, and Hershel Corzine on one side, against John Bodine, his
friend William Nations, and his son, Oliver Hazzard Perry Bodine, on the
other. The elder Bodine and Nations were killed in the fray. Oliver Tan and
lived to be my great-grandfather. Horton and his three companions were
indicted for murder. Grandpa Horton and his friends pleaded self defense. The
Bodines said it was murder.
According to the Horton version, passed through the generations,
Grandpa Horton bought the land as described and hired a man to survey it.
Learning of Bodine's threat, the surveyor would not go near the Bodine place
without protection, so on the day set for doing the work, Grandpa Horton, in
company with Anderson, Temple, and COTzine rode out to the tract. Apparently they were to meet the surveyor, a man named Floyd, at a certain
corner, but found Bodine waiting with his son and Nations. Horton tried to
reason with Bodine but the older man refused to listen, and when the surveyor
was ordered to set his compass, Bodine grabbed a rifle and fired at him, but
missed. Horton then fired, killing Bodine instantly. Nations was shot by
Anderson. The younger Bodine threw down his gun and was not molested.
Horton and Anderson rode back to town and turned themselves in.
l

The Bodines have several versions of the story. One claims the two men
decided to settle the dispute by a fist fight in the town square l others to be with
them as seconds but not to get into the fight - no guns to be allowed. Bodine
brought Nations and Oliver. Horton came with three other men. The Horton
party was armed and as Bodine entered the square, Horton shot him and
Nations.
A slightly different version was told to me by my great-uncle Tom
Bodine, grandson of John. Uncle Tom declared that the factions met to discuss
the situation and agreed to a "ride-over" of the disputed land - not a true
survey but just a review. Horton and his men had hidden some guns in the trees
along the boundary line. A heated argument began just before the parties
reached the cache of guns. As they rode under the trees. the Horton gang
reached for the guns and started firing. Oliver, a young man, rode into the
bayou and escaped amid a hail of bullets. The elder Bodine and Nations were
gunned down. An examination showed the two were killed by a "buffalo load"
rifle. Horton was the only man in town who owned one, but he swore at the
trial that he did not shoot Bodine.
I heard a fourth version from an old man, not a Bodine, but a distant
relation, that sounded farfetched. "You know," he said "Colonel Horton came
to the homestead, got the drop on Gr.d.ndpa Bodine, marched him and Grandma
to the woods at gun point, sat 'em on a log and made 'em both sign a paper
deeding their land to him. When William Nations came along Old Man Horton
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shot the three of them like a bunch of dogs."
One look at the records is all that is necessary to disprove this story. In
1852 Grandma Nancy Bodine was very much alive and filing lawsuits in
district court.
I arrived back in town and parked in front of the courthouse. On one of
the whittlers' benches under the live oaks not far from the stature of James
Pinckney Henderson, the first governor of Texas, sat two old fellows who
might have stepped straight out of one of the Tex Ritter or Hopalong Cassidy
westerns I watched in the 1930s at the Augus Movie Theatre. They were
dressed in big black hats, black pants held up by suspenders, and black, highquarter shoes. One sported a handlebar mustache and the other a white beard
streaked with tobacco juice. I introduced myself and told them of my
investigation.
"So you're tryin' to solve a hundred-and-fifty year old murder, air you?"
Handlebar grinned. He had heard of the Gunfight but knew no details. The
bearded one claimed to know where the shooting took place. He said his
grandfather had once taken him into the woods north of town and pointed out
some large old trees.
"Them trees was full of lead slugs from the fracas," he claimed. "My
grandpappy used to go out there and dig 'em out of the tree trunks with his
pocket knife."
Eager to follow up on this lead, I asked him to show me the trees, at
which he shook his head sadly.
"Ain't there no more," he said. "Pulp wooders got 'em a good spell back:'
Shrugging off this setback, I paid a visit to the district clerk's office on
the second floor of San Augustine's old tomb-like courthouse~ surely there I
would find out which of the stories was the true one. I was in for a disappointment. The young lady in charge infonned me that Volume B of the District
Court Minutes, which I had been told contained an account of the Bodine
murder trial, was missing.
Depressed by my unproductive courthouse visit, I made a phone call to
my friend Harry Noble, a local historian who writes a weekly column for the
San Augustine Tribune. He gave my investigation new life.
"The information you're looking for isn't in Book 'B' of the Criminal
Minutes," he infonned me. "It's in Book 'A.' In fact, I've been doing some
research on William G. Anderson and I just made Xerox copies of about seven
pages of District Court Minutes from the trial." Harry kindly allowed me to
make copies of his copies. That afternoon found me sitting at the kitchen table
of my Mom's house on Highway 147, poring over the flowery handwritten
account of The Republic of Texas - Vs - William G. Anderson, et al.
Actually there were two trials and two different juries. In the first, which
began on April 2, 1840, William G. Anderson. Alexander Horton, Hershel
Corzine, and Lew Allen Temple were tried for the murder of William Nations.
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After only two days, a jury found the defendants not guilty.

In the second trial, which began Saturday morning, April 4, I 840, the four
men were tried for the murder of John Bodine. The presidingjudge was Edwin
T. Branch. District Attorney James G. Hyde represented the prosecution with
the assistance of George W. Terrell and David S. Kaufman, while the team of
William G. Duffield, Ezekiel Cullen, and James Pinckney Henderson, who six
years later became the first governor of Texas, represented the defense.
After five days of testimony and two days of argument the case was
turned over to the jury. An entry by the court clerk in the Criminal Minutes,
Volume A, page 310, gives the outcome of the trial.
" ...The case was then taken up this morning and after argument of Mssrs.
Duffield and Henderson for the defendant~ and Mssrs. G.W. Terrell and
James G. Hyde for the Republic; thereupon came a jury of good and lawful
men ... and after being duly empanelled and sworn, on their oaths, returned
the following verdict to-wit:
"We the Jury find that the defendants are not guilty in manner and form as
alleged in the indictment."

Unfortunately, no transcripts were kept of the testimony of indiv.idual
witnesses, so except for the names of the judge, lawyers, and jurors, and the
verdict in each case, the district court minutes left me hanging. The district
clerk told me that some of the papers from the case might be in a special San
Augustine collection at the Stephen F. Austin State University Library, so that
evening I drove to the campus in Nacogdoches. With the help of a research
librarian, I searched their file of Miscellaneous San Augustine Courthouse
Documents and found a manila folder dated 1840 and labeled "The Republic
of Texas - Vs - William G. Anderson, et aJ." The folder contained two handwritten pages, brittle and yellowed with age. They comprised a list of
questions the attorneys had asked Oliver Bodine, the only eyewitness, during
the murder trial:
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
] I.
12.

13.
14.
15.

Oliver Bodine being sworn says:
State who was there at the corner of Smith's field.
When did this take place. Mr. Bodine?
In what year?
Was that in this county?
Are the four prisoners at the bar the same?
Did you see your father and Mr. Nations when you came back?
Mr. Nations was killed at the same time?
Both dead when you returned?
Did you hear Mr. Nations make any threats toward the defendants?
You say Mr. Nations had the gun in his hand. Did he fIre it at the
defendants?
Was Mr. Nations shot before you len?
How many guns were fired?
Did one gun kill your father and Nations?
Did you hear any more guns after that?
Was it after you heard the report of four or five guns that you turned
your horse?
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16. Did you see the body of Mr. Nations afler that? State how many places
he was hit or if he was hit in more than one.
17. On whi<.:h side did the most wounds oc<.:ur?
18. Did the wounds appear to have been made by bullets or shells?
19. What space of time was il before you saw Mr. Nations dead?
20. When you returned was he dead?
21. When you returned were the defendants there?
22. Did you see any of your father and Nations weapons except the guns?
23. The gun you spoke of, did you [observe] it afterwards and was it
loaded?
24. Did you see what sort of guns the defendants had - whether they were
rifles or shotguns?
25. Did you know there was to be any ditticulty between your father,
Nations and the defendants?
26. Did Nations and your father go there together?
27. Did not your father and Nations go there in a perfectly friendly manner?
28. Did you not go there with a friendly intention, Mr. Bodine?
29. Was it not the custom of Nations to take his gun along with him and
nothing unusual for him to have his gun along?
30. Mr. Bodine, was not your father in very bad health and [had] been for
some time previous?
31. Was he not very weak and hardly able to get about?
QL'ESTIONS TO OLIVER BODINE BY DEFENSE ATTORNEY:

1. Please state to the jury who it wa, who put his gun to his eye fir"t'?
2. Please state what Nations - what was his first name?
3. Was that the name by which he was called by his family?
......QUESTIONS 4 THRU 29 ARE MISSING.....
30. When your father called for lhe gun as above stated, did not Colonel
Horton say "stop" and that he wanted the difficulty settled without
arms?
31. How near to Colonel Horton were you standing?
32. This Mr. Floyd you spoke of - was the surveyor, was he?
33. How long after the first snot was it before you turned your horse?
34. Did Nations hand the gun to your father at the time he asked for it - and
how near were you to him'!
35. At the time your father threw off his hat did Nations hold the gun
towards him?
36. Who were you noticing althat time - as he threw off his hat?
37. Did Corzine keep the gun pointing at you one, or three minutes?
38. You then left and saw nothing more until you returned and saw your
father and Mr. Nations dead?

A further search of the records failed to turn up Oliver Bodine's answers
to these questions - no more information at alL Back in San Augustine, I
stopped to see my cousin, Lena Arnold, a Horton granddaughter who lives
near Liberty Hill. Learning of my investigation, she disappeared into a back
room. She returned. moments later, and handed me a moth-eaten old ledger
book.
I had seen the old ledger before but had never paid much attention to it.
In the 1830s Horton had operated a smal1 mercantile store and this volume was
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apparently his account book, written in his own hand. About halfway through,
sandwiched between lists of merchandise bought by customers on credit, I
found the following passages:
LONG TO BE REMEMBERED
March Term, 1840
I was tried for my life in company with Lew
Allen Temple, Hershal Corzine and W.G.
Anderson, for having been compelled to kill
Wm. Nations and John Bodine. This unfortunate
occurrence was brought on by their own rashness
to the great mortification of all, and has left a
lasting impression on my mind which time
alone can't obliterate, for tho I was justified in
this, I lament so great a misfortune. Public
opinion was great against us but we were honorably
acquitted by the following jury after an able
discussion of ten days.
JURORS:

E.O. Legrand, Milton Caldwell, Mr. Crouch,
J.O. Patterson, Wm. W. Hunt, Alfred Polk,
Joseph Green, Jacob Garrett. Jr., William Daniel.
George Jones, David Wall, Presley Loggins.

My friends should ever remember the generous and kind conduct of Mr.
Kimbro, Sheriff and Thomas Payne, Deputy ... My friends should never
forget William and John Nash who &tood all with arms in their hands to fight
and die with us or see us rescued in case the verdict went against us. These
men did justice to themselves and country for this was a plain case of self
defense.

. .. A. HORTON

I reread the lines about the Nash brothers and experienced a twinge of
concern for the heroic image of Grandpa Horton. Was there really a gang and
were they in the courtroom to intimidate jury and witnesses? With a certain
apprehension, 1 turned the yellowed pages and soon found the following entry:
My friend Hershal Corzine was killed on the 12th day of June, 1840 and
enterrment was held on the 14th. He was cowardly assassinated without any
chance to defend himself. This gallant man [aught bravely throughout our
revolution and may be called the bravest among the brave.
... A. HORTON

I closed the account book with a feeling of frustration. Grandpa Horton's
terse comments had provided more questions than answers. Who were William
and John Nash who had "waited with arms in their hands?" Who was Hershal
Corzine and how had he died? Since he was one of those on the Horton side,
had he been killed by the Bodines in retaliation?
Thumbing through the Rev. George Crocket's Two Centuries In East
Texas that night, I happened upon a paragraph which solved the mystery of
Corzine's death, but cast a certain cloud upon Grandpa Horton's eulogy of
him. On page 117, while discussing the residences of early settlers, Crocket
wrote:
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On the comer of main and Congress Streets was the home of Judge
Shelby Corzine, the first districl judge of this district under the Republic.

It was in front of this house that Hershal Corzine was killed by John
Connor. Connor was engaged to a young lady in the town, but before their
marriage was obliged to go to New Orleans on business, a trip which then
required several months. After his departure, Corzine, who was in love with
the ~ame lady, contrived to have published in the papers of Alexandria,
Loui~iana, an account tell ing of the loss of the ship on which Connor sailed
with all on board. He then ~et himself to console the lady and succeeded so
well that they were married. In the meantime, Connor, whose ship had not
been lost at all, finished his bminess and started for home with a trousseau
for his bride. But alas, when he arrived he found her the bride of another!
The next morning he met his rival at his gate and in the quarrel that ensued
Corzine was killed.

So now I knew the fate of Corzine. But what about William G. Anderson?
Further research in the Genealogical Section of the San Augustine Library
revealed that Anderson was a lawyer who had a rather violent history. As a
young man he had killed saloon keeper Ephraim Tall y after a barroom brawl.
Later he was accused of murder when he allegedly beat a female slave to death
with his cane. Like Horton, he was a land speculator.
Land trading had reached a fever pitch at this time. Speculators swarmed
around the recently opened land office. Foreclosures for taxes and debts, as
well as other types of forced sales, were frequent. But the land office faced a
near impossible task. Every day the commissioner had to wrestle with transactions involving lands claimed by virtue of old Spanish or Mexican grants, the
original surveys of which frequently overlapped other surveys. Besides this
overlapping there were problems with incomplete titles, fraudulent headrights,
and fake land certificates. In short, the land business in East Texas was a mess.
This confused situation led to countless lawsuits and occasional bloodshed
during the next twenty years.
After three days of research I was convinced that I had examined all
existing evidence in the case. My biggest disappointment was the failure to
locate Oliver Bodine's answers to all those questions posed by the lawyers at
the trial. Nevertheless, from the questions themselves and from Grandpa
Horton's comments in his ledger book, several facts could be inferred:

*
*
*
*
>I<

*
*
*

*

The survey was to begin at the corner of Smith's tield.
All the parties came there on horseback.
The Horton party was armed with rifles and shotguns.
William Nations was the only one in the Bodine party who brought a gun.
Nations was not related to the Bodines, just a friend who was sraying with
them.
Grandpa Bodine was ill on the day of the gunfight.
At some point during the ride-over he became angry, tossed his hat on the
ground and asked for Nations' gun.
Oliver Bodine had ridden away, but heard the shots, turned his horse, and
returned to find his father and Nations both dead. Nations was hit fOUf or
five times.
All guns used in the fight were rifles or shotguns. No handguns were
involved.
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*
*
*

The Corzine family had some interest in the disputed land. Perhaps they
were to buy it jointly with Horton and Anderson.
Public sentiment was strongly against the defendant~ bur the courtroom
was packed with friends of Horton and Anderson, all anned to the teeth
and prepared to rescue them if a guilty verdict wa" returned.
The trial lasted ten days. The defendants were found not guilty by reason
of self defeme.

After three days, I was sick of "Our Gunfight." 1 had come to San Augustine
looking for easy answers, only to find myself swamped in a sea of
complications, equivocations, and historical footnotes. l had not intended to
make a study of the history of the region. But how can you separate a man
from his setting and his time or the events that affected his state of mind?
Was it a fair fight or was it murder?
Satisfied at last that I had collected all worthwhile data, I packed up my
notes, Xerox copies, and tape recordings, and started for home.
"Well, what did you find out?" my wife asked when I arrived. "Who was
to blame?"
I thought about it for awhile then gave her my verdict.
"1' d like to think they were both just victims of circumstances. Grandpa
Bodine was trying to hold onto land he felt was rightfully his. He was old and
sick and in no mood to negotiate. And Grandpa Horton? Well, he must bear the
blame of having killed two men in a dispute which the courts could have
settled.

"The real cause of the trouble was the incompetent administration of the
land grant program by the Mexican officials. And then there was William G.
Anderson: he seemed to have a violent streak. I've got a hunch he may have
precipitated the whole thing. After all, the case was styled: "The State of Texas
vs. William G. Anderson, et al." As to which man fired his gun first - no one
will ever know."

AFTERWORD
The land in contention, that fatal 1600 acres on Ayish Bayou, lay
unclaimed for more than thirty years after "Our Gunfight." John's widow
Nancy lived on the original headright from 1839 to 1863 and then the property
was divided into five parcels. Nancy received half and [he children each
received a portion of the other half.
In 1875 a resurvey of the Bodine land was ordered by the court and the
disputed western portion was cut away from the original survey, reducing the
Bodine headright by some 1600 acres.
Seven years after the Gunfight, the Republic of Texas granted Bodine's
estate the remaining half league due him as a settler before 1836. On February
9, ] 846, President Anson Jones granted to Bodine, his heirs and assigns
forever, 13.5 labors of land situated in Kaufman County on the south fork of
the Sabine River. This property, located near present day Terrell, was more
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than 150 miles from Bodine's San Augustine land. In the document Bodine's
name is spelled "Bordain."
After 1840 Alexander Horton continued to setve the Republic in various
capacities. Early in the 1840s he was appointed marshal of the Republic to
help put an end to the Regulator-Moderator feud in Shelby County_ He
participated in the fight against the Cherokee Indians which resulted in the
expulsion of that tribe from East Texas. He setved as a representative in the
state legislature for a number of years, but continued to speculate in land and
at one time owned some 30,000 acres. Early in the 18605 he made a serious
error in judgment, selling most of his land and investing the money in slaves.
The Civil War frustrated him financially and he died in 1894 practically
penniless.
As to his three friends who participated in the gunfight: Hershel Corzine
was killed by Connor as described. William G. Anderson, who weathered
many lawsuits and was accused of murder at least four times. moved to Panola
County, where he apparently died of natural causes_ Lew Allen Temple, whose
name was actually "Lewellyn," a local rancher who owned jointly with Sarah
Corzine a 363 - acre tract which may have overlapped Bodine's land, died
only five months after the shoot-out. Years of research have failed to turn up
any information on William Nations, who must remain the mystery man of the
unfortunate affair.
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DAVID CROCKETT'S VISIT TO THE RED RIVER VALLEY
by Skipper Steely
The Red River Valley west of the Great Bend saw basically three waves
of American Anglo settlers arriving between 1815 and 1836. Those who came
during the five years before the Mississippi Choctaw Treaty of Doak's Stand
(1820) were the first. Many of this group moved to southeast Texas. About
eighty other families joined Stephen F. Austin when their land claims north of
the Red River were given to the incoming Indians.
The second wave of Americans arrived at the American settlements
during the next decade, joining relatives and former friends who remained in
what was called Miller County, Arkansas Territory. This governmental entity,
once a part of the large Hempstead County, was after 1828 located south of the
Red River, stretching from the Great Bend as far west as civilization expanded,
or basically to what is now Fannin County. Land claims were not valid in this
region because both Mexico and the United States claimed ownership, an
argument that continued until about 1838.
Not many Red River pioneers became "famous" in Texas history though
some, such as Ben Milam, Richard Ellis, and Collin McKinney, were highly
instrumental in the creation of the Republic. I Most remaining along the Red
River during the 1830s had a greater loyalty to Arkansas than to Texas, sending
delegates to legislative meetings in Little Rock and performing county
governmental duties at Jonesborough, Arkansas, a town in what is now Red
River County, Texas.
A third wave of pioneers began to arrive in Texas during the mid- 1830s.
These were not necessarily hard-core farmers and plantation owners. They
were businessmen, lawyers, and traders who were looking for a new way of
life, trying to drown out memories of past deeds. Some were quite talented.
Some were popular in the states. Some were trying to leave their former wives
or lovers. Robert Potter, William B. Travis, and Sam Houston were in this
category. Jim Bowie, who also at times operated in southwest Arkansas, was
still recovering from the loss of his wife, Ursula Veramendi. Whether this was
true or not for one Tennessean who arrived at Fort Towson late in November
1835, does not matter much. He was there to hunt and explore, and he was
destined to fight for Anglo American Texas. His name was David Crockett,
and like Red River residents Samuel Price Carson and Potter, he was a former
United States congressman. i
Crockett was a noted hunter, and he had a gift for relating tall tales about
life in the wild. People pestered him along the way to southwestern Arkansas.
Everyone wished to meet him, all claiming in years afterward that they were
good friends, that he spent a night at their home, or that he performed the
marriage of their great grandpappy. As Gibbons Poteet of Lamar County later
told Paris News writer A.W. Neville, Crockett left many smoke signals
designating his trail across Arkansas and Texas. Sifting through the legends
Skipper Steely is a history writer from Paris, Texas.
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and pulling out the real story is difficult.
Crockett departed Weakley County, Tennessee, and the Western District
on November 1. 1835, according to a letter written the day before to his
brother-in-law, George Patton, in Swannanoa, North Carolina. 2 It is feasible
that Carson had influenced Crockett to follow him down the Southwest Trail,
which cut diagonally across Arkansas into the Red River area..' Crockett left in
the company of Abner Burgin, Lindsay K. Tinkle, and William Patton, a
nephew from the "lower country," meaning Alabama or Mississippi. Patton
was the son of James Patton, Mrs. Crockett's brother. William Patton's frrst
chance to meet Crockett carne when he went to the Gibson County courthouse
to settle his portion of the estate of his grandfather, Robert, fonnerly of North
CaroJina. 4 Traveling with William was his sister's husband, George W. Harper,
who later returned to the Muscle Shoals area. 5 Patton was single and about
thirty years of age. When informed of the trip to Texas, Patton also decided to
explore the west. He agreed to travel for a portion of the distance, possibly to
see kinfolks and friends Jiving near the Red River.~
Burgin was Crockett's brother-in-law, having married Margaret Patton.
Tinkle was a close friend of the family. According to the Lamar County, Texas,
Skidmore family legend, Henry Skidmore was supposed to rendezvous with
the group in Memphis but was late, resulting in a quick trip down the trail to
catch his friends. Another story told in the Red River Valley is that Crockett
and his group, before arriving in Memphis, had ridden a short time with a
caravan headed to northeast Texas. Dr. Mansel W. Matthews and Lynn
D'Spain were a part of this large group of Disciples of Christ. 7 Crockett may
have passed others moving to Texas (southwestern Arkansas) that Fall. One
group that claimed it met Crockett was the large Guest contingent from
Fayette County, Tennessee, fonnerly from a northern Alabama home near the
Pattons. Word of military troubles in Texa.~ did little to slow the migration to
the Red River country.
Crockett and his three companions took a boat down the Obion River,
then walked to Mills Point on the Mississippi, where they boarded a steamer.
Niles Register reported a few weeks later that when he was in Memphis,
Crockett wore a coonskin cap. ~ This is the first mention that he actually carried
such a cap along with him. Perhaps he covered his head with this type cap to
spoof a New York City theatrical play done in 1831 that rather crudely
depicted his frontier ways. He may have been simply playing along with the
concocted image northerners had of him.
With Haley's Comet in the sky, the group left Memphis, going by steamer
to the mouth of the White River, cut over to the Arkansas, and arrived in Little
Rock on November 12. Hundreds turned out to see Crockett. A supper was
held at Jeffries' Hotel, followed by a shooting match in his honor. The group
continued their journey along the Ouachita River within a few days. In
Washington, Arkansas, Crockett and his now six to eight companions stopped
at the Black Bear Tavern. Another banquet was held in his honor. More tales
of frontier exploits filled the evening. Crockett made his usual negative
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comments about President Andrew Jackson but had to lend an ear to an equal
number of stories about the escapades of Jim Bowie and Sam Houslon, as well
as a few reminiscences oflocal lore.
After three days in Hempstead County, Crockett either struck out over the
military road to the public landing near Fort Towson or crossed into Texas at
Levi Davis' place in present Sevier County. However. stories in the DeKalb,
Texas. area say he crossed into Texas at Mill Creek Landing near Spring HilL
then traveled south to a small village. Here the group spent the night. Crockett
supposedly named the site DcKalb.
Crockett and his friends rode farther west into the heart of the Miller
County settlement, visiting at Bryarly's Landing and also talking to people
near Bason's Mill Creek. He apparently spent one of his first nights in Texas
at the home of John Stiles.~ The next day they moved southwest, planning to
hunt on the prairies and visit at Matt Click's place located south of present-day
Paris. It was later called Mount Vernon and eventually was known as Limekiln
Community. Click apparently had a cabin there and worked some of the
acreage, although evidence suggests that his family probably still lived in
Hempstead County, Arkansas Territory.lIJ
The group consisted of more men now, with probably Stiles, John
Robbins, Sherrod Roland, and Henry Stout as the main guides. It is possible
that a cousin of William Patton already was living west ofWiJliam Becknell's
place. The group took its time, passing one mile north of present Sivily Hill on
what is now Highway 5 ca!;t of Clarksville and less than a mile east of Madras.
They moved northwest of Clark's land, crossed north of the corner of James
Latimer's field, and spent the night at Becknell's home in Royston Township,
located four miles wesL of the new Clarksville community. Becknell was
almost as well known a" Crockett, and once had lived in Greene County,
Tennessee. near the Crockett family. He was a new resident of the Red River
region. Becknell had gained fame when he created the Santa Fe Trail out of
Franklin, Missouri. in the Winter of 1821-1822.
When \Villiam Brinton brought word that Crockett was coming to the
southwest, Isabella Clark and two Latimer girls. thiIteen-year-old Betsy and
sixteen-year-01d Jane, rode out to tell the men that they were facing possible
danger if they moved too far south. 1I Mrs. Clark later said, "\Ve overtook
Crockett and his party at the house of Edward Bean," some ten miles west of
the Clark residence. 12 It was early morning when the women rode up and
greeted Mrs. Dean. They ate breakfast together. Then Crockett, nicely dressed
in the women's estimation, rode west, heeding Isabella Clark's warning not to
take the old Fort Towson-Nacogdoches Road or any other southern route. She,
too, mentioned that Crockett had on a coonskin cap.1.1
From Dean's the group rode toward Click's. That evening they stopped
on a hill which would later be called Crocketl Circle in Paris. l -\. Finally they
moved on five more miles south to Click's place, located east of the Baker's
Branch of Aud's Creek. ls
While there Crockett carved a Bois d' Arc
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to haul water and game.
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It was called a "lizard" and remained at Click's place for sixty years until it
was donated to the Texas State Fair, or burned 1n the Lamar County
Courthouse fire of 1877, depending upon which story is accurate. 1&

Here Skidmore apparently caught up with Crockett's contingent.1? After
about a week the group, now numbering twelve, left Click's and possibly
explored near Cumby, then turned northwest to the edge of Jernigan's Thicket,
a tangled mess of woods in southwestern Fannin County. From there they
moved through Honey Grove, Bonham, and the Choctaw Creek area 1n
Grayson county, turning soon afterward a bit south to near the headwaters of
the Trinity River before circling back.
On the return toward Click's the group camped near Honey Creek.
Ironically, James Mallory bought this land in 1856, thirty-one years after
Crockett had visited his Dover. Tennessee, store to borrow a box. to use as a
platfonn. From it Crockett had spoken to the people while campaigning for the
United States Congress. The Mallory clan claims it was from this box that
Crockett first said, "If I am not elected, I'll either go to hell or to Texas."18
Since it was not advisable to take a direct southern land route to San
Antonio from the Red River settlements, the group headed back to the
Clarksville area. Local participants left Crockett at this point to remain at their
homes. Crockett and at least Patton traveled east for a few days, but kept south
of the Red River, visiting as they rode. 11} They stopped overnight at the Collin
McKinney home. Near there Crockett traded Isaac N. Jones a gold watch for
a cheaper silver one and $30. 20 At Fulton the travelers boarded a small steamboat and set out late in December through the Great Raft for Natchitoches.
Some believe that William Patton left Crockett at this point and returned
to Alabama with plans to come back to the Red River as soon as possible. A
William Black "Billie" Patton did arrive in the Lamar County area sometime
prior to November 1836. 21 This Patton later claimed land east of current Paris,
then apparently wenL back to procure his Alabama family. According to that
family's notes, they arrived on Blossom Prairie late in September 1837. Here
Billie Patton started a store and blacksmith shop.22

All the family lore is suspect. It claims that Billie Patton was Crockett's
nephew, but genealogical study does not prove this to be true. Evidence reveals
that the William Patton who was Crockett's nephew did not leave his uncle but
continued into Texas with him, signed an oath of allegiance in Nacogdoches
on January 14, 1836, and then perhaps escaped death at both the Alamo and
San Jacinto before returning to Alabama. Or did he? Some believe he perished
at the Alamo.
After leaving the Red River settlements, Crockett, his nephew, and other
followers had arrived in Nacogdoches by January 5, 1836. A few days later
Crockett was in San Augustine, where he penned a letter to his daughter,
Margaret, and her husband, Wiley Flowers, who lived in Gibson County,
Tennessee, He told them he hoped to settle permanently in what would
become the Fannin-Grayson County area. He made no mention of Patton and
Burgin. 23 Crockett signed his oath on January 12.
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Through the last three weeks of January Crockett roamed deep eastern
Texas. Just who was with him is unclear. If any Red River inhabitants were
there, they are not revealed to history. Former Red River resident Jonathan C.
Poole relates in his memoirs that after helping interpret at a conference in
February with the Cherokee Indians, he was on his way back to the Texas army
when he ran into Crockett. 24 Poole traveled three or four days with him. He
also later wrote that Crockett "...wore a coon skin cap and buck skin breaches,"
but gives no times or places in his ramblings about Crockett and other events. 25
Crockett was held in high esteem by Red River residents for another
reason: his background was so similar to theirs. His great-grandfather was
born in Ireland. The Crocketts lived in Pennsylvania, in the New River area of
Virginia, and eventually spread out in southwestern Virginia and western
North Carolina. His grandparents, early settlers in eastern Tennessee, were
killed by Indians near Rogersville. David Crockett was born in Greene County,
Tennessee, and moved west with the settlement of the state. Crockett worked
in the Shenandoah Valley for a short period, associated with Jesse Cheek's
brother.26 Jesse Cheek moved to the Red River Valley a decade before
Crockett's visit. In addition, Crockett was kin to the Elliott family; his brother,
William, married a Rebecca Elliott. The Elliotts were related to Moses
Austin's family. Though some disagreed with Crockett's political battle with
Andrew Jackson, most admired his honesty in thought and actions.
Interestingly enough, Crockett left a "trail of smoke" in the form of
family legends. They stretch across Arkansas and into northeast Texas, but
some works about him never mention, and even question, his presence west of
the Red River's Great Bend. 2i Though no official documents or newspaper
accounts reveal that he visited Jonesborough and Clarksville, the memoirs of
Isabella Clark prove he was there. The existence of so many family claims that
he visited their ancestor's homes swells the evidence. Certainly, he left his
mark on the history of northeast Texas and southwestern Arkansas. Most
important for Red River settlers undetermined about their stand on the TexasArkansas boundary issue, his visit more than likely turned even more thoughts
toward an alliance with Texas. It also made it easier to recruit help for the
Texian cause when word arrived that Crockett had perished at the Alamo.
NOTES

'E.R. "Pop" Lindley, cd., Bi()!:raphica[ Directorv Of The Texas Convention And Congress
1832-1845. (Austin, 1986), p. 22. Ellis was president of the Convention of 1836, the first Texan
meeting any Red River residents attended. He, Samuel Price Carson, Robert Hamilton, A.H.
Latimer, and McKinney were the representatives. McKinney is given credit for assisting George
Childre~s in the construction of the Republic of Texas con"titution. Once a member of the
Alabama slale constimtional convention. Ellis then served in the Texas Congress as a senator [rom
1836-1 R40. He died tragically in a hou~c tire. Ellis County carries on his name. A~ a result of his
congressional service as a member of the House of Representatives three limes. McKinney had a
town and county named for him. Milam died at the Battle of Bexar in San Antonio. He was on a
return trip from Mexico where he had been attempting to solidify land claims in northeast Texas.
lJames A. Shackford. David Crockett: The Man And The Legend (Chapel Hill, 1956}, p. 210.
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lShackford, Crockett, p. 84. While on a visit to Swannanoa, North Carolina, Crockett was
present at a duel between Samuel Carson and Dr. Robert B. Vance on November 6, 1827. Burgin
wal> also a friend of Carson. See also Shackford, ·'David Crockett And North Carolina," North
CaroU,UI Historical Revi(~w, XXVlTl. pp. 298-315. Also, Steely Collection, Patton File, at James
G. Gee Library, Commerce, Texas. Carson's wife fonnerly had lived near the Pattons in McDowell
County, North Carolina, in Pleasant Garden. Three Carson brothers married three Wilson sisters.
It is possible that the Wilsons were kin to James Jordon Ward, another Red River settler.
4AfEer his wife Rebecca died, Robcrt Patton apparently was urged to move from North
Carolina to Gibson County, Tennessee.
\ShackfoTd, Crockett, p. 210.
"Sleely Collection, A.W. Neville Papers, p. 34. There is a strong possibility that a Robert
Patton already lived in northeast Texas in 1835. Many northeast Texans came from the northern
Alabama region near Somerville.
'Steely Collection, Neville Papers, p. 212. See also Bertha Gable, cd., Red River Collections
(Dallas, 1986), p. 42. Crockett arrived at the Red River settlements a month before the Matthews
wagon train.
'N. Niles. ed., Niles Weekly Register, XLIX, p. 225, and hy conversation with Eric Schmidt.

an artisl commissiuned in 1986 to paint a mural based upon the fall of the Alamo. Schmidt says
that he printed 500 copies of the gigantic painting, only to be then told by Steely and another
source that there ace several mentions of Crockett wearing the cap. Other than those references to
the coonskin cap after he started toward Texas. Schmidt could not find other evidence that
Crockett habitually wore such a cap.
9Constance Rourke. David Crockett (New York. 1934), p. 163. Rourke says Crockett went
to Fort Towson. Carolyn S. Scott says the same in the Honey Gmve Signal-Citizen, March 20,
193 L "More Facts On Davy Crockett's Route." Shackford, Crockett, p. 213, says he went south
of the Red River across Lost Prairie. He probably did cross there un his way out of t.he Red River
settlements. Though there is no documentation, family members say that Stiles knew Crockett in
Tennessee. The OeKalb version comes from Steely Collection, Texarkana Research Notebook,
Section V, referring to a publication by Emma Lou Meadows called DeKalb And Bowie County,
p. 7. No indication of publication date on clipping.
IOSteely Collection. Miller County Papers, p. 653. Click voted in Jonesborough, Washington
Township, in 1835. Records in Hempstead County show that he did not sell his Arkansas land until

1839.
IISteely Collection. Latimer File. Isabella Hopkins Clark's husband was James, who
founded Clarksville. Texas. The girls were daughters of James and Jane Hamilton Latimer. Betsy
married John H. Dyer in 1838 and Ambrose K. Elett in 1859. Jane married D.K. Jamison in 1837.

-Wed River County Deed Book D, p. 320; and the Dallas Morning

New~',

January 6, 1894.

-'Rourke, Davy Crockett. p. 163.
L> A marker stood for years under a tree at 1954 Clarksville Street, in the nonheast comer of
the front yard. supposedly marking the spot where Crockett camped one evening. The current
location of the marker is next door at 1970 ClarksviUe Street, and was set below an oak in 1997.
This is not the tree believed to be used by the Crockett contingent.

'lAud's Creek was called Crockett's Creek on a Lamar County Headright map prepared in

1878.
16A.W. Neville. Paris News, "Backward Glances,"' March 16. 1934; December 7, 1934; and
December 24, ]934. The "lizard" was cut from the forks of a tree limb. Apparently it was on the
John Click place south of Paris for many years, See alsu Scutt, Honey Grove SiRnal-Citizen,
March 20, 193 L

'7Steely Collection, lohn Black File, see the brown scrapbook, p. 126. Black's papers were
prepared by his widow and given to the James G, Gee Library archives in Commerce, Texas.
"Steely Collection, Black File, p. 125. Some say Crockett uttered, " ... they can go to hell
but I'm going lo Texas:' Andy Thomas may have been with the group. He supposedly swapped
ritles with Crockett. Thomas did not go south later. He came back to the Red River area with his
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family in September 1837, then later moved west to Whitewright. See also Bob Mallory, Some
Mallorys And Bells (Greenville, 1950), p. 16. Som~ account~ ,ay that ar (he hcadwater~ of the
Trinity, Crockett', men ran into a group led by James Clark. However, Clark should have been
near Nacogdoches at this time.

19'fhey may have returned to Jonesborough and boarded a boar. Why the trail from
Jonesborough to Nacogdoches was not considered safe is unclear. By l835 few Indian problems
are recorded that far east, and no stories of travelers being murdered along the trail are reported
unlillhe Ripley family massacre in 1841.
lORourke, Davy Crockett, p. 169; Shackford, Crockett. p 2 l4: Steely Collection. McKinneySayford File. Dr. Jones was a North Carolinian who may have lived near the Clarks. He may have
moved eventually to Washington, Arkansas. from the Red River region.
21Steely Collection, Patton File and Neville Papers, p. 1145. 1222.
l!Pari.{ Ne\'.'s. September 25.1986. William B. Patton's son wrote a diary which in 19f16 wa~

placcd in the Aikin Archive:'> aL Paris Junior College. Inirial research placed Billie PaLLun as a
brother to Mrs. David Crockett. However. genealogical study hy Sandra McDaniel uf Rockport.
Alabama. updates and changes information. The fate of William Patton. Crockett's nephew.
remains unknown. The Billie Patton family likely is linked closely to William Patton's family.
1JRouke, Davy Crockett, p. l74. It is not clear why Crockett was in Nacogdoches on January
5, then visited San Augustine on January 9. See biographical sketches at the San Jacinto Museum
and Archives, under William Patton. for the oa[l1,
l"Steely Collection. Chumley Notebook, p. 89; Webb. Handbook Of Texas J, p. 334;
Chronicles Of Oklahoma, XXXII, No. I. p. 34. Houston. John Forbes, and John Cameron wer~
the commissioners at the conference. The treaty was completed on February 23. 1836. and
promised the Cherokee their right of domicile. In return, the tribe would not actively oppose the
Anglos in their conflict against the Mexicans.
~jSteely

Collection, Chumley Notebook, p. 89.

~~Stec1y

Collection, Crockett File; Shackford, Crockett. p. 9: and Steely, Six Months From
Tennessee (Wolfe City, 1981), p. 137. Je~se Cheek was in the Red River Valley during the 18205
and perhaps earlier. Also, on the trip to Rockbridge County. Virginia, when Crockett was young,
the wagon train master was Benjamin Kitchen, perhaps a rdative of Pharaoh Kitchens, another
early Red River land o\vner.
17Steely Collection, Austin Colony Research Notebook, p. 99. Other families also are
frustrated that no mention of them is in popular Crockett accounts. One is (he Elijah Gossett
family of Crockett, Texas.
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"THE YELLOW PESTILENCE: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF
THE 1853 YELLOW FEVER EPIDEMIC IN NEW ORLEANS
AND THE GALVESTON, TEXAS SCOURGE OF 1867"
b.v Heather Green Campbell
By the mid· nineteenth century. numerous commonalties existed between
New Orleans, Louisiana, and Galveston, Texas. Both developed in a tropical
environment a flourishing financial structure, a distinctly cosmopolitan
society, and a laissez-faire attitude towards fellow citizens and the world in
general. And a common steamy, Southern climate created a shared terror: the
periodic epidemics of yellow fever.

The most devastating yellow fever epidemic in New Orleans occurred in
the summer of 1853, resulting in the death of approximately 9,000 persons.
Fourteen years later, Galveston suffered its "Year of Crucifixion" in 1867
when the grave closed over more than 1,150 souls. Each city lost nearly ten
percent of its population. A comparative examination regarding the social,
economic, psychological, and medical impact of this disease during the
plagues of 1853 and 1867 and the two citjes profoundly affected by them provides an interesting view into nineteenth-century American life and thought.
Yellow fever is a dangerous viral disease of short duration that is transmitted to humans by various species of mosquitoes. especially the Stef?omyia
fasciata. Although it is endemic in the tropical jungles of Africa and Central
and South America, its greatest impact historically has been in temperate
zones during the summer months among urban populations. As the weather
cooled. the danger of the disease abated. I
As a rule, this terrifying disease kills quickly. Within three to five days, a
healthy individual could become afflicted with headache, nausea, fatigue,
fever, and pain in the extremities and loin area. In serious or fatal cases, these
symptoms were followed by jaundice. hence the appellation "yellow fever,"
and hemorrhaging from various bodily cavities, such as the ears, nose, and
rectal area. The closing minutes of the patient's life often included copious
vomiting of "black vomit" or vnmit{) negro, blood clots lodged in the
stomach.'
The appearance of yellow fever in the New World coincided with the
seventeenth century escalation of the slave trade to the West Indies. It is hkely
the virus traveled to the Islands in the bodies of enslaved Africans and in water
containers bearing mosquito larvae necessary to transmit the disease. 3 The
worst epidemic prior to the nineteenth century occurred in Philadelphia in
1793 and claimed approximately 5,000 lives. As Southern ports monopolized
the West Indies trade, yellow fever became a significant problem due to the
mosquito breeding climate. However, not until the turn of the twentieth
century would the mosquito be recognized as the vector of yellow fever. Until
then, confusion regarding the origin of the disease, subsequent treatments, and
Heather Green Campbell is a hismry reacher at Galveston Colle1<:e.
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preventative measures created profound frustration and dread as each sickly
season approached.
New Orleans first confronted yellow fever in 1793. Sixty years of increasingly deadly onslaughts culminated in the devastating attack of 1853,
which is considered the worst single epidemic ever to seize an American city.4
Throughout the nineteenth century, Texas also experienced yellow fever outbreaks, with Galveston bearing the brunt of the seasonal visits. In less than
thirty years, islanders endured nine epidemics, each more serious than its
predecessor. By the terrible Yellow Jack scourge of 1867, Galveston had
attained notoriety as the fever center of Texas. 5
Perhaps nine-tenths of the yellow fever victims in both cities were "from
abroad and strangers to (the Southern coastal) climate." These included recent
arrivals from Europe, especially many Irish and Germans. as well as people
from the Northern United States and Southern interior. 6 Pe111lanent white
residents seldom suffered from the disease, with many believing they possessed a natural immunity after having previously contracting a mild case of
the fever. 7 Blacks suffered even less. In fact, "pure blacks" were considered
totally immune until physicians, just prior to the Civil War, noticed an
extremely mild form of the disease among the Negro population. At the peak
of the pestilence, the grim reaper tended to be less selective as it raged beyond
"the emigrant anny" and attacked the "citizens" and to a lesser degree the
black population. s
To many nineteenth-century champions of public health, the most powerful, albeit unpopular, weapon against the spread of Yellow Jack was quarantine. The required establishment of a miles-long line of pickets and the rigid
examination of incoming vessels tended to severely disrupt travel and commercial activity. Because the overall effectiveness of quarantines was never
proven, their necessity was questioned by many citizens and health care
professionals.~

To others. sanitation was the key. While studying the Philadelphia yellow
fever plague of 1793, the prominent physician Dr. Benjamin Rush recognized
the "miasmic theory of contagion." According to Rush, a hot, humid environment made worse by an abundance of uncollected decaying human, animal,
and vegetable waste, produced a pestilential atmosphere that created the
disease. 1O Throughout the next century, many advocates of the "filth makes
fever" theory could be found among physicians and citizens alike. As the
summer months approached, concerned voices grew louder regarding the
squalid condition of city streets. On July 6, 1853, the New Orleans Daily Crescent expressed alarm when, for more than a month, "carrion and carcasses and
festering nastiness of every description had been allowed to remain undisturbed and constantly augmented." In Galveston, health inspectors annually
urged the sufficient use of disinfectants, including the pouring of lime down
sewers. 11
Once Yellow Jack arrived in a city, the common initial response among
the citizenry, until forced to admit otherwise, was denial. On July 3. 1853, the
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New Orleans Weekly Delta ironically declared that, de~pite news of yellow
fever in the vicinity and the severe overabundance of mosquitoes, " ... we don't
believe Yellow Jack will favor us with his grim presence this year .
Providence does not afflict us with two curses at one and the same time
"
The Houston Telegraph assured Galvestonians that the epidemic in 1867
would be a mild one. Adding to the optimism, one wealthy Islander remarked,
"1 wish yellow fever would come every year. I never advise anyone to leave. It
makes citizens."!2 However, confidence of this sort faded as the seriousness of
both outbreaks became apparent.

A city besieged by the Saffron Scourge provided an unforgettable scene,
Commercial activity came to a standstill. The bustling noises of prosperity
were silenced by disease or by the absence of thousands who fled to healthier
climates. Because yellow fever supposedly was linked to a poisonous
atmosphere, officials in New Orleans ordered the frequent firing of cannon and
the burning of massive barrels filled with tar and whiskey in an effort to clear
the air of dangerous toxins. l ] In 1867, thick, black smoke also billowed from
ignited barrels along Galveston's streets, but there, unlike New Orleans, any
kind of noise was deemed harmful to the sick and therefore kept at a minimum.
Church bells, even firemen's bells, ceased to ring. 14
Everywhere one looked were reminders of the dead or dying. According
to one New Orleans physician. Dr. Bennet Dawlera, "The bloodiest battlefields of modern-time scarcely can compare with the New Orleans epidemic
of 1853."15 Entire families fell victim to the fever, and occupants for the
cemeteries multiplied faster than space could be provided. At the height of the
Galveston scourge, Amelia Barr, a recent arrival to the island, observed many
residences where white faces could be seen through open windows, "moaning,
raving, shrieking, vomiting, with the strong, sickly smell of yellow fever" permeating {he air.l~ A mule-drawn cart became a familiar sight as it meandered
through neighborhoods several times a day collecting "contaminated" clothing
and bedding of victims to be burned. 17 Open loads of coffins stacked like
cordwood were hauled through the streets and out Broadway to the city
cemetery where a newly opened section quickly filled. IS
In New Orleans, a crisis of burial sites developed, especially in the poorer
districts. As the burial count skyrocketed to nearly 250 per day, many victims
were hastily buried in graves no more than eighteen to twenty-four inches deep
with only a couple of inches of soil thrown over (he lids of the coffins. Daily
rains washed away this thin covering and exposed the coffins to the blistering
August sun, and swollen, decaying bodies often burst through the poorly
constructed pine coffins and released a powerful stench that filled the air for
miles around.l~ Upon his arrival in New Orleans, one visitor became so overwhelmed by the "offensive emuvlum that filled the atmosphere" that he was
"seized wi th fainting and vomiting."20
The body count during the peak of the Galveston epidemic did not exceed
more than forty per day, but that can be considered light only in relation to the
situation in New Orleans fourteen years earlier. Although the burial of the dead
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burdened (;ity sextons, the graves were dug securely from the beginning. The
only crisis in the Galveston cemeteries came from a hurricane that violently
struck the Island on October 3-4. 1867. The city cemetery remained submerged for days in twelve to eighteen inches of water. which prevented the
interment of many yellow fever victims. c'
In both epidemics practically every citizen not already stricken by the
disease helped to alleviate the emergency. The most active and competcnt
group was the Hmvard Association, an organization of young businessmen
dedicated to the care of the sick during periodic outbreaks of yellow fever. The
Howards came into existence during the New Orleans yellow fever epidemic
of 1837, and through the dedication and bravery of its members they
completely won the devotion of the townsmen. c1 The Galveston Howard
Association adopted its charter in J 853 and was incorporated by the state the
following year. 23

As hospitals overflowed and the death toll mounted, the Howards set up
locations for temporary hospitals, collected money. medicines, and supplies.
and publi~hed pleas for nurses in local newspapers. 2 Other organizations such
as the Sisters of Charity, a Catholic nursing order. contributed tirelessly to the
effort as well. "There is scarcely a family but that is prepared to supply some
of the things called for without inconvenience:' the Flake's Daily Evening
Bulletin of Galveston declared, "and in times like these no man should hold
his hand."2<;
.j

It was also in times such as these when medical doctors were groping in
the dark. Attempts to treat yellow fever through traditional methods of bleeding, purging, or the administration of mercury created painful, if not fatal,
mistakes. 2~ As the death tolls mounted. many weary physicians began to crack
under the strain. As one New Orleans observer noted: "Often have I seen (the
physicians) in a few weeks reduced to their beds by anxiety, toil, watching. and
disappoi ntment."27
In the midst of the oppressiveness, a fresh perspective began to take hold
regarding established methods of treatment for yellow fever that created a
primary difference hetween the New Orleans epidemlc in 1853 and the Galveston outbreak in 1867. Prior to the scourge of 1853, many young Louisiana
Creoles returning from medical training in France harbored the opinion that in
the violence of the fever, "heroic medicine" produced much more harm than
good. The best way, in their view, to promote recovery was through good
nursing care aided by wann tepid baths, medicinal teas, gentle evacuants, and
vigorous rubbing of the body to excite perspiration. The epidemic in 1853
provided ample justification for this theory. and despite the scoffs of
traditionalists at "the timidity of the French." the message quickly spread to
other Southern physicians,18
Among the followers of the new method was the prominent Galveston
physician Ashbel Smith, whose published hislory of the Galveston yellow
fever outbreak in 1839 is a model of early Texas medical thought. During the
epidemic in ]839, Smith tasted the black vomit of Yellow Jack victims and
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concluded, although few accepted his hypothesis, that the disease was not
contagious. Although Smith continued to believe the lancet a necessary medical tool, he credited the positive outcome of many yellow fever cases after
1853 with good nursing care and minimal med.ication.~9
Every age has its plague. Today it is AIDS and cancer. During the nineteenth century, tuberculosis, cholera, and yellow fever created similar
feelings of frustration, confusion. and dread within the American population.
Despite the devastating death count and other wretched characteristics of an
epidemic, the periodic visits of yellow fever in particular mirrored the
steadfastness and buoyancy of the human spirit. Nothing better illustrates this
point than the New Orleans yellow fever scourge of 1853 and the Galveston
plague of 1867.
Even in the darkest hours of the epidemic, citizens cast aside concerns of
their own personal danger to meet the desperate needs of others. This high
level of social consciousness continues to playa distinctive role in American
life through various voluntary organizations. In addition, the epidemic of] 853
brought the inadequacies of traditional medical practice into focus, sweeping
away much that was ineffective, even detrimental, while providing fresh
information concerning new medical procedures.
Lastly, the outbreaks of 1853 and 1867 embodied the resiliency of the
human race. Within a few short months the tragedies that seized New Orleans
and Galveston seemed by many appearances a distant memory. Both cities
returned to their bustling, thriving lifestyle as active participants in the booming prosperity of their respective decades. Yellow fever continued to strike
New Orleans and Galveston intennittently for the next thirty years, and their
inhabitants continually rose to the occasion.
NOTES
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''DASTARDLY SCOUNDRELS:"
THE STATE POLICE AND THE LINN FLAT AFFAIR
by Barn) A. Crouch and Donaly E. Brice
At one p.m. on Thursday, December 14, 1871, in Linn Flat, located
fourteen miles northwest of Nacogdoches, Texas, State Policeman Columbus
Y. "Bud" Hazlett and special policeman William J. Grayson murdered David
W. Harvell. At midnight on December 19, they assassinated the town
constable, lohn Birdwell. The killings "struck terror to the hearts of the
people," declared a local writer, The "citizens felt as though they were left
without any protection from the law." I Although the State Police had existed
for a year and a half, the Linn Flat affair brought increased criticism to the
already beleaguered Republican-sponsored agency.
In the post-Civil War era, Linn Flat was described as an area infested with
carpetbaggers and Republicans. These men supposedly were aligned with
blacks who responded to every command given by the policemen and were
prepared to instigate an insurrection. Although the community no longer exists
and the records are few, an exploration of how one state policeman and one
special policeman and their accomplices became involved in the initial encounter provides another perspective on how localities responded to and used
a crisis involving the State Police to their advantage.
One of the oldest counties in the state, Nacogdoches was officially
organized in 1837. Located deep in the East Texas timberlallds, Nacogdoches
County is approximately 140 miles northeast of Houston. Drained by the
Angelina River and the Attoyac Bayou, the county's primary industry was
lumber. Peopled by immigrants from the Old South and the border states, the
area was isolated because it lacked transportation facilities. Although the
economy depended on subsistence fanning, in 1860 slaves comprised twentyeight percent of the population and their numbers increased by almost one
thousand during the Civil War. 2
Linn Flat was settled late in the 1830s, Named for a group oflinden trees
that surrounded the small prairie where the town was established, it was
insular and remote. Animosities from the war years lingered and festered; they
erupted in 1867 with the re-establishment of military rule. By 1871, when the
community became involved with the State Police, it was a thriving and wellpopulated area. The census of 1870 listed 327 households which comprised
1,785 people: 1,378 whites, 378 blacks, and twenty-nine Native Americans.
Whites accounted for seventy-seven percent, bla(;ks twenty-one percent, and
Indians but two percent of the Linn Flat population. 3
Nacogdoches County was Democratic before the war, In 1860, Southern
Democrat John C. Breckinridge received almost seventy percent of the vote.
The vote on secession was 3] 7 for and but ninety-four opposed. The county
supported the Confederacy and sent 2,000 men to defend its honor. A small
Barry A. Crouch is Proje~'sor of History at Gallauder Universil); Washington, D.C.
Donal)' E. Brice if,' an archivist at the Texas State library.
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unionist element existed but did not emerge until after the war when Linn Flat
became a hotbed of unionism and Republicanism. 4
By 1870, the percentage of African Americans in the total population of
Nacogdoches County had risen to thirty-four percent. Even though blacks
comprised only one-third of the county's population, they had been persecuted
ever since freedom arrived in mid-1865. The Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen,
and Abandoned Lands (Freedmen's Bureau) established an agency in the
county in 1867. The observations and reports of the agents suggest that blacks
received harsh treatment. Direly hated. these government officials assisted the
black community, but their efforts were largely in vain. In this arc along Texas'
eastern border outrages against blacks "rose to a height of horror."5
Sheriff Richard D. Orton seemed helpless to prevent violence perpetrated
upon the former slaves. When Bureau agents informed him of such acts, he
could muster no support. A white man shot a black man in the head for
reporting him to the Bureau. As the black man lay prostrate, hc was also shot
in each arm and the shoulder. When another black man was shot in the back of
the head. the civil authorities labeled it "suicide." The Ku Klux Klan rode
nightly and freedpeople began sleeping in the woods to avoid them.~
Politics brought new dimensions to the murder of blacks. By latc 1868,
violence aimed at white and black members of the Union League, the political
organization for the Republican Party. reached serious proportions. There
"ought be something done for the protection of the freedpeople and Union
men residing in this District," wrote Bureau agent Alex Ferguson. Two black
members of the League had been killed, one a seventy-year-old preacher.
William 1. Grayson, head of the League, James M. Hazlett (Bud's father), a
registrar, and various other prominent individuals had been targeted for
extermination. Even Ferguson's father-in-law had disappeared and he was
afraid to go into the country to search for him.'
On December 14, 1871, Justice of the Peace Gibson Dawson, a Tennessee-born fanner, held court in Linn Flat. At the same time, the two policemen,
Grayson and Hazlett, were riding "around over the land seeking disloyal
troublemakers." They chose Linn Rat for their "field of operations because
there was quite a sprinkle of republicans thereabouts, from whom they expected
moral support." While lawyer John R. Clute. an "old gentleman" of Douglass.
addressed the court, Grayson and Hazlett became loud and vociferous,
continually interrupted the proceedings, "putting the barrels of their guns
through the window and running the justice from the room." An exasperated
Dawson issued arrest warrants and charged them with contempt of court.~
State Policeman Columbus Y. "Bud" Hazlett had a fascinating background. Alabama born in 1848, his father. James Marion Hazlett. served in the
Third Brigade, Texas State Troops in Captain c.e. Grayson's Company. but
apparently deserted. He allegedly gathered a large number of men and went
north, where he became a guerrilla and, according to folklore, befriended Jesse
and Frank James. At age fourteen Bud was caught by a group of men who
wanted to know where his father had gone. They tortured him through
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repeated hangings to reveal the whereabouts of his father. but he knew nothing.
He crawled to a neighbor's house where he recuperated. His father became a
doctor after the war but hitter feelings existed toward him in the community.9
After the war, so the story goes, Bud became a "justifiable" murderer. His
two sisters. Mary E. and Harriett M., became ill and needed medicine. Bud
was sent to get It. After purchasing the medicine and placing it in his saddle
bags, Bud saw a man walking away from his horse. He rode home where Dr.
Hazlett administered the proper dosage to the girls, one of whom died before
he realized that it contained poison. The other daughter was given an antidote.
When told that the medicine had been poisoned, Bud rode into Lawn where he
found the man who had been next to his horse and killed him. lo
Bud skedaddled. Captured in Rusk, Texas, he escaped jail, but later was
arrested in San Antonio on another charge. He settled briefly in Alpine before
returning to Nacogdoches. He fell in love with a woman named Polly whose
uncle disliked Bud. Bud's father warned the man not to antagonize Bud or his
son would kill him, but if he left him alone he had nothing to fear. Polly
warned Bud that her uncle intended to bushwack him, but Bud turned the
tables and killed him. He stood trial and was released. He married Polly and
they had two children. Bud joined the State Police in 1871 after living in Texas
for twenty-two years. 11
William 1. Grayson, the special policeman who directly participated in
the Linn Flat raid, was a forty-one-year old, Alabama-born farmer. When the
murders occurred in 1871, Grayson had been a state resident for thirty-six
years. During the Civil War, he served in the 12th Texas Infantry (Young's
Regiment), as a private. During Reconstruction he led the local Union League
and was appointed to the roster of the Nacogdoches County special police in
September 187 J. These men fell into a unique category as they could be called
out by the governor to quell a crisis, but they were only paid for the time they
actually served. I:
Little is known about the men who joined Hazlett and Grayson. We do
know that James Marion Hazlett, Bud's father, was involved. Although stories
circulate that he supported the Union Army, in 1X63 he joined the Third
Regiment of Texas State Troops from Nacogdoches County. After the war he
was an election judge and a registrar in 1871 as well as a special pol1ceman.
Grayson's brother, twenty-nine-year old James M. Grayson, was Texas born
and a neighbor of Justice Dawson. The group also contained the twenty-sixyear old E.F. DeShazo. The one black man of the contingent, a ~pecial
policeman named John J. "Jordan" King, seems to have lived in the state since
the close of the war. None of these men were ever convicted. Ll
The warrants for the courtroom behavior of Grayson and Hazlett were
served by Linn Flat Constable John Birdwell, a fifty-nine-year-old, Tenne~see
born fanner. He summoned David W. Harvell, a forty-nine·year-old, Kentuckyborn agriculturist to assist in the apprehension of the two men. Birdwell told
Hazlett that he had a warrant for his arrest. Hazlett immediately surrendered.
The constable inquired about Grayson's whereabouts. At the shop, replied
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Hazlett. Birdwen ordered Hazlett to call Grayson. When Grayson approached,
Hazlett said, "I am prisoner," and Grayson exclaimed, ''The hell you are. Die
before you surrender." Harvell informed Hazlett he had to give up his gun. 14
Hazlett wondered If Birdwell really demanded his weapon and remarked,
"Here are the contents of it" as he fired a bullet into Barve11' s chest. Mortally
wounded, Harvell retreated to S.D. Carver's store, picked up a double-harreled
shotgun, and sprayed Hazlett with a load of birdshot. Harvell fired again,
wounding Grayson in the head. Grayson responded. Full of lead. Harvell
staggered back into the store and died within a few minutes. The two men
retreated to Grayson's home, about three miles north of Linn Flat. After killing
Harvell, they supposedly collected thirty or forty African Americans and
"openly defied the law of the land."15
The Harvell murder created outrage in Linn Flat and throughout Nacogdoches County, and a large number of citizens joined posses to hunt down
Grayson, Hazlett, and others who associated with them. The Clarksville
Standard asserted that "all persons implicated, as well as those killed. were
whites, and all of them Republicans." A reward of $500 was offered for the
capture of the "dastardly scoundrels," which would be paid by the sheriff. '¢
Information about the murder of Harvell was relayed to Sheriff Orton,
who formed a posse of ten or fifteen men. On December 16 they rode to Linn
Flat, where they discovered an "awful state of affairs." The people, described
as "despondent and panic-stricken," believed the "foot of the tyrant was upon
their necks." Acting cautiously, Sheriff Orton obtained murder warrants for the
arrest of Hazlett and Grayson from Justice of the Peace Gibson Dawson, who
lived a mile and half west of Linn Flat. After securing the warrants, Orton and
his group proceeded to Grayson's home. On the way they encountered twentyfive or thirty "well-armed" blacks. 17
Compelled to surrender, the freedmen were disarmed and sent under
guard to Nacogdoches. The sheriff's party proceeded to Grayson's house but
neither of the men could be located. They searched the area as far as Cherokee
and Rusk counties but found no trace ofthem. After returning to Nacogdoches,
Orton opposed the release of those blacks who had been sent to town because
he believed that with Grayson and Hazlett still at large they might join with
them. Nevertheless, Orton finally relented and released them.i~
Sheriff Orton, claimed one writer, was "equal to the emergency," He
wanted to avoid more bloodshed, maintain the supremacy of the law, and punish
the criminals. The Orton family originated in Tennessee, but Richard, elected
sheriff of Nacogdoches County in 1866, 1869, and 1880, was native born in
1841. During the war he served with Captain 1. R. Arnold in the Fourth Brigade
of the Texas Militia. First elected sheriff in 1866, he was disqualified when the
military ousted Governor James W. Throckmorton and many other Democrats.
The Republicans assumed control of the state in 1870, but Orton won reelection.
He later established the Nacogdoches Chronicle, a weekly newspaper.l~
About midnight on December 19, 1871, five days after the murder of
Harvell, Constable John Birdwell of Linn Flat was called to his door and "shot
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down, likc a dog, upon his own threshold," or as one newspaper related, "while
his faithful wife was clinging to his arm." When Sheriff Orton arrived
Birdwell's body had still not been prepared for burial. Birdwell, a "respected
and law abiding citizen," had numerous friends but they were "afraid to act or
venture beyond their homes lest they should be blasted down," wrote a local
chronicler long after the event. Orton summoned Justice of the Peace Dawson
to hold an inquest. A jury ruled that Birdwell had died from a gun-shot wound
at the hands of unknown parties, although Dawson issued warrants for the
arrest of Hazlett, W. J. and J. M. Grayson, John Jordan King, and E. F.
DeShazo. One hundred men joined Orton in hunting for these five men as
Birdwell was being buried on December 22,2U
While Sheriff Orton searched the county and surrounding area, Grayson
and Hazlett fled to Austin, seeking sanctuary under Chief of Police James
Davidson's wing. Fueled by rumors that the two men had secreted themselves
somewhere in the county and from this base instigated the freedpeople to
"deeds of violence," white fear of a black insurrection became so great that
Sheriff Orton authorized his men to confiscate any weapons blacks might
have. He did this, wrote a nineteenth-century historian, "as much for the
protection of the negroes themselves as for any other purpose."21
Whether Orton's action "alloyed" white excitement over what were
clearly rumors, he disbanded the posse, then traveled to Rusk, the Cherokee
County seat, to secure the intervention of District Judge Mijamin Priest of the
4th Judicial District, and a Governor EJ, Davis appointee, to influence the two
men to surrender. Orton also seems to have attempted to obtain a personal
interview with Hazlett. Once it became known that Hazlett and Grayson were
in the state capital, Governor Davis investigated what had occurred. 22
State Senator William H. Swift of Nacogdoches County also traveled to
Austin to confer with the governor. Swift, according to reports, took with him the
"verdict of the coroner's juries, and the evidence of officers in the cases." He wanted
to convince Davis "to protect peaceable citizens against the desperadoes who
disgrace the unifonn of [the] State Police." It was feared that Hazlett and Grayson
would defy the civil authorities unless prosecuted under order of the governor.
Davis promised to have the murderers apprehended and brought to justice.;::;
Late in December, Davidson related to Judge Priest that Governor Davis
wanted him to go to Nacogdoches, accompanied by Swift, and investigate the
troubles between the men "said to be policemen and the citizens." Numerous
newspaper accounts existed about what had happened in Linn Flat, but all
were plagued with contradictions. Davis wanted someone on the scene whom
he could trust. Almost simultaneously, Davidson took steps to have one of the
most respected and responsible of state policemen, Thomas Williams, to
assume control of Hazlett and Grayson, return them to Linn Flat, and transfer
them to the civil authorities. 24
Hazlett and Grayson, accompanied by J. M. Hazlett, King, and DeShazo,
arrived in Austin the day after Swift had infonned Davis and Davidson of
events. The others remained hidden while the state and special policemen made
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their presence known to the chief of police. Davidson ordered their arrest and
placed them in the custody of Williams to be taken to Nacogdoches County.25
On Monday, January 15, 1872, Williams and other policemen escorted
the prisoners into Linn Flat and found the citizens armed and so excited that
they considered it "unsafe to go to trial." Williams informed Sheriff Orton that
if the locals disbanded he would fumish four policemen and the sheriff would
be allowed four assistants to protect Hazlett and Grayson so a trial could
commence, The sheriff rejected this proposal and demanded that Grayson and
Hazlett be turned over to him immediately, which Williams refused to do.
Because of the tension in Nacogdoches County, Williams and his entourage
returned to the safety of Rusk County.20
Negotiations between Sheriff Orton and Lieutenam Williams resumed on
Thursday, January 18. They reached a tentative agreement by which Williams
would escort the prisoners to Linn Rat for trial. Williams changed his mind and
the next day the police left Nacogdoches County for Henderson. It was believed
they intended to take the prisoners back to Austin by railroad or that they would
return to Linn Flat with a heavy guard of blacks and scalawags, overawe the
court, and secure an acquittal. About 5 a. m., fifty to seventy-five men in search
of Hazlett and Grayson "dashed" into Henderson armed with double-barrelled
shotguns, surrounded various houses, and created a general disturbance. 27
Meanwhile, Judge Priest, accompanied by Judge Sam A. Wilson, District
Attorney Jefferson Shook, and W. L. David, arrived at the "seat of war" to
investigate the murders at Linn Flat. Judge Priest went at the request of Sheriff
Orton, as it was thought his presence would do more to control the HazJcttl
Grayson mob than any other. Cloaked with judicial authority, it would be Priest's
job to prevent a confrontation between Nacogdoches County citizens and the
State Police, who had been reinforced by a number of sympathetic inhabitants. zM
Judge Priest returned from Linn Aat with news that the Grayson/Hazlett
crowd, estimated at sixty to 500, were entrenched near the Rusk County line. He
ordered out the militia and issued arrest writs. James McRoberts, a Rusk County
special policeman, wa'\ captured and marched off "with all the pomp and
circumstances of glorious war," claimed one newspaper, but another believed they
would be "shielded and protected by the Radical authorities," The Daily State
Joumal, a Davis supporter, concluded the mob, who did "their devilment under
the cloak of authority," controlled "one old Ku Klux Justice of the Peace" who
issued warrants "by the day" and served every Union man within ten miles. 29
On Monday, January 29, Williams asserted he would deliver the prisoners
to Sheriff Orton in two days. Orton agreed to provide a guard of eight men to
take charge of Hazlett and Grayson. Judge Priest and District Attorney Shook
agreed to assist at the trial. Although court opened on February 1, Williams
refused to deliver the prisoners and declared he "would spill the last drop of
blood in their defence." Priest assured Williams that the prisoners would be
protected from violence if they stood trial, but Williams remained steadfast.
Justice Dawson issued warrants for King and 1. M. Hazlett and gave them to
Williams, who continued to refuse to execute them.-\O
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Madison G. Whitaker, a fifty-nine year old farmer, was deputized to execute the warrants issued by Priest for the arrest of King, I.M. and Bud Hazlett,
and Grayson. Whitaker demanded Williams turn over the men but was refused.
While Whitaker attempted to negotiate with Williams, a party of citizens rode
into Rusk County seeking information about the State Police and the followers
of Hazlett and Grayson. They were allegedly told that Hazlett, Grayson, and
James Wallace were riding about the area summoning blacks to meet at the
house of the Rusk County sheriff to aid in resisting arrest. From many sources
Orton ascertained that a considerable force had assembled near the county line
to protect the murderers. On Friday, February 2, a posse from Nacogdoches
moved into Rusk County and learned that the resisters had gone towards
Henderson that morning. Having the proper arrest warrants, this hastily
formed contingent followed them. 31
Grayson and Hazlett, about whom "such an excitement has been raging
in Nacogdoches," stated the Texas State Gazette, were brought back to Austin
by Williams and the other policemen who had them in charge. They contended
that it was necessary because the two men could neither receive a fair trial nor
be protected from the "mob that were determined to take their lives." Chief of
Police Davidson turned them over to the Travis County sheriff for safekeeping. He planned in a few days to proceed with them to Nacogdoches, with
the "view of ascertaining the exact facts in this important case." The state
government desired that the men be tried "under the laws of the land, and not
by the bloody code of lynch."·12
The second week in February 1872, Chief of Police Davidson ordered
Lieutenant Williams, then in Lockhart, to report to Austin with his force.
Governor Davis directed that Davidson assume custody of Hazlett and Grayson and transport them to Nacogdoches County, or to wherever Judge Priest
could be found, so they could undergo an examination on murder charges.
"Great excitement" and "considerable feeling" existed against them, wrote
Davidson. Governor Davis felt that Judge Priest should be apprised that Davis
believed the personal safety of Hazlett and Grayson while waiting trial, and
during the proceedings themselves, "would be better secured" if they were
confined in "some county remote from the local prejudice: m
Williams and his assistant had been indicted because they brought
Grayson and Hazlett out of Nacogdoches County. The governor did not think
they could, "or should, be held to appear to answer any such charges as they
undoubtedly thought they were doing their duty and that the course they
adopted was essential to the safety of the prisoners." Davis admitted that the
two men could have been in error but from what Judge Priest reported, the
governor believed their fears had solid foundation. Davidson, when he arrived
in Nacogdoches, would call the matter to the judge's attention so that such
action might be taken that would not prevent the two men from "attending to
their duties as required by law."34
On February 27, Williams and Sergeant William A. Baker, who had been
ordered back to Nacogdoches, anived. To their amazement, they discovered Chief
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of Police Davidson and Sergeant Thomas G. Martin already present. Davidson
desired to see the situation for himself. Sergeant Baker was not favorably
impressed. He wrote that the people imagined they still "lived in a miniature
confederacy - they have no idea that the South has ever lost any of the prestige of
its fanner glory, and any man differing with them in politics is in danger; of all the
lawless counties in the State this leads; the sheriff with a mob thinks nothing of
taking all the freedmen's arms and destroying them." Of all the "God forsaken
counties in the State this beats al1- disregard for law, for feelings of Republicans,
for brutality towards the colored people, and violence generally."3.~
Even though Sergeant Baker may have depicted the residents of Nacogdoches County in an unfavorable light, they did perform the necessary judicial
functions when they accused and tried Hazlett, Grayson, and their cohorts. The
grand jury which met in February 1872 charged the two HazleLts, the two
Graysons, King, Grimes, and DeShazo with murder, but the evidence suggests
that only William J. Grayson and Columbus Y. "Bud" Hazlett were ever convicted. Apparently the other men were able to prove that they did not participate
in the killing of Harvell and Birdwell but did accompany the !'itate and special
policemen from time to time. All these individuals may have been linked
politically through the Union League and their Republican Party affiliation. 3b
Nevertheless, Grayson and Hazlett were tried during the June 1872 term
of the District Co:urt and found guilty of the murder of Birdwell. They were
not simultaneously tried for the Harvell killing. Sentenced to life imprisonment, Hazlett escaped, but Grayson served fourteen years in the state penitentiary in Huntsville. He received a pardon from Governor John Ireland at the
insistence of a number of Rusk and Nacogdoches county citizens, along with
the local state senator, and because of his unusually "good conduct since his
imprisonment." Moreover, it had never been alleged he was the murderer.
Hazlett. on the other hand, was killed, perhaps evading apprehension, near
Woldron in Scott County, Arkansas, in 1877. 37
The State Police of Republican Governor Davis received a host of bad
publicity related to this incident. To be sure, Hazlett was a member of the state
organization, but of course his killing of Harvell and Birdwell had neither been
ordered or justified. Precisely why Harvell and Birdwell were killed may never
be known. There is simply no evidence in all the materials. both primary and
secondary, that would account for these assassinations. Perhaps il was prewar
animosities, Civil War entanglements, or family feuds and relatives that desired a settlement to a squabble. Whatever the case may have been, Hazlett
supplied the "trigger finger" in murdering the two men; Grayson's pardon
suggests his innocence.
Although the leaders of the State Police from its very inception attempted
to screen applicants (every source claims this was not done), Hazlett had long
been a resident of Texas and if his background was somewhat dubious. he
certainly qualified as an individual suitable for the new organization that
Governor Davis wanted to create to reduce the amount of violence then
prevalent in the Lone Star State. Overall. the State Police did not evince these
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characteristics of wanton murder and midnight assassination, but many
newspapers believed otherwise. The Linn Flat affair is a sad commentary upon
what the State Police attempted to do, but in protecting their right to a jury trial
Williams gave them legitimacy and ably performed his duty.
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THE KELLYVILLE INCIDENT
by Fred McKenzie

The large,juicy watermelons caught Buck Beal's eye, causing him to step
inside the yard and inquire about buying one. Lillie, a young white girl, about
nineteen years of age, came out to see what the Negro, also under twenty years
of age, wanted.
The average price of homegrown melons in 1920, in East Texas, ranged
from ten to thirty-five cents. The price of the one Buck picked out was a
quarter. Seal handed the girl a dollar bill which she stuffed down the front of
her dress.
"What about mah change?" He asked.
"You don't git none. Ah'm keepin' the whole doliah," she replied.
This infuriated Beal. Forgetting himself, he grabbed her arm with one
hand and reached for the dollar with the other, accidentally ripping her dress.
This alarmed the girl and she screamed.
This incident occurred in the Po Hook l community on the hot, sultry
afternoon of August 8, 1920. Beal, a young resident of Kellyville, now a ghost
town but the birthplace of the famous Kelly plow, had gone into the
countryside to purchase a hog for a Sunday School barbecue sponsored by the
Kellyville Bethlehem Baptist Church (Colored).
Beal first stopped at the home of an old Negro woman, Lucy Smith, and
made a deal for a shoat. Beal paid Mrs. Smith for the hog and asked to borrow
her wagon and team to transport it to Kellyville. Since her mules had just made
the fifteen-mile trip to Jefferson2 and back, Mrs. Smith said they were too tired
to make another one the same day. Beal set out walking the dusty road in
search of another team to borrow,
After crossing Johnson Creek, Beal ascended a long hill to where an old
Adventist lady lived in the Po Hook community. A tempting pile of fresh ripe
watennelons cooled in the shade of a huge chinaberry tree in the old lady's
front yard. She lay napping peacefully in her bedroom nearby, recovering from
an extended illness. Lillie, a neighbor girl, had been hired to help out during
the illness.
Lillie's piercing screams brought the woman up off her bed. Grabbing a
shotgun, she reached the door in time to see Beal leaving through the front
gate. She tired in his direction and the gun's blast shattered the gate post,
missing Beal by inches.
Forgetting the watennelon. his change. and everything else but life itself,
Beal made a break for the woods. Spla'\hing back across Johnson Creek, he
headed downstream through dense undergrowth, swamps, and across bottom
land fields to his home and family, the only place of refuge he knew,
Beal informed family members of what had happened and they began to
Fred McKenzie lives in Avinger.
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barricade themselves for the siege ahead. The Beals were a household of
expert marksmen who maintained guns and ammunition in their home.' Even
the women were proficient with fireanns. Their weapon collection was for
protection as well as hunting, and now that one of their own was in trouble
they were ready to put it to good use.
Their house and a scattering of out-buildings sat on the outer rim of the
formerly thriving iron-ore smelting village of Kellyville 4 that had been
properly platted by lots and blocks with parallel streets running true north,
south, east and west. When the Kelly Plow works moved to Longview in 1882,
Kellyville shrank to a small rural community consisting of one store, a
Masonic lodge, two or three churches, a one-room school, and a dozen or so
houses. The Beal home was one of the houses left over from better days.5
The alarm spread through the surrounding communities that a Negro had
attacked a white girl. The attack, it was assumed, was for the purpose of rape.
This stirred the blood of the white males in the area. "Shoot-first-and ask
questions later," was the customary practice in such situations, The Beals
anticipated this and prepared for the worst. Word quickly spread throughout
the area for all Negroes to go home and stay there. Sunday evening worship
services at several of their churches were dismissed early with the members
instructed to return to their homes and continue their prayer vigils.
Fannie Chism, Mrs. Smith's twenty-year-old married daughter, saw a
string of approaching cars racing up the dusty road. 6 The lead auto peeled off
into their yard and came to a screeching halt in a cloud of dust. In it were six
or seven well-armed white men, all local citizens well known to Mrs. Chism.
The men had heard about the alleged rapist being at the Smith place earlier and
asked if Mrs. Smith knew anything of his whereabouts. When the terrified old
black woman swore she didn't "know nuthin' about nuthin' dey WUl askin,"
they wheeled back into the road and disappeared over the hill with the other
cars following.
More carloads of white men armed with shotguns, rifles, and pistols of
every size, shape, and description started from Avinger, Lassater, and Mims
Chapel, picking up recruits along the way. Marion County Sheriff Will Terry
left Jefferson about the same time in a Model "T" Ford loaded with six hastily
recruited "deputies," All had one destination in mind: the Beal place at
Kellyville.

The Beals were ready. They opened up with steel-jacketed shells from
every door and window of their dog-trot house and all of the out-buildlngs.
During the short time that they had to prepare for battle, they had rigged
a scare-crow device that consisted of a blue denim shirt and an old felt hat that
could be raised to draw fire. When one of the whites rose to fire at the decoy,
he could be picked off by one of the blacks. Such schemes as this, plus their
superior marksmanship, gave them the advantage from the beginning. When
the number of casualties reached the load limit of Sheriff Terry's Model "T"
Ford, he yelled that he was leaving. He said: "Ya'll can do what you want to,
I've had enough an'd Tain't comin' back!"7 The departure of the sheriff had a
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dampening effect on the mood of the others, causing them to stop shooting to
talk things over. When the battle subsided, Buck Beal crawled out of his hiding
place and was shot dead by his brother, Manse. Some said afterward that this
was an accident; others, including Manse, maintained that he did it
deliberately to spare his family a lynching. Whatever his motivation, this
resolved the matter for all concerned. Once word circulated among the whites
that Beal was dead, a sense of mission accomplished prevailed. None knew for
certain who had killed him; it was over and that was what mattered. The
county death register for that date, the only existing official record of the
incident, lists: "McKinley (Buck) Beal (Colored)" as "...killed by gunshot
while resisting arrest."A prominent white Avinger business man was one of the other casualties.
The next name in the death register after Beal is Fred Hall, with the words,
"death by accidental strychnine poisoning,"9 This second entry, made by Dr.
Jesse Peebles, the coroner who lived across the street from the deceased, was
part of a cover-up. Most people never knew the connection between the two
events. The neighboring townspeople's reaction at the time was to ignore the
incident completely. 10 Whether the white man took poison, as indicated by the
coroner, because of the intense pain, or from remorse, or both, remain a
mystery. The entire incident was covered up so well that future generations,
black and white, who grew up in the vicinity, never heard of it.
Lillie became emotionally disturbed over what happened. She later
admitted to doing a foolish thing and then overreacting. But it was too late to
undo the tragedy of two deaths and several people maimed for life. After
several years of declining health, both mental and physical, Lillie was
committed to the state hospital for the insane.
NOTES
'A tum-of-the-centul)' community populated by blacks and poor whiles.

lCounly Seat of Marion County.
limerview with Robert Beat, nephew of McKinley (Buck) Beal.

'Marion County Historical Commission files on Kellyville and the Kelly Plow works,
located in Marion County Courthouse Annex, Jefferson. Texas.
'Interview with Hosea (Bud) Bennett, who lived in the area and was sixteen years of age at
the time. March 21. 1986.

61 nterview with Fannie Chism. age ninety-three, Iifccime resident of Marion County. March
21,1986.
'Interview with Myrtle Hunter, area resident, born January 16, 1909. March 25, 1986.
'Marion County Death Records, Volume 3, Certificate No.(s.) 192 & 193. (1917-1929).
9Marion County Death Records, Volume 3, Certificate No.(s) 192 & 193. (1917-1929).
'"Interview with Mary (Bennett) Sturdivant (Mrs. Frank), area resident who was twenty
years old at the time. March 10, 1986.
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TEXANS CLAlVIORED FOR QUAIL IN THE 1930S

by RoWn H. Baker
In your mind's eye picture yourself back in the rather ancient 1930s. Jobs
and money were scarce, drought wrought havoc on crops, particles from dust
storms made many an eye bleary, and prospects in every direction were dim.
In those mean, lean days there was not much to heighten one's spirits.
Certainly watching movie actors cavort in frivolous roles depicting the monied
set, an assortment of comics and soap operas on radio shows, and assorted
sporting events may have helped Texans and others forget the troubled
economy_
The Texas Game, Fish & Oyster Commission (now Texas Parks & Wildlife Department), also did its best to encourage citizens to forget their urban
and farm/ranch problems and learn to enjoy the out-of-doors by becoming
acquainted with the diverse array of the state's wildlife resource~.

Promoting Texas's Wildlife and Fisheries Resources
Through the exceptional oratory of Executive Secretary William J.
Tucker at public meetings, news stories and bulletins ably prepared by Publicist J.G. Burr, and articles by popular outdoor writers for major newspapers,
Texas hunters, fishermen, trappers, nature lovers, outdoor enthusiasts, and
political supporters were kept abreast of the ups and downs of game, furbearing animals, fish, and shellfish.
And the public responded. In the summer of 1939, this scribe was in the
audience when Tucker spoke about the Commission's fish program to an
overflow crowd of several hundred sportsmen at a meeting of the Beaumont
Rod and Reel Club. Tucker's booming delivery had been cultivated when he
had to yell commands loudly to his troops during noisy trench warfare when
he was a captain in the Rainbow Division in WWI.

Law Enforcement Alone Insufficient to Sustain these Resources
The basic policy of the Commission in the early days of the decade was
to enforce laws then regarded as adequate to regulate the harvest of game, fur
bearers, fish. and shellfish so that sufficient breeding populations were
preserved - sometimes augmented with stocking and predatory animal control
- to nurture another shootable, trappable, fishable, or nettable surplus the next
year.
By the middle of the decade, conservation (and restoration) of renewable
wildlife resources was emerging as more than just a fantastic dream initiated
in part by a growing national leadership of such stalwarts as A. Leopold, H.
Stoddard, R. Bennitt, S. Gordon, Ding Darling, 1. Bode, 0, Murie, and L
Gabrielson. Tn response to this national awakening, the embryonic science of
wildlife research, ecology, and management in Texas evolved in 1935 with
Texas A&M in a major leadership role. Dr. Walter P. Taylor, a highly reputable
Rollin H. Baker lives in Eagle Loki', Texas.
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vertebrate ecologist, was dispatched from Arizona to College Station to head
the newly-created and partly federally funded Texas Cooperative Wildlife
Research Unit.
This action, plus monies made available later through the PitmanRobertson Federal Aid to Wildlife Act and the Dingle-Johnson Federal Aid to
Fisheries Act, enabled the TGF&OC to hire a scientific staff, trained at Texas
A&M and elsewhere. and trigger the beginnings of our modem philosophic
and action programs for using, hut not abusing, these important resources.
By 1936- 1937, the readjusting of old values and the addition of new ones
came about. The system of just protecting game surpluses by law enforcement,
enhanced by game-and-fish stockings and predator control, became intermarried with the necessity to look not only at the species of game, fur bearers,
or fish themselves, but also at the environments in which these resources
actually lived.
One could write a thick volume filled with hard-to-believe accounts about
how pioneering pre-WWII Commission biologists and other personnel
brought beaver and turkey back to East Texas, pronghorn back to West Texas,
and severely limited the decades-old practice of unwise predator control.
However, for now let us recount some of the highlights of the attention given
to bobwhite quail during those eventful years.
Upland Game's Darling. The Bobwhite Quail
In the 1930s, the bobwhite quail was Texas' most widespread and
behaviorally-exciting upland game bird. It was treasured by thousands of avid
sportsmen in eastern, central, and southern Tex.as.
Trained bird dogs were a necessity for the successful hunt. Kennels
housing pointers and setters were commonplace and conspicuous even in the
smallest Texas communities. Escapees from their wire-mesh enclosures were
carefully avoided by thoughtful motorists when the blooded and highly-trained
animals wandered aimlessly along highway rights-of-way to the consternation
of their less than vigilant owners. Sometimes these escapees were picked up
or the dogs were stolen out of kennels by unsavory persons just before the
opening of the season in November. What could be lower than to acquire
another's pointer or setter just for the autumn hunt and afterwards either tum
the animal loose or sneak it back in its home kennel.
A lesser number of bird dogs were trained solely to compete in fieldtrials. Owners and handlers entered their highly-bred animals in such events
held annually in specially designed and extensive field-trial courses both
locally, such as at one near Blessing and out-of-state. These field-trial dogs,
skilled in far-ranging action, should not be confused at all with those closeworking pointers and setters preferred by local connoisseurs of just good quail
hunting dogs.
The popularity of the bobwhite quail as both a sporting target and an
insect- and weed seed-eating friend of the fanner gained notice among
lawmakers in Austin. For officials of the TGF&OC this could be worrisome.
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For example, a newly-elected and zealous member of the legislature, without
consulting the Commission but anxious to impress the folks in his home
county, might author a bill to dose the hunting season on bobwhites for two
years and get obliging colleagues to pass it without fanfare. He might lose a
few votes to angry and law-abiding hunters but could proudly boast to farmer
friends and even bird-watchers that he had not only written but "skillfully" led
his very first biB through the complicated legislative process. However, on one
occasion in Polk County local bobwhite quail enthusiasts helped get such a
law passed in order to discourage "big city" sportsmen from invading their
county to hunt. As a result many locals might conceivably hunt with legal
barriers less demanding than in the case of hunters who were penalized
according to the law because their dog-carrying vehicles had out-of-county
license plates.

At War with Armadillos and Foxes
Sportsmen specializing in raising bird dogs and hunting bobwhites were
fairly-well organized. This gave them clout in badgering officials of the
TGF&OC to consider declaring war on such alleged bobwhite predators as the
newly-arrived (and expanding its range northward), and poorly-understood,
nine-banded armadillo and "bird-hungry" foxes. As for the latter, the foxhunting "lobby" fought back successfully, but the lowly annadillo had no
knight-in-armor champion to speak in its. defense.
What happened to subdue at least some of the hue-and-cry for the
annadillo's demise were studies to convince the public that there waloi nary a
shred of evidence that armadillos were dyed-in-the-wool nest destroyers.
Certainly an armadillo might indeed disrupt a quail nest were the rooting
creature to encounter one accidentally. However, this rather inoffensive animal
did not "purposely" spend all of its foraging time during the quail-nesting
season "specifically" seeking out nests in order to get a daily ration of edible
eggs.
These findings were backed by investigators who found that: (1) monitored dummy nests filled with quail eggs were untouched by annadillos even
in areas where they were abundant; and (2) no quail egg contents or tell-tale
shell remains were found in the stomach contents of armadillos obtained from
high-density quail country in May and June. Even so, many quail hunters
remained skeptical and continued in those days to shoot the lowly armadillo
on every occasion.

The Scientific Approach to Better Quail Hunting
By 1936, game biologist Valgene W. Lehmann, first hired by the TA&M
Unit and later by the Pitman-Robertson Federal Aid to Wildlife Program of the
TGF&OC, stepped boldly into the middle of the controversy about bobwhite
quail productivity. By field demonstrations, numerous service and sportsmen
club talks, and published bulletins and news articles, Lehmann and associates
broadcast convincingly that places where Texas bobwhites would flourish
required a year-around food supply (variable as to season), quality woody
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winter cover - especially in open lands at which coveys could establish their
territorial headquarters, and a prescribed open season and bag limit to regulate
the kill. This three-fold suggestion was a new but logical concept. It was sold
publicly through an excellent public relations program with tremendous
assistance from newspapers' outdoor writers.
In addition, actual demonstrations of the effectiveness of planted food
patches and cover plantings as bobwhite attractants where these environmental
features were in short supply were convincing.
In the piney woods of East Texas, game biologists, notably Daniel W.
Lay, demonstrated that bobwhite populations waxed and waned in the nonnal
plant successions occurring when cut-over pine woodlands slowly reestablished themselves. Also shown was that late-winter, controlled-groundcover spot burning in longleaf pine woodlands removing stcrile pine needles,
old clumps of brooms edge, low shrubs. and other duff and encouraged the
growth of desirable, seed-bearing plants as choice foods for both bobwh.ites
and turkey.
The Mexican Quail Importation Program
One of the most popular bobwhite-related activities in the 1930s was the
Mexican Quail Importation Program. In brief, the TGF&OC bought livetrapped birds from importers who obtained them from trappers located across
the Rio Grande.
Each fall the importers shipped especially-constructed crates, each con~
taining twenty-four live "Mexican" hobwhites, to buyers who joined with the
TGF&OC in cooperatively splitting the modest costs - anywhere from
seventy-seven cents to a dollar for each bird. The program was impressively
large - in 1937, for example, the TGF&OC imported 10,000 birds and in 1940,
20,400 birds.
Everyone was completely satisfied. The trappers and the importers were
happy to have their money; the sportsmen were happy to release the birds in
their "favorite" areas; and the oftlcials of the TGF&OC were happy at the
favorable publlcity obtained and that the their quail fanciers were happy.
However, after the Pitman-Rohertson Federal Aid hiologists, hired beginning in 1938, had taken a careful look, they suggested to top TGF&OC
officials that this quail liberation program was unjustified from a scientific
standpoint and needed to be thoroughly examined. Late in the summer of
1939, Game Division Chief Phil Goodrum ordered your scribe and another
field biologist, Paul Jones. to tum over their normal duties to others and draft
a plan to evaluate the program.
Our strategy to address this problem was accepted, so we divided into
equal numbers the counties where liberations had occurred in the autumn of
1939. Then, armed with names and addrcsses of the recipients of the shipments, we began a county-to-county survey of a sampling of these releases to
examine the kinds of habitats in which the birds were released and whether
these liberation sites already contained native bobwhite populations.
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By the summer of 1940, after inspecting release sites, in my case from
such temporary field bases as Lufkin, Amarillo, San Angelo, and Austin, the
survey was completed. A report of findings was submitted to Goodrum and
forwarded with his blessing to Executive Secretary William 1. Tucker.

The field team cautiously had recommended that the "expensive" practice
be discontinued. This was on the basis that almost every place where the crated
birds were released already had abundant native bobwhite populations present.
Further, even if the alien birds were to survive the rigors of habitat change,
their presence was certainly not required to support or augment local
populations.

-,....

To gain a more solid and convincing position, another liberation was
proposed in which 4,000 of the 20,000 wild-trapped birds purchased in 1940
were banded before release. Only thirty of these banded birds were reported
subsequent to their release by hunters. These birds, apparently unsettled, had
also traveled an average of 6.3 miles from their release sites. For those release
sites given careful study, only fifteen percent of the liberated birds apparently
survived. This failure was expected, according to many experienced East
Texas hunters, who thought the Mexican quail, when compared with native
birds, were smaller, paler in color, poorly adapted to local conditions, and less
sporty because they were more apt to run than hold in front of their dogs.
Tucker and the commissioners, after examining the evidence, adopted the
recommendations and abolished the "Mexican" quail project in 1941. As
expected, there was much hue-and-cry and threatening statements fmm
legislators, dog trainers and handlers, individual hunters, and hunting clubs.
Nevertheless, Thcker stood firm and in a year or two the public forgot - at least
to complain publicly - about this interesting "experiment" in unnecessary and
definitely unscientific wildlife propagation.

I
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The report was not altogether a negative one. The authors did indicate for
purposes of public and political relations that the live-bird-release program
gained considerable favorable news coverage and public support for the
TGF&OC. In fact, many of these crates of birds were eagerly purchased by
local office-seekers who found them useful as campaign hand-outs to gain
friends and influence people.
The glamorous bobwhite quail was a crown jewel amid the spectacular
array of Texas' fauna and floral attractions offered to outdoor enthusia.<.;ts in the
1930s, and for many, it still is!
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''WHAT IN THE NAME OF GOD Al\1 I DO DO? THE BOTTOM
WAS OUT OF THE BALLOT BOX"
C.R. YARBOROUGH'S 1932 COUNTY COMMISSIONER
ELECTION AND ITS INFLUENCE ON
RAl,PH YARBOROUGH'S POLITICAL CAREER
hy Patrick L Cox

Fraud, illegal votes, and a contested election in which the candidate came
within a few votes of victory marked the Yarborough campaign. Although he
came close to defeating the incumbent, the challenger lost by the slimmest of
margins. This was not the Texas governor's election in 1954 or 1956 - all hotly
contested races that Ralph Yarborough lost in which illegal voting and fraud
occurred. This campaign was the Democratic Primary in Henderson County in
1932 and the candidate was Ralph Yarborough's father, Charles R. Yarborough. Even though the young Ralph Yarborough was in Austin serving in
his second year as an assistant attorney general, he was involved heavily with
his father's campaign. The character of the race was reminiscent of the later
gubernatorial campaigns of Ralph Yarborough in the 1950s. He never forgot
the political lessons he learned in this county commissioner's race and often
referred to it during his own state-wide races in the 1950s when he battled
incumbent Governor Allan Shivers, Senator Price DanieL Sr., and the majority
of the business establishment in Texas.
In a larger framework, the C.R. Yarborough's county commissioner
campaign in 1932 gives a provocative picture of this era of the stale's history.
The race illustrated the domination of innuential elites and their control over
politics and the economic and social structure of non-urban East Texas
counties. Rural political machines in twentieth-century Texas most often are
associated with the boss-controlled counties of South Texas. While perhaps
not as sophisticated or as dominant as their southern counterparts, the political
structure portrayed in this county in 1932 revealed a system controlled by an
inner circle of individuah who weathered the onset of the Depression and the
New Deal advocates who called for change. The existing power structure
demonstrated a remarkable ability to survive the storm of corruption and abuse
of public funds and maintain control of the elected officials and the judicial
process. Also, because state and federal officials relied on an extensive
network of local political machines for their own success, control of the local
county offices was a cruicial gear in the machinery of a community's politicaL
social, and economic structure. 1

The events of the early 1930s significantly impacted Ralph Yarborough's
views and philosophies about government and business. His post-World War
II political career involved a number of close electoral campaigns in which
charges of fraud and deceit played significant roles. His narrow losses in the
governor's race in 1954 against Allan Shivers and in 1956 against Price
Patrick L. Cox received his Ph.D. in History from the University of Texas at Austin and resides
with hisfamily in Buda. Texas. The article is a sef.:mentfrom hisforthNJming biography on Senator
Ralph W Yarborough.
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Daniel, Sr. were bitter struggles tainted with illegal activities. Yarborough's
view of politics focused on an ideological battlefield in which he fought for the
people's interest over those represented by wealthy corporations and entrenched office holders. His opponents, he believed, often resorted to underhanded and even illegal tactics to thwart his own political ambitions and the
will of the majority. In his father's campaign, Ralph Yarborough encountered
political and economic forces with which he would tangle for the remainder of
his political life. In Yarborough's career, political races were more than just a
contest for public office - they became a personal moral cru sade based on
ideological values. The battle lines were drawn as a choice between truth and
justice versus dishonesty and corruption.
In 1932, the ideological battle emerged when C.R. Yarborough faced an
incumbent Henderson County commissioner charged with questionable financial activities and abuse of his public office. The Yarboroughs presented documented evidence detailing economic ties between county officials and businesses. In spite of these political liabilities, the local business establishment
and others closely involved with the county supported the incumbent. The
image of the earnest and forthright challenger facing the entrenched and
tarnished incumbent was a theme iliat dominated his father's race. This same
fonnat was repeated in many of Ralph Yarborough's state-wide races. Fighting
a campaign on behalf of the people's interests versus those of the corrupt
special interests became a focal point of nearly all Yarborough's later political
battles. Twenty years later in Yarborough's governor's campaigns, the county
commissioner race in 1932 rose again like a political ghost. The gubernatorial
challenger hurled charges of illegal activities by incumbent Governor Allan
Shivers, whom he linked with corrupt political machines. Like his father,
Ralph Yarborough attributed his defeats to vote fraud and theft. Also like his
father, he never conceded his loss.2
At the time of C.R. Yarborough's local race, Henderson County had
changed little since the turn of the century. In 1930, Henderson County had a
total population of 30,583 with five of every six persons living on farms or in
rural parts of the county. Racially, the county included 1,136 "Mexican" residents and 5,792 "Negro" residents. 3 Cotton was king in Henderson County and
the people lived and died relying primarily on the onc-crop system. Of the
560,000 acres in the county, a total of 102,882 acre& were planted in cotton,
producing a total of 21,959 bales in 1932. The reliance on cotton as the
principal industry and value of wealth was typical for this era. Although oil
was produced in neighboring counties, Henderson County had no producing
wells early in the 1930s. Only twelve manufacturing facilities were listed in
the entire county in 1932. 4
In rural counties in Texas, the county commissioner was one of the most
important elected official~. Four commissioners and the county judge presided
over the county's fiscal affairs. The commissioners' court set ilie county's tax
rate, adjusted the tax rolls, and funded all county offices and programs.
Commissioners were elected from individual precincts whose boundaries were
drawn by the incumbent commissioners in an etTort to maintain the most
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friendly base of supporters. One of the most visible functions of the county
commissioner was the maintenance of the roads and bridges in his precinct. and
the commissioner also hired a number of employees. This provided a small
patronage system directly under the county commissioner's supervision. A
typical commissioner represented a number of small communities and a larger
number of fanners. Henderson County's Precinct 3 included five small
communities in the northeastern portion of the county: Brownsboro, Leagueville, Murchison, Opelika and Chandler. None of the communities were larger
than 1,000 people, thus not one town could individually elect a commissioner
at the expense of the other communities.. Many other farmers and tenant farmers
lived in unincorporated areas of Henderson County. Like most other East Texas
counties, the communities were close knit and people knew their neighbors.
C.R. Yarborough was no stranger to the people in his part of Henderson
County. The YarboIOughs moved to their home in Chandler in 1903 and C.R.
Yarborough became active in the community. He served as a trustee of the
school board of Chandler, as an alderman, and then as mayor of Chandler. He
was elected justice of the peace in 1922 and held the Precinct 3 position until
he left in 1932 to campaign for county commi~sioner.s As in nearly all local
and state elections during this era of one-party politics, selection as the
Democratic nominee was tantamount to election. 6

I
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In addition to his own political aspirations, the county's questionable
financial activities motivated C.R. Yarborough to make the race. With the onset
of the Depression, the position of county commissioner probably had more
appeal from a monetary standpoint. Although the Yarborough family was not
destitute, they struggled like nearly all other families in this era. "When times
are good the voters pay too little attention to the government," Ralph wrote to
his father, "but now that times arc hard I believe that the tax payers will listen
to a person who stands for economy and honesty in administration and for
curtailment of high expenditures and high taxes.'" This theme advocated by his
son became the centerpiece of C.R. Yarborough's campaign and later became
part of Ralph Yarborough's political program.
Adhering to his son's advice and no doubt following his own inclinations,
C.R. Yarborough released a strong condemnation of the activities of the county
government, coupled with a personal appeal for the election of an official
whose honesty and integrity was above reproach. C.R. Yarborough's campaign
platform called for a "sound, sane, sensible. economical, business administration of the affairs of Henderson County" and declared that "equal rights will
be mcted out to all, and special privileges to none.',g This communication and
all subsequent pieces written for the campaign were planned and coordinated
by the Yarborough family with Ralph and his older brother Harvey taking the
most active roles.
The candidate solicited the support of the families and homeowners of the
area who were "the principal source from which our revenues are derived, and
who constitute the foundation and backbone of our government." Bringing up a
hot issue of the time, he announced that as county commissioner he would "put
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forth every means and resource known to law, to force the collection, of every
dollar of Henderson County's money, and the school children's money, that was
lost in the failure of the Athens National Bank of Athens, Texas who closed their
door on March 7th, A.D. 1931."~ The accusations against the commissioner and
the Athens County Bank played a critical role in this political race and pmvided
a direct challenge to the financial cenLer of the county.
Alluding to the often sordid affairs on the conduct of local elections, C.R.
Yarborough called for a "clean, legal and honest election." His comments may
have been directed at past elections which involved election fraud and
dishonest officials. By raising the question of the conduct of election officials,
C.R. Yarborough directly criticized the local Democratic Party structure as
well as the business establishment and elected officials. These comments
proved to be prophetic. Henderson County apparently had a history of voter
fraud and illegal activities. Election irregularities involving Henderson County
voters was an issue in this local race and also in the hotly contested governor's
race. IO
Voters went to the polls in the Democratic primary on July 23, 1932. Two
other men and C.R. Yarborough had filed for the office. They included the
incumbent Harold C. Turner of Murchison, and J. Saylors of Brownsboro.
Also on the ballot that year was a hody contested gubernatorial election
involving incumbent Governor Ross Sterling and former Governor Miriam A.
Ferguson. Voters also had to decide on "submission" to a constitutional
amendment to the U.S. Constitution. That issue involved repeal of the
Eighteenth Amendment, the "prohibition" amendment. Prohibition had
attracted the attention of Texas voLers for decades and was still a hot topic in
Henderson County, a county with a predominantly "dry" or prohibition stance.
Candidates, even in local races, ran as a "dry" or "wet" supporter. C.R.
Yarborough and the Yarborough family were well known "drys" in Chandler.
In a later interview on the race, Ralph Yarborough commented, "My father and
family were on the dry side. He was strong against liquor and warned us not
to drink or smoke because it would kill us." Yarborough noted that his father
received encouragement to run for county commissioner "by some of the drys
in town - church ministers and church members of First Baptist Church."ll
However, realizing the divisiveness of the liquor issue, the Yarboroughs
attempted to keep the pressure on their opponent&' questionable activities and
avoid the old wet-dry fight with its longtime divisions within the community.
Henderson County had a total of 4,049 qualified voters who had paid their
poll tax, but persons over sixty years of age were not required to pay the $1.50
annual tax. 12 In the first primary, the submission issue repealing the Eighteenth
Amendment passed in Henderson County by a margin of 3,244 to 1,781. Miriam
Ferguson led an candidates for governor with 2,742 to Tom Hunter's 1,291. Ross
Sterling trailed with 722 votes, followed by the other candidates who received
several hundred votes. 13 In the Precinct 3 commissioner's race, incumbent
Commlssioner H.C. Turner led the race with 437 votes. C.R. Yarborough edged
out J. Saylors by garnering 288 votes to 256 for the third place contestant,
narrowly making it into the second primary with the incumbent commissioner. 14
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The stage was set for the runoff election on August 27.
A closer look at the first primary election results showed that Commissioner Turner carried his home box of Murchison with 260 votes~ compared to
55 for Saylors and 13 for Yarborough. In Chandler, Yarborough led by a
substantial margin of 223 votes, compared to Turner's 77 and Saylors' 35.
Brownsboro, the hometown of Saylors, went for their candidate with 140 votes
with Turner drawing 62 and Yarborough 4 J. In the remaining two small voting
precincts of Leagueville and Opelika, Turner carried Opelika while Saylors
won in Leagueville. In Opelika~ Turner had 26, Yarborough 4, and Saylors II.
In Leagueville, Saylors had 15, Turner 12, and Yarborough 7. 1'; The strategy
was simple - C.R. Yarborough had to maintain his vote in Chandler while
challenging the incumbent in Leagueville, Opelika, and Brownsboro.

1

I
l

C.R. Yarborough's runoff message to the voters questioned the incumbent's integrity. The Yarboroughs selected three decisions by Commissioner
Turner and the Henderson County Commissioners' Court that they believed
represented questionable financial dealings. These included collection of
delinquent taxes, adjustments made to corporate-owned property assessments,
and the commissioner's involvement with the Athens National Bank. To the
Yarboroughs, each issue represented favoritism for a few influential indiv~
iduals at the expense of the general populace of the county. Commissioner
Turner's actions played into the overall Yarborough theme of challenging
corruption and privilege and calling for honesty and integrity in government.
The strategy also placed C.R. Yarborough on a collision course with the
business interests in the county.
In the ftrst circular printed for the runoff election, C.R. Yarborough
lauded his platform of "sound, sensible, economical administration of the
affairs of Commissioners' Precinct 3, to the end that equal rights will be meted
out to all and special privileges to none." Concerning delinquent taxes, the
candidate declared, "I am not in favor of making any contract with any foreign
corporation, or outside individuals, to collect said taxes, and pay them three or
four times for said service what it can be contracted for with local attorneys."
He added, "I am not in favor of suing and selling out the small home owner at
a time of such financial depression as we are in at this time, when he has not
got the cash with which to pay his delinquent taxes and has no way by which
he can raise it."16
While he confronted the issue of delinquent taxes and their collection
more pointedly than in the first primary, C.R. Yarborough did not name any
specific contracts or tirms associaled with the charge of a "foreign" contract
for collection of taxes. One explanation could be that the Yarboroughs were
not totally convinced that the voters in the precinct wanted local attorneys
involved in local tax collection. A better conclusion is that the challenger used
this as an opening for two other concerns which the Yarboroughs believed
would inflame the voters even more than a delinquent tax contract. These
involved the issues of the Athens National Bank and the property tax
appraisals of two of the better known corporations in the county: Texas Power
and Light and two railroads in Henderson County.
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According to county records cited by the Yarborough campaign,
Henderson County commissioners selected the Athens National Bank as the
depository for the county in 1931. Less than a month later, the bank folded and
the county lost a large sum of money. Many Henderson County taxpayers
questioned the timing and motivation for placing public funds in the Athens
bank. Even if the depository was chosen on its merits, the commissioners'
court took no action against the bank's owners or officers prior to the campaign. C.R. Yarborough's campaign printings stated that he planned to "put
forth ever means and resource known to law to enforce the collection of every
dollar of Henderson County's money, and the school children's money, that
was lost in the failure of the Athens National Bank of Athens, Texas, that
closed its doors on March 7, 1931."17 Bank failures in Texas and throughout
the nation were common in 1932. These losses were among many economic
issues that propelled Franklin Roosevelt into the White House in 1932. C.R.
Yarborough questioned why the commissioners had failed to pursue the bonds
posted by the bank in the sixteen months that followed the bank's closure. Left
unsaid, but surely questioned by the people of the county, was whether the
commissioners had prior knowledge of the bank's condition and why the
county's money was placed in the depository less than a month before its
closing. The appearance of lmpropriety was certainly present.
Challenging the incumbent and bringing the banking establishment into
the campaign as an issue made an impact. C.R. Yarborough revealed his
thoughts in a letter to his son Ralph before the runoff election: "I believe that
I have a mighty good chance to beat my opponent in the run off, but realize
that I have a hard fight to make." Commenting on the bank issue, Yarborough
believed he had a winning issue but he also had made some powerful enemies.
The challenger noted, "because he (Turner) is spending lots of money, and that
defunct bank at Athens is helping him, so I have been informed, and also the
other banks, as they were connected by having an interest in the stock of that
bank." He concluded that the present commissioners' court would take no
action to recover the $100,000 surety bond. "No suit has ever been made by
the County, to recover any part of thc money lost by the County, and as a
matter of course they do not want any brought, and know that the present
commissioners, is not going to bring any."18 C.R. Yarborough claimed that the
Athens bank closure was costly to the local taxpayers, lncreasing the tax rate
by fifty cents per $100 dollars valuatlon. An increase in taxes as a result of
negligence by the county or, even worse, as a result of some implied inside
deal between county officials and bank officials, was sure to have an impact
on local voters. Because of the economic conditions in 1932, affairs which
involved the misuse of funds greatly concerned people in all walks of life.
After shooting the first two campaign shots on delinquent taxes and the
Athens bank, C.R. Yarborough issued the third round in a final blast only days
before the runoff election in August. No doubt feeling the sting of Yarborough's
attacks, Turner and other county officials released infonnation that claimed the
commissioners' court raised the property valuatlon of the large corporations in
Henderson County. In response, C.R. Yarborough obtained minutes from the
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commissioners' court showing they had reduced the valuation of three major
corporations in Henderson County. C.R. Yarborough charged in his campaign
circular, "Taxable valuations of the large corporations were LOWERED, not
raised" with support from Commissioner Turner.I'I According to Henderson
County records, in 1931 the taxable value of the Texas and New Orleans
Railroad (T&NO) was valued at $9,500 per mile instead of the earlier
assessment of $10,000 per mile. Also, the rail lines of the St. Louis and South
West Railroad CSt. Louis and SW) received reductions. Finally, the tax rolls for
1931 for Texas Power and Light Company changed from $2.5 million to $2
million. "In other words, these three corporations paid taxes on $553,000.00
less than they would have paid on if the valuations had not been reduced." To
add insult to injury. the candidate asked, "How much was the taxable valuation
of your property reduced in the year 1931?" c.R. Yarborough promised he
would not vote for any property reductions "unless there is also a reduction in
the taxes of the masses of the people, the owner of the home and the farm and
the small business. I favor reducing the taxes of the PEOPLE."20
In the final days before the election, the Yarboroughs believed the
election was close and their attacks had Turner on his heels. Although his
father had reservations on widening the attacks on businesses, Ralph
Yarborough approved of the charges against the railroads and utility company.
"Papa did not think that desirable, as he said it would bring the railroad and
the power and light company into the flght with a lot of influence and money
on the other side. He was telling the voters about that order, however." Adding
to the charge, he added, "no petition was found asking for reduction of these
valuations." Ralph told his brother Harvey, "I think the circular is splendidly
gotten up and includes everything it should."21 The motivation to attack
corporations, specifically banks and utility companies, set precedents for
future Ralph Yarborough political races. At the time, he was involved as assistant attorney general in litigation against large oil companies. Undoubtedly his
success in Austin on behalf of the state pushed the young attorney to urge his
father to engage in a broader strategy critical of large corporations.

t[

In addition to the economic issues, the C.R. Yarborough camp also faced
a strategic political decision about whether or not to attend a Ferguson rally at
Athens just before the election. On Wednesday, August 24, fonner Texas
Governor Jim Ferguson was scheduled to speak at a campaign rally on behalf
of his wife Miriam. "'I'll be there picking up chips and bringing in water for
mamma,' said James E. Ferguson, fonner governor of Texas and stormy petrel
in many a hard-fought campaign in this State," the Athens Daily Review
reported. "The present campaign has resolved itself into a Ferguson-Roosevelt
fight against the Sterling-Hoover crowd," Ferguson stated, attempting to link
Democratic Governor Ross Sterling with the unpopular Republican President
Herbert Hoover. 22 Because of the intensity of the governor's campaign, the
Yarboroughs debated its influence on their own race in Henderson County.

1

"Papa will be there, and will do good if he does not overdo the thing. I
told Edward to tell him not to let it appear that he was trying [Q be seen, but
just to be natural, applaud to beat Hell, shake hands with Ferguson when it was
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over, talk to the voters of Precinct 3," Harvey Yarborough said in his letter to
his brother Ralph. The Yarboroughs feared that Turner would spread some last
minute stories that could not be refuted - especially if Turner hnked
Yarborough to the national Republicans. These included tales "that Papa is a
Prohibitionist, voted for Hoover, is for Sterling. Turner can win the race that
way, if he only knew i1."23
Just days before the runoff election, Harvey told Ralph that he believed
their father was on the verge of victory as a result of the questions raised about
Turner and the commissioners' court's actions. "I believe he (C.R. Yarborough) will win this race unless he pulls some super boner between now and
the time the polls close Saturday night." But he tempered his optimism due to
one of C.R. Yarborough's remarks to a presiding electionjudge in Leagueville.
C.R. Yarborough told Sells Smith, the Leagueville election judge, "Now Sells,
don't cheat me. Smith had agreed with Jule that he would let the election go
fair and square, and said papa would get a majority of the votes, but Papa made
him sore by this statement," Harvey Yarborough said. Although friends
attempted to soothe Sells Smith's ruffled feathers, Harvey Yarborough was
uncertain of the outcome. He feared that his father had over-reacted to the final
pressures of the race. If things were not "straightened out, then Papa will lose
practically all of the votes at Leagueville, as Smith will count them the way he
wants to. He owns them lock, stock and barrel."24
With a torrid election for governor and a heated race for county
commissioner, voters in ea~tern Henderson County probably did not need much
more to entice them to the ballot box. The day of the runoff election, the number
of votes increa"ied in Henderson County above the number cast in the first
primary. Miriam Ferguson won handily over Governor Ross Sterling by a margin
of 3,250 votes to 1,781 votes. And in the final tally, Commissioner Thrner
defeated c.R. Yarborough by a vote of 551 to 525, a twenty-six vote margin,25
According to the Athens Daily Review, 112 more people voted in the
second primary than in the first one held in July. The greater number of ballots
indicated either an influx of new voters or fraudulent ballots. The results of the
governor's race in the first primary gave a total of 4932 votes, while in the
second primary the number increased to 5042. In commissioner Precinct 3
boxes, more votes were cast than in the first primary in all but one box:
Chandler
Brownsboro
Leagueville
Murchison
Opelika
Total votes

July primary
320
239
33
328

August runoff
382
259
26
344

Al

44

961

1055

The votes in the County Commissioner, Precinct 3 and Governor's races
were 26 :
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Chandler
Brownsboro
Leagueville
Murchison
Opelika
Total votes

Yarborough
295
129
13

Turner
92
135
13

Ferguson
246
190
26

Sterling
136
69
0

77

278

274

71

~

33

~

_1

525

55]

779

277

In addition to these two races, a number of other positions were on the
ballot. In both races in Precinct 3, an identical total number of votes were cast
for both the commissioner and the gubernatorial candidates in the race 1,076. According to the Athens Daily Review, only 1,055 total votes countywide were cast. Somehow, twenty-one additional votes were in the totals of the
county commissioner and governor's races.

The Yarboroughs immediately raised charges of illegal activities in the
county commissioner's vote. The family began discussions in earnest on the
number of documented violations and planned a formal election challenge.
Although they knew the election was close, the Yarboroughs believed an
accurate count would give C.R. Yarborough the victory.
Hoping to overturn the election results, the Yarboroughs began a concerted effort to examining the election results in the boxes outside of Chandler.
"There might have been errors in counting the ballots but the bulk of such
errors as occurred would probably be in the calling and not in the counting of
tallies after they are marked," Ralph noted to his brother Harvey. Although
errors in counting the votc totals on the tally sheets would be small, "it ought
to be done as it might cut the total down a few votes." Accusations included
people who were allowed to vote who had not reached the legal age of twentyone. Also, the Yarboroughs believed ballots were deliberately changed or
marked by Turner's supporters. "1 wish there were some way to count the votes
in the boxes without having to file a contest," Ralph noted, but he told the
family to prepare for a legal challenge in court. 27
Ralph returned to Austin to his job in the attorney general's office the
Monday following the election, but kept up his correspondence and interest in
the outcome of the election. His younger brother Donald, who had accompanied
him to Chandler prior to the runoff, remained at the Yarborough home in
Chandler. He wrote a few days after the election, "Papa's supporters in Opelika
and Leagueville are begging him to contest the election. They claim that he
carried both those boxes." According to information given to the Yarboroughs,
fOUf ballots were illegally cast in Leagueville and "one ballot was marked for
Turner for an old woman when she was telling them (election officials) to mark
it for Papa. A man in Leagueville said he was broke and didn't have much
money, but would give $5 on the contes.t fee, because he knew Papa carned that
box." Harvey Yarborough's earlier warning about C.R. Yarborough's statement
to the election judge in Leagueville may have harmed their cause after all.
According to Donald Yarborough, after hearing reports from the various voting
precincts, C.R. Yarborough decided to contest the election only a few days after
the runoff. "He says he knows he'll beat Turner if he does."28
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Responding almost immediately to Donald's analysis from the home
front in Chandler, Ralph analyzed the situation in a letter to his brother Harvey.
The real opposition, he believed, was the business estahlishment that controlled the courthouse. "Our disadvantage in any contest would be that the
Athens' bankers have more money than we have and if it got down to a swearing contest, they could produce more witnesses than we could produce." But
even with those prospects, Ralph noted, "if the Leagueville and Opelika people will voluntarily get out and get affidavits from the majority of the voters in
each box, why not contest it?"'Y
Only a few days after the Yarboroughs decided to pursue the affidavits in
Opelika and Leagueville, a bombshell dropped. Tom Pollard, a friend and supporter of C.R. Yarborough, delivered an explosive message to Ralph Yarborough in Austin. The election judge in Opelika was concerned and asked,
"What in the name of God am I to do? The bottom was out of the ballot box
and there are no ballots in the Opelika bOX."3U To the Yarboroughs, this indeed
was the smoking gun from the scene of the crime. The revelation also confirmed their worst fears.
The message increased the resolve of the Yarborough family. And now
the Yarboroughs had new concerns. Harvey Yarborough reported mat after the
runoff election the ballot boxes were stored in the basement of one of the
banks in Athens. "Of course, the opposition would have access to said boxes,"
he concluded. He believed it was too late for any protective measures. "It
would not do any good, as their practice was to tear the seals off, doctor the
ballots, and put other seals on like the ones that were torn. We figured that the
only chance was to get enough voters fastened with affidavits that they would
be guilty of perjury if they swore otherwise.")]
More bad news followed. Hatvey also warned that District Judge Ben
Dent had a history of rulings against challengers in election contests and in all
likelihood would go against the Yarboroughs. Will Justice, the Yarborough's
attorney, prosecuted a case before Judge Dent where illegal voting was alleged
to have occurred in a contested race for sheriff in another East Texas county.
"Dent refused to let him open the ballot boxes, although he had affidavits of
more than enough voters to change the result of the election ... Dent will do
what the bank crowd at Athens wants him to do." Furthermore, Harvey
claimed that their current opponents cheated Will Justice in an earlier race for
county judge. While the selection of Justice to represent their case appeared
unwise, the Yarborough family wanted the Athens attorney for their case. As
Hatvey Yarborough explained, "They stuffed the ballot box at Opelika and
Murchison when he (Justice) ran for County Judge, didn't turn in the results
until Monday, and changed enough votes in the meantime to count him out."
After losing the election contest, Justice "represented one of them several
years later and they explained to him just how they stole it from him. He
knows them,"J2 With Justice's knowledge, the Yarboroughs firmly believed
they had the evidence and the attorney to change the course of events and
break the hold of the business establishment over county politics. The case was
set for trial in Judge Dent's court on September 24:.1
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Prior to the trial, Ralph sent his father a pep talk as he prepared for the
suit. He warned his father to keep a wary eye on Turner and stay in contact
with his supporters. "I think you ought to call on them daily and keep them
pepped up and cheered up and enthused with the idea of winning. Keep your
witnesses in line or else Turner will try to get them out of the State or change
them like he did a bunch of your voter~ during the last two days before the
election," Ralph urged his father.~~ Yarborough's suspicions of his father's
opponent were grounded in what he believed were unscrupulous activities
which extended beyond the election. Yarborough assumed that since Turner
and his establishment supporters managed to steal votes during the election,
they certainly would continue their activities after the ballots were counted. He
believed that Turner's supporters would stop at nothing to preserve the tainted
victory. Too much was at stake for the businesses in Athens to let the law
follow its course. The Yarboroughs undoubtedly realized they faced long odds.
But they also believed that the truth would overcome their opponents before
the court of public opinion.
The first day of the trial, Judge Dent ordered the ballot boxes from the
contested areas brought into the court room. "Excitement was tense in the
election contest suit of C.R. Yarborough vs. H.C. Turner in district court Wednesday when the Opelika ballot box was opened and the votes recounted by
Judge Dent," the Athens Daily News reported. "The box was found after a half
hour's search and when brought into the court room there was a gapping hole
in the side that was large enough for one to reach their hand through. Six
ballots shown as cast on the pol1ing list were missing entircly."35 The
Yarboroughs suspicions of ballot box tampering and fraud were confirmed.
Will Justice called on the voters from the Opelika precinct to individually
testify. As they took the stand, each was asked how they voted as they were
shown their tickets. Four denied that the tickets shown them were the ones they
voted. Comparing the actual number printed on the ballots of W. W. Lewis, J.A.
Hill, Mrs. Ida Barnes, and Mrs. B.M. Tompkins, each indicated the votes were
credited to H.C. Turner. All four witnesses testified in the courtroom that they
voted for C.R. Yarborough in the runoff election. Other voters from Opelika
gave evidence of fraud. Attorney Justice confronted one young lady who
testified she was twenty-one years old with census blanks and a birth
certificate indicating she was only twenty. Later, her father took the stand and
testified she was twenty-one. Attorney Justice a'\ked why the father had sworn
on a census blank in 1923 and in 1925 that his daughter was born in a different
year from what he contended. At this point in the testimony, Attorney Sam
Holland, representing Turner, interrupted and claimed thal the plaintiff had
failed to show sufficient illegal ballots to change the result. Holland a<;ked
Judge Dent to accept the testimony and make his decision.
"Justice replied vehemently that there was not a legal ballot in the Opelika
box. Calling the election judge by name, Justice said that no man could hold an
election in any such manner and then tell the honest-to-God man that it was
legal. He was severe in his criticism. That the contest will likely be prolonged
was evident this afternoon when Attorney Justice called for the Brownsboro
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box," the Athens Daily Review stated. 36 The attorney's emotional exchanges
interrupted the trial and the judge halted the proceedings until the next day.
Another large crowd was on hand in court the next morning. The trial was
the talk of the community and a featured story in the local newspaper.
"Frequently answers made by witnesses caused spectators to twitter and Judge
Dent had to call for order on several occasions:' Following the examination of
the votes in the Brownsboro and Murchison box.es, the opposing attorneys
launched into heated arguments on behalf of their clients. Will Justice again
demanded that the Opelika box be "thrown out of the election aItogether."
Holland maintained that "even if the box is thrown out Mr. Turner would still
have a four vote majority." Responding to the challenged voters, Holland said
that "every man, woman and child is entitled to vote unless expressly
prohibited by the statutes."3' At the end of the day, the decision was left to
Judge Dent to choose the Democratic Party nominee for the general election.
The following day, spectators once again filled the Athens courthouse.
Once all parties were in place, Judge Dent ruled in favor of Commissioner
Turner. The Athens Weekly Review reported "in a decision given in district
court at 10 o'clock Saturday morning by Judge Ben F. Dent, H.C. Thmer was
declared winner of the Democratic nomination for commissioner of Precinct
No.3 by a majority of nine votes." In his decision, Judge Dent stated that he
divided the number of votes contested by the two candidates. In his ruling,
Yarborough received twenty votes in Opelika and Turner had twenty-four
votes. Yarborough's gain in votes failed to provide a sufficient number to offset
Turner's victory. Commissioner Turner's runoff victory decreased from a
twenty-six vote to a nine-vote margin over C.R. Yarborough - but he remained
the victor and the Democratic nominee. lli
The final newspaper account contained no reaction from the Yarborough
family. No written record or any correspondence from any member of the
Yarborough family survived the case. Losing an election they believed they
had won was a bitter pill for the Yarboroughs to swallow. For a family which
so vocally trumpeted their honesty, integrity, and belief in the democratic
system, the defeat left a mark on the family and especially Ralph Yarborough
for years to come. After that election, C.R. Yarborough never ran for elective
office again. However, he remained active in politics and supported his son's
many campaigns until his death at the age of 100 in 1959. C.R. Yarborough
lived long enough to see his son elected to the U,S. Senate. Jq
This county commissioner's race was significant in that it showed the
Yarborough family commitment and involvement in civic affairs. Politics was
more than a hobby or passing interest; it became a vocation and an important
part of their everyday lives. At the same time, Ralph Yarborough and the rest
of his family recognized the difficulties in working the shadier side of electoral
politics. They understood that the support of local political bosses who
controlled groups of voters was a necessity. Although not as well organized as
the political machines in South Texas during this period, local patriarchs
managed small numbers of votes in various pockets and communities of the
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county. Regardless of a candidate's position or background, everyone had to
cultivate support from local political machines to have a chance to win.
Integrity and honesty were always important virtues in a candidate. But
knowledge of the hierarchical structure of local business and landowner elites
was still a necessity to win an election.
These events played a part in what emerged as Ralph Yarborough's
political philosophy. As Yarborough discovered, misdeeds in office usually
involved money and the distribution of favors to some element of the local
business establishment. In this case, those involved were the Athens banks and
the officials who ran county government. The incumbent and hi~ supporters
managed to subvert the democratic process through fraud at the ballot box and
control of the legal process. Unscrupulous activities and corrupt officials
working with established businesses later became a recurring theme in Ralph
Yarborough's campaigns. He also maintained a long-time distrust of the
fmancial establishment in Texas. The seeds of this antagonism were planted in
his father's county commissioner race.
In a wider scope 1 C.R. Yarborough's race for county conunissioner in
Henderson County is significant for illuminating politics in the Depression era
in Texas. People viewed politics seriously. Even with the poll tax, interest and
participation was at a high level during the Depression. Elections and actions
by local governments played a large role in people's lives. Even though public
services were more limited then, the democratic process played a larger role
than it does today. At its best, the system allowed people to voice their
opinions and provided a peaceful means for addressing problems. On the
negative side, more ballot manipulation and dishonesty occurred. In v.a.
Key's model of Southern society, candidates and office holders frequently
directed the attention of people to questions involving race or moral issues to
divert them from the vital economic issues impacting their livelihood.~ What
Key failed to address was the added power of the establishment to thwart the
will of the people through fraud. Evidence of this power occurred in a lowstakes game such as the Henderson County commissioners' race. If these
incidents were standard practice at the local level in areas outside of
Henderson County, election fraud was indeed widespread. Furthermore, any
challenger to the status quo had to make some type of accommodation with the
establishment powers to accomplish their political goals.
For people like the Yarboroughs. compromising on principles was never
an acceptable solution for changing the status quo. This outlook proved to be
a contentious one for Ralph Yarborough throughout his political career. He
was destined to be involved a number of close elections in which he was on
the losing end. Yarborough's activities and ideas in 1932 set the stage for
future frustrations in the 1950s, but his perseverance and dedication to
principle and integrity finally lifted him to the U,S. Senate in 1957.
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:O"To the Voters of Commissioners' Precinct No.3,"
llRalph Yarborough to H.J. Yarborough, August 22, J932. c.R. Yarborough - Commissioner
Campaign file.

,1Athens Daily Review. August 24, 1932.
'lHarvey J. Yarborough to Ralph Yarborough. August 24, 1932, C.R. Yarborough - Commissioner Campaign file.
~Harvey

J. Yarborough to Ralph Yarborough. August 24. 1932,

l5Athens Daily Review, August 29, 1932.
"Athens Daily Review. August 29, 1932.
'JRalph Yarborough to H.J. Yarborough, August 31, 1932. C.R. Yarborough - Commissioner
Campaign file.
'~D<Jnald Yarborough to Ralph Yarborough. Seplember 4, 1912, CR. Yarborough - Commissioner Campaign file.
~alph Yarborough to Donald Yarborough, September 7. 1932. C.R. Yarborough sioner Campaign file.

Commi~

JORalph Yarborough to H.J. Yarborough, September 17, 1932, CR. Yarborough - Commissioner Campaign file.

"H,J. Yarborough to Ralph Yarborough, September 20. 1932, c.R. Yarborough - Commissioner Campaign file.
l'H.J. Yarborough to Ralph Yarborough, September 20, 1932, C.R. Yarborough - Commissioner Campaign tile. Will Justice was district attorney of Henderson County during the 19205 and
a friend ofC.R. Yarborough. Will Justice, the father of U.S. District Judge William Wayne Justice,
was one of the outstanding trial attorneys in East Texa<; during this era. In East Texas, the saying
was "there was no justice but Will Justice." For more information on Will Justice and William
Wayne Justice, see Frank R. Kemerer, William Wayne Justice (Austin, 1991).
l3Athens Daily Review, September 14, 1932. The Athens Daily ReJ.!iew reported. "maintaining that he had received the majority of the legally cast votes for the office of county
commissioner form Precinct 3, C.R. Yarborough, defeated candidate for that office, Monday filed
suit in di~trict court alleging illegal balloting and fraudulent practices in the Murchison and
Opelika voting boxes."
"Ralph Yarborough to CR. Yarborough, September 20, 1932, c.R. Yarborough - Commissioner Campaign file.

"Athem Daily Re\!iew, September 29, 1932.
'(Athens Daily Review, Septemher 29. 1932.
I1Athens

Weekly Review, September 30. 1932.

3!Athens Weekly Review. October 6, 1932.
-'~Ralph

Yarborough interview, April 6, 1994.

4°V.O. Key, Southern Politics in State and Nation (New York. 1949).
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BOOK NOTES
What follows is the editor's musings on some of the publications sent our
way for review. Sometimes this is the only way, the space problem being what
it is, to give notice of these books and happenings.
Madge Thomall Roberts has produced the second volume of Houston:
The Personal Correspondence: Volume 11-1846-1848 (University of North
Texas Press, Box 311336, Denton. TX 76203). This one contains letters to and
from Houston, March 6, 1836, through August 11, 1848 - or Houston's early
years in the Senate and during the Mexican War. Letters from his wife at home
offer insight into the Texas scene while Houston was away. Roberts projects
two additional volumes to complete the series. Her Star of Destiny: The
Private Life of Sam and Margaret Houston won the Ottis Lock Endowment
Award for Best Book in 1993.
William D. Pederson, Byron W. Daynes, and Michael P. Riccards, The
New Deal And Public Policy (St. Martin's Press, 175 Fifth Avenue, New York,
NY 1(010), is the sixteenth installment in St. Martin's Franklin and Eleanor
Roosevelt Institute Series on Diplomatic and Economic History. Bill Pederson,
a member of ETHA, teaches at LSD-Shreveport and sponsors symposia on
American presidents there. In 1995 the focus was on FDR; the conference
drew 119 scholars and one weenie for a retrospective and evaluation of the
president's leadership during the Depression and WWII. Your correspondent
was the weenie; he sang some old songs from the period and was accused of
being manipulative by an attendee because of an emotional conclusion, the
singing of Irving Berlin's ;'God Bless America." To which charge he pled
guilty. Much better are the sixteen articles on Roosevelt contained herein.
Speaking of WWlI, comes now William J. Weissinger, Jr., Kitoski.
Bakaro.' Attention Fool! A Crewman of the U.S.S. Houston (Eakin Press, P.O.
Drawer 90159, Austin, TX 78709, $J7.95). Weissinger was a seaman, second
class, aboard the Houston, which was sunk during the Battle of the Java Sea at
Sunda Strait on March 1, 1942. Weissinger and 364 others survived but were
separated. He and a few additional crew were captured, imprisoned in Java,
and set to work on the Death Railway. Weissinger wrote this reminiscence of
his war experiences for his grandchildren prior to his death in 1988. It was
prepared for publication by his widow, Eunell Weis~inger. Contains some
interesting illustrations.
A different kind of book on The Big One is Philip D. Beidler's The Good
War's Greatest Hits: World War 11 And American Remembering (University of
Georgia Press, Athen~, Georgia 30602, $29.95). Beidler teaches English
(literature) at the University of Alabama, and it shows. This one isn't about the
war: it is about "remembering" the war through various mediums, especially
Broadway plays and musicals, books, films. books made into films, and
recordings. Examples of the first are "Mister Roberts" and "South Pacific;" the
second, Life'S picture book on the war; the third, "The Best Years of our Lives"
and "Sands of Iwo lima:" the fourth. From Here To Eternity· and The Naked
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And The Dead; the fifth, "Victory At Sea." These are only examples. Every
book or film you have ever heard of is included. The more significant samples
in each category are discussed and dissected against an attempt to show us that
what our culture remembers about WWII came more from these sources than
the event. Maybe so. I liked most of it, especially when some of his favorites
turned out to be mine; but I liked less when Beidler turned from the common
language to the jargon on literary criticism and tried to tell me what I was
supposed to sec in these various works. I'll bet that rascal was just trying to
provoke me into thinking about this all over again.

Every community has a history, and now a great many of them are getting
their own history book. Association members Joyce Roach, Buck Young, Dale
Odom, and Fred McKenzie have written on Keller, Baytown, Denton, .and
Avinger (and I immodestly impose my modest offering on Nacogdoches),
recently. Julia L. Vargo's McKinney, Texas: The First 150 Years (Donning
Company, 184 Business Park Drive, Suite 106, Virginia Beach, VA 23462),
joins the parade with this picture/narrative on the seat of Collin County. Vargo
is a resident of McKinney, and a well-published one in such venues as D
Magazine and Texas Monthly; she was fashion editor for the Dallas Times
Herald and writes for the Dallas Morning News. And it has a foreword by Kate
Tom Staples Lehrer, a native of McKinney and the wife of newsman and
author Jim Lehrer. The text is sparse but the pictures are aplenty, and that is
what many of these community histories are all about.
Texas Places, an issue of Cite: The Architecture and Design Review of
Houston, came our way and we are not sure why, but grateful. The truly
interested can contact Texas A&M Press, who distributed it for the Rice Design
Alliance. Grateful, because the first of the thirteen articles here is the transcript
of a conversation with Larry McMurtry, with whom I shared many a lunch in
Sammy's, the eatery at what was then the Rice Institute, while a graduate
student. The problem is, I can't remember Larry saying much-anything,
really. At the time he was writing Horseman, Pass By ("Hud" in the movies),
though we didn't know it at the time. Perhaps he was thinking of more
important things. Also here are articles by John Graves and Stephen Fox
(another friend from a State Board of Review tenure), and other knowledgeable
folks about this sort of thing. I always enjoy keeping up with Larry.

Speaking of whom, Don Graham, in Giant Country: Essays on Texas
(TeU Press, Fort Worth, Texas), includes his essay "Anything For Larry,"
among many others. Don claims that Larry is all about money and relates
several stories to prove his point: that Larry make~ a lot more money than he
does. And the point of that is, this is a personal look by one of the leading
contemporary Southwestern writers at a variety of topics divided into Places,
Pages, Polemics. and Pictures. Each division contains a half-dozen or more
essays written during the 1980s and 1990s, from a lofty perch: Don is the J.
Frank Dobie Regents Professor of American and English Literature at the
University of Texas in Austin. And Larry lives from payday to payday out in
Archer City, trying to sell old books and write new ones.
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The newest installment in the Texas State Historical Associationts Fred
Rider Cotton Popular History Series (TSHA, 2/306 SRH, University of Texas,
Austin, TX 78712) is Dallas, A History of "Big D," by Michael V. Hazel, who
tells the hi~tory of Texas' second largest city in sixty-five pages and nearly
twenty illustrations, including the front page of the Dallas Times Herald on
November 22, 1963. That day will always shadow "Big D," but much more is
presented there for those who love, hale, or want an overview of Dallas'
history.
We noted earlier the publication of Wanda L. Landrey's Boardin' in the
Thicket: Recipes and Reminiscences of Early Bi~ Thicket Boarding Houses
(University of North Texas Press, Box 311336, Denton. Texas, 77203). It has
been reissued in paperback, and we are flattered that one of the blurb's on the
back cover came from these pages. So we say again, "rLandrey's] labor of love
became a treasure with a mystique that defies description - like the Big
Thicket."
While we are Down South in East Texas, Kenneth Morgan of Jasper sent
two books, Mor~an 's East Texas Tales: A Book of Short Stories (Dogwood
Press, Rt. 2, Box 3270, Woodville, Texas 75959), and Buna Remembered: The
Places, which is volume one in the Buna Remembered series, a project of the
Buna Area Writers Association. The first is a collection of essays, stories, and
musings about Southeast Texas; the second is about logging camps,
businesses~ churches, and other "places" of significance in this community,
which is located in southernmost Jasper County.
Friend Bob Bowman has produced another handsome book, but not,
this time, on sayings and such of East Texans. This volume, East Texas
Calling: The Centennial History Of The Lu.fkin~Conme Telephone Exchange
(Best of East Texas Publishers, Box 1647, Lufkin, Texas 75902), is the story
of the business begun by Dr. Alexander Denman and attorney Edwin Mantooth
in Lufkin 100 years ago. It is now a major communications company that
serves much of East Texas beyond Lufkin. Most pages feature boxed
illustrations. The book contains a good deal of Lufkin's history beyond the
company, and considerable biographical information on the founders of the
business.
Jean H. Baker, Affairs of Party: The Political Culture of Northern
Democrats in the Mid-Nineteenth Century (Fordham University Press,
University Box L, Bronx, NY 10458), is the seventh issue in Fordham Press'
The North's Civil War series. It is divided into three sections, Learning to be
Democrats, Thinking as Democrats, and Behaving as Democrats. It is about
the homing of the senior political party in our nation's system, and therefore
important, though its members in East Texas are or eVldently are about to be
dinosaurs.
Friend A.C. Greene tickled a few and offended many by inclusion or
exclusion in his list of the Fifty Best Books on Texas, published initially in
Texas Monthly in 1980 and as a book by Pressworks Publishing of Dallas in
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Texas. Greene has mused some more on the subject and produced The 50 +
Best Books On Texas (University of North Texas Press, Box 311336, Denton,
TX 76203), and added McMurtry's Lonesome Dove to the list - Horseman,
Pass By was on the first and remains on the second list. The selections are
personal; Greene says he is embarrassed that some book dealers have used his
original list as a guide to Southwestern literature. He also disclaims interest in
converting anyone who wou.ld have included other works or excluded some of
these. It is Greene's list, he insists, and he invites dissenters to compose their
own. O.K. I'd have put Travis on the list, but then I'm biased, since I know the
wife of the author so wen.
If anyone is still awake, we conclude with Robert E. Lee Slept Here: Civil
War Inns and Destinations-A Guide For The Discerning Traveler (Balentine
Publishing Group, 201 East 50th St., New York, NY 10022), with text and
photos by Chuck Lawliss. Since many of us are interested in the The War and
also in B&Bs, we include it here. Typical entry: Llewellyn Lodge in
Lexington, Virginia. It contains a brief description of the facility and its
address (street, FAX, and e.mail), tells you it has six rooms with private baths,
is air-conditioned, etc.• and rates. Sorry: no children, pets, or smoking.
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BOOK REVIEWS
EI Llano Estacado: Exploration and Imagination on the High Plains of Texas
and New Mexico, 1536-1860, John Miller Morris (Texas State Historical
Association, 2.306 Sid Richardson Hall, Univ Station, Austin, TX 78712)
1997. Contents, Illustrations. Maps. Biblio. Notes. Index.. P.4l6. $39.95.
Hardcover.
One of the great mysteries of North American exploration is the precise
route of Coronado after he crossed the Pecos River in May 1541. Morris' work
explores possible answers to this question which has been "shrouded in
controversy, mired in deception" (p.26).
He has studied the numerous accounts of explorers as well as generations
of foHowers to present his interpretation of the route of discovery. Besides the
contributions of Coronado, the testimonies of much later explorers and
developers such as Josiah Gregg, A. W. Whipple, and John Pope are discussed.
The work is not only a focus on Spain's efforts to locate the fabled Cities
of Gold; it also analyzes the early ex.plorers' attitudes toward the land and its
richness in mineral and water wealth as well as in terms of the original
inhabitants. The scope concludes with General John Pope's unsuccessful
efforts to bring forth water from the Jurassic tablelands, a spot on the m.ap we
know today as Pope's Wells.
EI Llano Estacado is not an easy read because much of its vocabulary
reflects the author's knowledge of botany, biology, geology, and linguistics, as
well as historical accounts in English, French, and Spanish. Although the
average reader may need a dictionary, this in no way diminishes the value of
the book. Anyone with even a cursory interest in the history of Texas and the
Southwest will appreciate Morris' command of the language, whether the
topic is the "intensification of the ancient meat and robe trade between the
plains and the pueblos" (p.157), or the saline taste of the Pecos River water
adding "a certain bitterness" (p.303), to a land of little population. Most
readers will discover themselves gradually involved in the detective-mystery
aspect of Morris' quest to determine the route of Coronado.
Chuck Parsons
Yorktown, Texas

A Wild and Vivid Land: An illustrated History ofthe South Texas Border. Jerry
Thompson (Texas State Historical Association, 2.306 Sid Richardson
Hall, University Station, Austin, TX 78712) 1997. Contents. Notes.
Index. Maps. B&W Illustrations. P. 206. $29.95. Hardcover.
Jerry Don Thompson has done it again. He has produced another work
that should please scholars and general readers who are interested in Texas
history. His latest creation is an informative and succinctly written volume on
the South Texas border.
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elements that influenced the development of the region. It begins with a
narrative description of the physiographical features along the Rio Grande
from Del Rio on the fringe of the Chi huahuan Desert to the Gulf Coast near
Brownsville. Afterwards, a bevy of topics are chronicled briefly. The text
includes the Coahuiltican Indians, Spanish exploration, border communities,
revolutionary activities, the Mexican War, steamboats on the Rio Grande, the
Cortina War, the American Civil War, the development of the railroads, the
sheep and cattle industry, the emergence of the Rio Grande Valley as the center
of the Texas citrus industry, the South Texas oil boom in the 1920s, and the
Falcon Dam and Reservoir.
Throughout the volume Thompson weaves accounL'\ of individuals who
are identified conspicuously with the area, such as Richard King and Uriah
Lott. His craftsmanship, however, is not limited to the luminaries. He brightens his handiwork with comments on persons who are less known, but who,
nevertheless, left indelible marks. Among the latter group is Jovita Idar, an
educator and organizer of the First Mexican Congress, ostensibly the initial
militant Mexican-American feminist social alliance.
The text is enhanced with 162 proficiently captioned images, some never
before published. The illustrations, reproduced from public and private holdings,
tell a fascinating history of the people and events along the South Texas border.
Although A Wild and Vivid Land does not break new historical ground, it
does provide a collage of rich and colorful stories and is an excellent introduction to the region.
Charles Spurlin
Victoria College

Te.iano Le[?acy: Rancheros and Settlers in South Texas, 1734-1900, Armando
C. Alonzo (University of New Mexico Press, 1720 Lomas Blvd., Albuquerque, NM 87131) Contents. Intro. Epilogue. Maps. Tables. Appendices. Endnotes. Index. P. 357. Cloth $50.00; Paper $22.50.

Perhaps no other part of Texas is so misunderstood, in tenns of its
nineteenth-century land tenure shifts and the nature of its Anglo-Hispanic
interactions, as the "Nueces Strip" - the land lying between the lower Nueces
River and the Rio Grande. Misconceptions and outright distortions concerning
the brazada country have generally held sway in the historical literature,
dating from the time it was designated a "No-Man's Land" and characterized
as a "Wild Horse Desert." Much of this misinformation, hopefully, will yield
to the solid analysis of south Texas society presented in Tejano Legacy.
This book by Armando C. Alonzo, who teaches history at Texas A&M
University, is a masterlul overview of the region's historical heritage beginning with the settlement of the river villas under colonizer Jose de Escandon
in the mid-eighteenth century. It was from these towns that Spanish ranchers
expanded their livestock raising operations north toward the Nueces, in the
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process acquiring large grants of land under both Spanish and Mexican titles..
It was also in this region that the Spanish influence on ranching was most pronounced and endured the longest, despite recent attempts by a few misguided
academicians to downplay the signiticance of the Hispanic contribution there
and elsewhere in Texas.
Alonzo's book should serve as a model for other studies of ranching and
land tenure in the Spanish Southwest. He consulted a wide variety of primary
sources for his study, including records kept on the federal, state, and county
levels. These statistics are presented in thirty-one no-nonsense tables, allowing
us to see clearly the forces that determined both the prosperity and the decline
of Hispanics as ranchers until 1900. Local records of livestock sales, land
transfers, brand registrations, and will probations were also examined, adding
considerably to our understanding of how life changed (or stayed the same) for
these ranchero families over the decades. The fair and even-handed way in
which Alonzo presents his mass of evidence will likely do as much to dispense
with the muddled ideas about south Texas as the evidence itself. One gets the
feeling that he based his conclusions on the facts uncovered, rather than
starting out with a pet theory and then seeking materials that would prove his
preconceived notions. Unfortunately, much of the work done during the past
twenty-five years seems to have favored the latter approach.
Tejano Legacy demonstrates how far scholarship on Hispanic land tenure
in the borderlands has progressed since the Chicano-oriented works of
Rodolfo Acuna (Occupied America, 1972) and John Chavez (The Lost Land,
1984). Nor does Alonzo hesitate to take issue with some of the findings of
award-winning historians such as Arnalda de Le6n l David Weber, and David
Montejano - calling them "too harsh" in their analysis of the Tejano experience (p. 281), and saying that the Tejanos, rather than being systematically
downtrodden, '"were a people largely free of open oppression" (p. 282).
Especially does he challenge Montejano's interpretation of Hispanic ranching
in the Trans-Nueces as being established on the hacienda model, where elite
patT(5nes looked after the interests of their serf-like peones who were bound to
them by perpetual debt. Few Tejano ranches fit this. description, says Alonzo,
and the region was "mainly an enclave of small ranchers, rather than
hacendados" operating on a grand scale (pp. 210, 224-25, 282). Moreover,
Alonzo notes that "contrary to popular belief and Tejano myth:' the State of
Texas adjudicated and validated Spanish and Mexican grants in the Lower
Valley "more equitably and quickly" than did the federal government's agencies and courts in New Mexico, Arizona, and California (pp. 158-59, 283).
These are bold, revisionistic statements indeed, not exactly tailored to align
Alonzo with the charm mentality currently sweeping rodeo arenas across the
Southwest. His rancheros were more modestly, functionally attired horsemen,
and he lets the historical record prevail even when it is at odds with the
modern-day rituals practiced by Hispanics eager to regaln elements of their
ranch heritage.

Alonzo says that how the land eventually passed out of Hispanic hands is
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scholars have recognized, and he shows that claims of racist dispossession of
these rancheros by Anglo speculators and cattle barons have been exaggerated
greatly. Also exaggerated, in Alonzo's view, is the oral and written tradition of
constant violence in the Trans-Nueces region for the period 1850-1900, and he
argues against "the tendency to see conflict as. the central [heme of Tejano
history" (p. 5). Alonzo has found more evidence of Anglos and Hispanics
cooperating and helping one another in the border zone than isolated instances
of lynching, cattle theft, and land fraud. His emphasis - much needed in light
of the recent literature - is on the comparatively mundane aspects of life and
how the Tejano rancheros struggled against the same obstacles to prosperity
faced by the Kings, Kenedys, and Lasaters. He explains why many of the latter
were able to survive as stockmen while many of the former were not.
In Alonzo's hands it is a story that doesn't detract from the accomplishments of others but emphasizes the al:cumplishments of one's own. Herein lies
the key to a more balanced history of the region, as earl ier books were often
written in praise of the Anglo "pioneering" role in south Texas and generally
portrayed Mexicans as bandits and social riffraff in the process. The books
written by Mexicans from south Texas usually did the opposite, pointing out
that they were there first and their grandpa used to own (and - if there was any
justice in (he world - should still own) all the land from Raymondville to
Sinton! Such was the emotion-laden historiography that Alonzo had to wade
through in order to reach the "truth," and he has done an admirable job.
Nonetheless, his book is almost certain to stir considerable debate, as many
will question whether his conclusions truly reflect the state of affairs for
Hispanics in the Nueces Strip during the nineteenth century.
Jack 1ackson
Austin, Texas

Alamo Sourcebook. 1836: A Comprehensive Guide to the Alamo and the Texas
Revolution, Tim 1. and Terry S. Todish (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 90159,
Austin, TX 78709-0159) 1998. Contents. Bibliography. Index. Illustrations. P. 217. $21.95 _Paperback.
Hundreds, perhaps thousands, of books have been written about the
Alamo, the battle in 1836 which helped define the Texas Revolution. Few,
however, have provided readers with as much trivia about the Alamo as Tim
and Terry Todish's Alamo Sourcebook.
The book is, indeed, a comprehensive guide to the San Antonio landmark,
the battle that took the lives of more than 180 men, and the Texas Revolution.
For example, the Sourcebook offers a breakdown of the Texas army as it
was organized and paid, a similar description of the Mexican anny, descriptions and drawings of the dress and uniforms on both sides, drawings of the
weapons and equipment used in battle, a full list of the Alamo defenders, and
excerpts from letters written by Alamo defenders and others associated with
the revolution.
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The authors al~o have included an excellent chronology of events leading
up to the Alamo and ending with the conclusive April week at San Jacinto.
Another interesting attachment is a weather log for February and March 1836.
On the morning of Sunday, March 6, the day the Alamo fell, the weather in
San Antonio was "very cold" and the moon was three days past the full phase.
One of the Sourcebook's most valuable sections is a listing of historical
sites related to the Alamo and the revolution and organizations involved in the
preservation of the Alamo and its legacy.
The Sourcebook should be a welcome addition to any Alamo aficionado's
bookshelf.
Bob Bowman, descendant of
Alamo defender Jesse B. Bowman
Lufkin, Texas

An Editor's View of Early Texas: Texas in the Days o/the Republic as Depicted
in The Northern Standard, Charles DeMor&e, edited and compiled by
Lorna Geer Sheppard (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 91059, Austin, TX 787090159) 1998. Contents. Endnotes. Index. Illustrations. P. 382. $19.95.
Paperback.
Any publication about Northeast East Texas history is welcome, and
Lorna Geer Sheppard's compilation of articles from Charles DeMorse's
Clarksville Northern Standard is a complement to the biography of the
newspaper editor written by Dr. Ernest Wallace in 1942. Though not academic
in nature as is the earlier view of The Father Of Texas Journalism, Sheppard's
effort is commendable and will assist greatly those who research Texas history.
Why should readers of Texas history tum attention to The Standard's
reports of the era between 1841-1846'1 Wallace, a member of the history
faculty of Texas Tech, knew the reason and Sheppard hit on it periodically
though not by design. Red River pioneers were Texas history during those
days. Take any land map or local history book of any county in Texa~,
especially those in the eastern half, and Red River pioneers are listed as
important chinks in the creation of life there. Thus, De Morse had a Republicwide, built in audience, not limited to Northeast Texas.
Though Sheppard errs somewhat at times with her historical narrative, the
gist is there. Wallace tells more about how Charles Denny Morse came to
Clarksville, and how his politics and newspaper influenced more than just a
region. Through articles, Sheppard shows what was printed. She categorizes
them interestingly into sections dealing with the people and the land. The
stories the articles tell are valuable to historians and genealogists or for a
casual reader. However, the question remains - why aren't more books
published about Northeast Texas?
Now and then a few writers of Texas history "discover" that The
Standard, though not indexed, is on microfilm for all to use. It has been for
decades, probably thanks to the efforts of the late Paris News writer A. W.
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Neville. Now that Sheppard has brought to light the interesting facts the
newspaper holds, more will be drawn to use the publication, bringing to life
new episodes of Texas history_
Skipper Steely
Paris, Texas

The Alabama-Coushatta Indians, Jonathan B. Hook (Texas A&M University
Press, Drawer C, College Station, TX 77843-4354) 1997. Contents.
Illustrations. Notes. Bibliography. Index. P. 152. $29.95. Hardcover.
The Cacklo Nation: Archaeological & Ethnohistorical Perspectives, Timothy
K. Perttula (University of Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 7871378] 9) 1997. 1st Paperback Printing. Contents. Notes. Maps. lllustrations.
Index. P. 326. $19.95.
The title of the new book on the Alabama-Coushattas of Polk County,
Texas, suggests a sorely-needed cultural history or ethnography, and the work
furnishes some good new infonnation along these lines, but its purpose is to
explore the issue of cultural identity and to "depict the dynamic nature of
culture" (p. 17), using the tribe(s) as a case study. This goal would have been
better served with more reference to the large anthropological literature on
identity and cultural dynamics, which includes pertinent discussion of the
powwow and what the author calls "supratribalism." The analysis pales with
descriptions of events that did not effect the Alabama-Coushattas directly, such
as the Severalty Act, the rise of the American Indian Movement, and allusions
to Geronimo, Ira Hayes, and the Cherokees. There remains, however, an
excellent objective record of socia-political trends on the reservation since
1960 that will be useful to scholars and general readers.
The Caddo Nation, new in paperback, assesses Euroamerican impact
over the entire Southern Caddoan area (eastern Texas and Oklahoma, western
Arkansas and Louisiana) during A.D. 1520-1800. Perttula advocates complementing ethnohistory with archaeological data in gauging acculturation,
especially changes resulting from introduced disease supposedly rampant
prior to sustained contact. The archaeological record turns out to be uneven
and open to controversy_ There are too few absolute dates, and burial data
overshadows settlement infonnation. Several fIrm conclusions are still
possible; for example. that villages along the main river routes of Euroamerican travel saw worse depopulation than those in East Texas. A definitive
synthesis of the Caddoan site reports is also achieved, a huge accomplishment
and boon to regional archaeologists.
Daniel J. Gelo
University of Texas at San Antonio
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The Indian Trial: The Complete Story of the Warren Wagon Train Massacre
and the Fall ofthe Kiowa Nation, Charles Robinson (The Arthur H. Clark
Co., P.O. Box 14707, Spokane, WA 99214)1997. Contents. Epilogue.
Biblio. Index. Illustrations. P. 205. $27.50. Hardcover.

During the Civil War the Indian frontier in Texas receded eastward about
100 miles on the average.
This book is about the first civil trial and conviction of Indians for
atrocities against settlers in the nation. The event is regarded as the beginning
of the end of Indian problems in Texas.
The settlers complained bitterly to the government for protection from
raiding Indians. The skeptical Commanding General of the U.S. Army, W. T.
Sherman. agreed to an inspection trip to the frontier. He and his small escort
narrowly missed the fate of a ten-wagon train owned by Henry Warren. The
wagon train was destroyed and seven teamsters killed. A wounded teamster
was roasted over a fire.
Satanta, Satank, and Big Tree bragged of their participation in the
massacre. The agent told Sherman and he arranged to arrest them in an
encounter that nearly erupted in violence.
Satank was killed in an escape attempt. The other two were convicted of
murder and sentenced to hang by a court in Jacksboro. They were sent to
Huntsville, but were paroled by reconstruction Governor EJ. Davis.
Big Tree eventually became a lay Baptist Minister. Satanta had his parole
revoked and killed himself in prison.
The book is recommended for an in-depth treatment of an important but
little known event in Texas History.
Wallace Davison
Lufkin, Texa~

Satanta: The Life and Death of a War Chief, Charles M. Robinson, III (State
House Press, P. O. Box 15247, Austin, TX 78761) 1998. Contents.
Illustrations. Bibliography. Index. P. 235. $27.95. Hardcover. $18.95.
Paperback.

During his lifetime Satanta was among the most feared of Indians,
although Sitting Bull or Geronimo command greater name recognition today.
Satanta received national attention when the New York Times described him in
1867 as having no equal "in boldness, daring and merciless cruelty" (p. xvi).
The Kiowa warrior posed problems to such high ranking U. S. Army
commanders as Grierson, Custer, Shennan and Sheridan. His admirable
qualities, as identified by the Times, were disputed by white settlers in Texas
and Oklahoma who were terrified of Indian atrocities.
Robinson examines thoroughly the rise of Satanta during a period when
conflicts between enforcers of the government's peace policies and the rnili-
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tary, from the national level to the state level, increa'ied. How these political
problems may have affected the Kiowas became a moot question due to the
defining moment in Satanta's life: the Warren wagon train raid of 1871.
Arrested and tried in a Texas court, found guilty and sentenced to hang,
Governor E. J. Davis commuted his sentence to life at hard labor. An Indian
being tried under Texas laws was unprecedented and it revealed the societal
changes then taking place. Davis considered the massacre an act of warfare
rather than murder. Satanta committed suicide in Huntsville in 1878.

Robinson has not only provided the most complete biography yet of this
important Indian leader, but also revealed the bitter conflict between Satanta
and Kicking Bird, who realized that accommodation with the whites was the
only means for survival; he explains the incongruities of the government's
policies as well as the problems of the Quaker enforcement of the
government's Peace Policy,
The final chapter discusses Satanta's reburial at Fort Sill, Oklahoma, and
how his name lives on among his descendants. Noted military authority
William H. Leckie provides a foreward to this outstanding biography.
Chuck Parsons
Yorktown, Texas

The Slave Narratives of Texas, Ron Tyler & Lawrence R. Murphy, editors

(State House Press, P. O. Box 15247, Austin, TX 78761) 1997. Second
Printing. Contents. Appendix. Bibliography. P. 143. $16.95. Paperback.
Illustrations.
The Slave Narratives, interviews with thousands of fonner bondsmen
conducted by the Federal Writers' Project in 1937-1938, is the largest and most
important source of infonnation on what slavery was like from the point of view
of those who were enslaved. Largely unused for nearly forty years, these
interviews were edited by George P. Rawick and published by Greenwood Press
between 1972 and 1979 in a forty-one-volume collection entitled The American
Slave: A Composite Autobiography. In 1974, just as the Rawick edition began to
appear, Ron Tyler and Lawrence Murphy published a book of excerpts from the
narratives given by men and women who experienced slavery in Texas. Now,
State House Press has issued a paperback reprint of that publication,
The Slave Narratives o.fTexas has nine chapters, each focusing on an aspect
of slave life such as traveling to Texas, working on cotton plantations, realizing
what was at stake in the Civil War, and reacting to freedom in 1865. The editors
identify the town or county in which each interview was conducted and give the
age of the interviewee. Tyler's introduction to this volume was the best short
history of slavery in Texas available when it was published in 1974, and although
there are now other brief accounts such as that in The New Handbook o/Texas,
it remains an excellent place to begin reading on the subject.

The slave narratives provide a key perspective from which to view the
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Peculiar Institution, and this paperback reprint of Tyler and Murphy's book
offers a convenient and inexpensive collection suitable for general readers and
use in the classroom as welL
Randolph 8. Campbell
University of North Texas

Man~fest

Destiny and Empire: American Antebellum E.xpansionism~ Robert W.
Johannsen, John M. Belohlavek, Thomas R. Hietala, Samuel J. Watson,
Sam W. Haynes, and Robert E. May, edited by Sam W. Haynes and
Christopher Morris (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C, College
Station, TX 77843-4354) 1997. Contents. P. 179. $24.95. Hardcover.

May's question frames this impressive collection of essays on the uses
and meanings of Manifest Destiny: "[D]o ideologies guide human behavior, or
do they merely mask more substantive motivations?" (p_ 162) According to
Johannsen, 0' Sullivan's phrase was "framed ... in providential and moral
terms" (p. 9). His mission was to spread democracy and The Democracy. Expansion could be aggressive or passive; and it had no partisan or sectional
boundaries. Through his study of Caleb Cushing, Belohlavek reveals the
global and ethnocentric motives of expansionists: " .. _ the United States as the
beacon of liberty and progress reaching across a continent and ... seas, subsuming weaker cultures with the benefits of an enlightened Anglo-Saxonism
to fulfill a grand global destiny... ." (p. 4]). Cushing even abandoned
antislavery in the 1850s because it threatened expansion. Hietala shows the
contradictions of American "innocence" with its continental ambitions and
points out that economic anxieties accompanied racism and ethnocentrism.
Fear of "class stratification and labor unrest" provided another motive for
expansion (p. 57).
Watson points out that Anny officers' roles "were ... more nuanced
than the existing ... models of self-interest and romantic nationalism suggest"
(p. 69). Balancing career goals with a national ideology, the officers "grew
more patient and less-bellicose" and were guided by a "conservative legalism"
as manifest-destiny's policemen (p. 74). Filibustering attracted the most
ambitious military personnel as well as those on the outer edge driven by local
needs and personal gains. As May shows, filibusters were caught up in the
spirit of Manifest Destiny, but this ideology was a convenient mask for the
personal motives of the likes of Lopez and Walker.
To round off the many faces of Manifest Destiny, Haynes explores the
Anglophobia behind Texas annexation. More than a "false phantom" as Merk
argued, British involvement in Texas was viewed with genuine alarm by the
pro-annexation side; and "by fusing two vitally important issues, national
security and slavery [the Texas question was] a momentous turning point in the
_. _sectional controversy" (p. 136).
Editors Haynes and Morris have provided an excellent volume on a
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critical antebellum topic. Each essay stands alone very well, but, taken as a
whole, this collection reminds us that "Manifest Destiny obscures more than
it clarifies" (p. 51).
Nathaniel A. Jobe
Woodberry Forest School
Woodberry Forest, Virginia

Battle on the Bay: The Ci\!j[ War Struggle for Galveston, Edward T. Cotham,
Jr. (University of Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713-7819).
1998. Contents. Epilogue. Illustrations. Maps. Notes. Bibliography.
Index. P. 241. $16.95. Paperback.

At the time of the American Civil War Galveston was the second largest
city in Texas and the commercial and financial center of the scate. Possessing
one of the best natural harbors on the entire Gulf of Mexico, Galveston was a
thriving and dynamic port city through which two-thirds of the state's cotton
was exported annually_ The city was also the location of a flourishing slave
trade that provided bond labor for Texas' growing agricultural economy.
With the outbreak of the Civil War in the spring of 1861, Galveston soon
found itself under a blockade maintained by the Union navy. The city was
captured by the Federals in October 1862, recaptured by the Confederates on
January 1, 1863, and "under the threatening guns of one side or the other (and
occasionally both) for almost the entire war" (p. 3).
In this well written volume, Edward T. Cotham, Jr., describes the role
Galveston played in the Civil War from the secession movement through
Kirby Smith's surrender on June 2, 1865. Cotham believes that Galveston's
importance in the war has been overlooked. Whether or not it is "one of me
great untold stories of the war" (pA), as the author believes, it is a significant
story which no one has told as well as Cotham. His account of the battle on
January 1, in which Tom Green's cavalrymen on two old river steamers drove
off a Union gunboat fleet, makes interesting reading, but Cotham's most
significant contribution - and it is a real one - is his description of life on the
island both before and after the battle itself.
The book is obviously the result of painstaking research by the author, an
independent scholar and former president of the Houston Civil War
Roundtable. His narrative is enhanced by rare historical photographs and the
superb maps prepared by Civil War historian-cartographer Donald S. Frazier.

This is a book that will be welcomed by all those interested in understanding
me role played by Texas and Texans in the Civil War.
Ralph A. Wooster
Lamar University
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Grass-Roots Reconstruction in Texas, 1865-1880, Randolph B. Campbell
(Louisiana State University Press, P. O. Box 25053, Baton Rouge, LA
70893) 1998. Contents. Bibliography. Index. Maps. P. 251. $35.00 Hardcover.
Nine decades ago the first scholarly study of Reconstruction in Texas
appeared. In it Charles W. Ramsdell praised Andrew Johnson for his supposedly moderate ways, belief that African Americans would never be suitable
for citizenship because of their inferior mental capacities, and that whites
should maintain control under the protection of state prerogatives which
characterized the Old South. As one of the stalwarts of the "Dunning schoo!,"
Ramsdell relied and based his interpretation upon Democratic newspapers,
with little or no research into original documents. To be fair, few, if any,
manuscripts of the era existed in any organized form early in the 19005, but he
persevered.
Randolph B. Campbell's grass-roots approach to Texas Reconstruction is
the first original attempt to write about this era since Ramsdell's work. The
book is a local case study of six Texas counties located in East Texas and
comprising fifteen percent of the state's population: Colorado, Dallas,
Harrison, Jefferson, McLennan, and Nueces. The author engages in an
intensive microscopic study of these counties to illustrate the broad outlines of
the Reconstruction era in Texas. Campbell attempt... to cover the widely
divergent geographical and demographicaJ characteristics of the Lone Star
State along with a composite overview of both black and white residents.
Social and economic factors receive much less attention.
Campbell concludes that federal authority had a "major impact on local
(p. 226). Second, the number of scalawags (Southern-born
Republicans) in each county was a key to Republican success. Third, population growth and economic change influenced reaction to Reconstruction but
neither of these developments displaced the economic elite which controlled
the six counties. Fourth, the composition of the foreign-born element in the
chosen regions affected how long the Republicans maintained power. Lastly,
the percentage of African Americans in each county played the most important
role in determining the course of Reconstruction. Counties with small black
populations experienced less controversy_
development~"

Grass-Roots Reconstruction is the first major attempt at overhauling
Ramsdell's long outdated study of Reconstruction in Texas. But the book has
several problems. Campbell's microscopic focus upon six Texas counties
becomes repetitive because it includes similar background on the state
Reconstruction situation in each chapter along with the overview at the
beginning of the monograph. The study overemphasizes politics and provides
minimal information on social and economic conditions which have been
discussed in earlier works by James M. Smallwood and BaTTy A. Crouch.
While his command of local resources is commendable, several published and
unpublished sources pertaining to social, economic, and political changes
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Although numerous publications about Texas in the postwar era have
appeared in the past two decades or so, much remains to be done. Campbell
has provided historians with several avenues on how to approach the history
of the Lone Star State in the aftermath of a long and bloody conflict.
Campbell's careful scrutiny of the six select areas in Reconstruction Texas
establishes a benchmark for those who contemplate writing about Texas
history in the postwar era. Grass-Roots Reconstruction surely will serve as an
essential source for Texas politics after the Civil War. Although significant
studies are ignored and the selection of the six counties chosen for study can
be questioned, it is an important book.
Barry A. Crouch
Gallaudet University

The Hardisons, A Southern Odyssey, Elizabeth Shreve Ryan (The Reprint
Company, Publishers, P.O. Box 5401, Spartanburg, SC 29304) 1997.
Contents. Photos. Epilogue. Appendices. Index. P. 469. $35.00. +$3.50
p/h. Hardcover.

Searching official records of local, state, and federal governments, as well
as personal letters and papers, Elizabeth Shreve Ryan has written the history
of Jasper Hardison and his descendants, of whom Ryan is one.
Members of the Hardison family migrated early in the 1700s from their
roots in the Albemarle area of what became North Carolina, southward
through the Carolinas, Georgia, and Florida. Others moved westward into
Tennessee, Kentucky, Arkansas, and along the Gulf coast where, in the middle
of the 1850s, they settled in the eastern part of Texas.
In what we know today as Grayson, Polk, and Liberty counties, the
Hardisons took active roles in the communities in which they lived. They
became doctors and lawyers, operated businesses, and were farmers. When
duty called, they served in the Confederate Army. After the Civil War, they
returned to their homes and went on with their lives. The descendants of these
pioneering and patriotic folks still live in East Texas.
Ryan has provided an excellent account of her family, but more, she has
placed the Hardisons in the context of the national events they witnessed. The
result is more than family history; it is a lesson in early American history.
Ryan's extensively-documented and well-written book gives the reader a
glimpse of social, economic, religious, and business life during the formative
years of our state and nation.
Dennis Bradford
Nacogdoches, Texas
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Texas, Her Texas: The Life and Times of Frances Goff, Nancy Beck Young and
Lewis L. Gould (Texas State Historical Association, 2.306 Sid
Richardson Hall, University Station, Austin, TX 78712) 1997. Contents,
Sources. Index_ P. 224. B&W Illustrations. $29.95. Hardcover.
Texas, Her Texas is a biography of Frances Goff, one of a growing
number of Texas women receiving the long deserved attention of historians.
Her career stretched from childhood years in Kenedy and Center, Texas, to
Austin politics in the 1940s, to the military in World War II, and later to
Houston, where she participated in developing M. D. Anderson Hospital. The
highlight of her career was organizing and maintaining the Bluebonnet Girls
State Program that seems to have been the love of her life.

The Frances Goff papers and the Girls State Archive, located at the Center
for American History at the University of Texas, Austin, form the heart of this
book. Lewis Gould and Nancy Beck also conducted an important serie~ of oral
interviews with Goff and her friends and acquaintances in 1993-1994, concluding
shortly before her death. These offer a great deal of insight into Goff's personality
and experiences and highlight her role in twentieth-century Texas.
In Frances Goff the authors found a woman who, first of all, loved
politics from childhood and turned that love into working for Coke Stevenson,
Beauford Jester, and Allan Shivers during the conservative Democratic
domination of the 1940s. Among other positions held, she was budget director
of the state after World War I I. She later switched from the Democratic to the
Republican Party, reflecting the political conservatism of her earlier life. I
wished for a deeper examination of this political world and of her role in it. As
Gould and Beck said in their introduction, this book does not exhaust the life
of Goff as a subject for historical inquiry. They have, however, made a good
start. They point out that she was a woman operating in a male-dominated
world who helped make that world work and brought benefits to women in the
process. She was an organizer.
Later in her life Goff turned her political and organizational talents to the
development of the M.D. Anderson Cancer Hospital in Houston. Readers
interested in that institution will benefit from this volume.
Most of the interviews upon which this book was based were given by
women who participated in the Bluebonnet Girls State program, which was
organized through the American Legion Auxiliary and operated under Goff's
directorship from 195 I to 1994. The best known of the 20,000 women who
participated is ex-Governor Ann Richards, who wrote the preface of this book
and credited Goff with being a major source of support in her political career.
One chapter is dedicated to the relationship between these two women, one a
conservative and the other not. There are many interesting aspects to the Girls
State section of this book, inducting Goff's support for integration, her
dominant role in the organization and attempts to oust her by the American
Legion Auxiliary, her attempts to carry the program to the national level, and
the support svstem develooed for voun!! women throuQ:h Goff's interel\t ami
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effort, Texas, Her Texas should be added to every Texas history library; it made
me want to know more about the role of women in politics in Frances Goff's
generation.
10 Ann Stiles
Lamar University

Women Pioneers in Texas Medicine, Elizabeth Silverthorne & Geneva
Fulgham (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C, College Station, TX
77843-4354) 1997. Contents. B&W Illustrations. Notes, Bibliography.
Index. P. 238. $24.95. Hardcover.
The authors set out to chronicle the development of the medical
profession in Texas as seen through the lives of pioneering women in the field.
The book was not intended to be an exhaustive study but to increase
understanding of the ways in which women have overcome stereotypes and
contributed to medicine in Texas. Their goal was achieved through this
wondetful volume.
Many strong and courageous women come alive on the pages of this work.
This well-researched treatise is a delightful portrayal of women who in every
sense of the word were pioneers. It is by no means a dry chronological recitation
of one woman after another, but rather a story about the development of
medicine in Texas, woven around the lives of remarkable women who overcame
great obstacles to pursue careers they wanted. felt called to, and enjoyed.
Personal details about the women heighten the enjoyment of the reading.
This well organized book begins with an informative sketch of the history of
medicine in the world and the United States with a focus on Texas. A description
is offered of women practicing the healing arts as folk and faith healers,
curanderas, and midwives prior to the regulation of medicine. Women in fields
more open to them - nursing, dentistry, and pharmacy - are described as well.
The remainder of the book is spent on women medical doctors in Texas and
how they excelled in their specialties. Many "firsts" were cited, from the first
woman to be accepted to a medical school to modern-day pioneers continuing to
make inroads in medicine. Rich prose makes the reality of Texas vivid and the
volume is supplemented generously with pictures of many of the women
portrayed. This book should be a welcome addition to any historical library.
Barbara Cordell
Nacogdoches, Texas

Texas Women Writers: A Tradition afTheir Own, edited by Sylvia Ann Grider
and Lou Halsell Rodenberger (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C,
College Station, TX 77843-4354) 1997. Biblio. Index. Contirbutors. P.
462. $39.95. Hardcover.
Texas Women Writers provides a comprehensive history of the development of women's literary tradition in the state. It is a long-overdue book citing
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the women who contributed to the Texas literary scene from ]830 to the
present. The editors define Texas women writers as women who have lived in
the ~tate long enough to develop a sense of place. to acquire an understanding
of the state's regional and cultural diversity, and to reflect it in their work. The
book is designed for both scholars and genera] readers to be infonnational as
well as entertaining and to provide a source for further research.
The editors state that most often Texas literary history has been
dominated by male writers because of a "good ole boy" attitude that excluded
most female writers. Such attitudes perpetuated the Texas Mystique of the
Texas cowboy, life on the range, big oil, and brassiness epitomized by J. Frank
Dobie and his admirers. Most Texas Women writers have faced "the truth" of
motive in the Texas experience, illuminating life as it really was,
The many contributors to the text provide a range of essays on writers
from Mary Austin Holley to Katherine Anne Porter to women still publishing
today. The essayists provide biographical sketches, summaries of major
works, and brief critical evaluations of individual authors. The editors admit
that they encouraged a variety of styles "to increase readability" and that
documentation styles and format vary from contributor to contributor. In fact,
this variation makes for more difficult reading, and the unevenness of style
results in some articles that are very readable while others are encyclopedic.
Footnotes to verify statements in the essays would have added much to the
text. However, the extensive bibliography makes an important contribution.
No where else can one find so much information on Texas women writers. The
long list of writers seems necessary to make up for the short shrift Texas
women writers have received in the past, and yet it suggests a desperate
attempt not to leave anyone out. As a result, Jesser writers are put on similar
footing with the greatest.
The book is called "a work in progress" because of the extraordinary
degree of literary activity in Texas today among women. This book should be
placed in libraries in high schools and universities to fill a large and obvious
gap in Texas literary history.
Sarah R. Jackson
Stephen F. Austin State University

Texas Women: Frontier to Future, Ann Fears Crawford and Crystal Sasse Ragsdale
(State House Press, P. O. Box 15247, Austin, TX 78761) 1998. Contents.
Index. B&W Photos. p. 375. $24.95. Hardcover. $17.95. Papercover.

Texas Women: Frontier to Future traces the lives of significant Texas
women beginning with would-be empresario Jane McManus Cazneau in 1832
to Kay Bailey Hutchinson, who won the senate race in 1993 and became the
first woman United States senator from Texas.

In this social history, the theme is that Texas women in many fields have
won their place in Texas history for their contributions to the state's heritage.
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Each woman influenced the development of Texas in her area of expertise or
through her struggle improved the lot of women.
The frontier women portrayed wrote of their adventures through memoirs
and articles to publicize the abundant advantages to living in the frontier state
of Texas. The next group of writers used their Texas experiences in their novels
and articles on Texas cooking and culture. Texians also had their influence in
the national development of the theatre, philanthropy, art, and politics.
Ragsdale and Crawford focused on women who had outlooks different from
men because they pressed for equal opportunity for women.
The significance of the freedoms and careers open to women late in the
twentieth century and on into the twenty-first century are underscored by the
achievements of women who went before them. The women highlighted have
shown that, in addition to it now being accepted practice for women to hold
elected office, it is also harder for legislatures and businesses to practice
general discrimination against women's rights. Crawford's and Ragsdale's
style is clear, enjoyable, and readable. From extensive use of secondary and
primary sources, as well as personal interviews with the subjects or their
descendants and their contemporaries, they created a synthesized, perceptive
study on the role of women in Texas.
The biographies are fairly objective, giving both complimentary and
critical observations. However, Adah Isaacs Menken did not belong in this
book since she does not conform to the criteria of the rest of the subjects and
she only briefly toured Texas. She brought her art to a new low and was selfish
to the core. Each of the other women included in the study developed her
talents to the fullest or organized others to work for "high purposes." One other
comment: Helen Moore was the first woman to chair a Texas House committee
(1931), not Eddie Bernice Johnson (p. 312).
Priscilla Benham
Houston, Texas

Red River Women, Sherrie S. McLeRoy (Republic of Texas Press, Wordware
Publishing Inc" 1506 Capitol Ave., Plano, TX 75074) 1996. Contents.
Introduction. Illustrations. Bibliography. Index. P. 276. $12.95. Paperback.

Residence in the Red River Valley links the eight subject~ of this entry in
the publisher's "Women of the West" series. None is an unknown, but neither
has any received full biographical treatment. Victorian women ahead of their
time, living liberated lives? A panial truth, but mostly theirs are stories of
tough-minded responses to circumstances modems have trouble imagining.
Pre-Victorian Sophia Porter (1815-1897), had four husbands, was rumored
to have had a liaison with Sam Houston, and was called both a whore and a saint.
This account does not add to Jack Maguire's superior essay on her in Legendary
Ladies ofTeXils (1981), a publication of the Texas Folklore Society.
Lydia McPherson broke out of woman's domestic sphere to become the
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ftrst woman newspaper publisher in Texas and Oklahoma. Her four newspapers included what is today the Sherman Democrat.
The youthful home of beautiful Lucy Pickens was Wyalucing, an

antebellum mansion that Marshall residents regrettably failed to save when
Bishop College moved to Dallas. Far from the Red River, Lucy gained fame
as the wife of Francis W. Pickens, U. S. ambassador to Russia in 1858 and later
governor of South Carolina, which state has first claim to her colorful story.
In 1851, Olive Ann Fairchild, then thirteen years of age, was captured by
Yavapais Indians when her family's wagon train was attacked in Arizona.
Traded to the Mojaves and disfigured by facial tattoos, she was enslaved for
six years before her brother secured her release. On the lecture circuit she
insisted that the Indians never approached her sexually. The comparison with
captive Cynthia Ann Parker, mother of Chief Quanah, is inescapable.
The widow Lucy Ann Thornton Kidd came to Shennan in 1888 with
money to buy an interest in a private college. Her greatest work at North Texas
Female College was the Kidd-Key Conservatory of Music. It closed in 1935,
but the training it gave lives on among Texas musicians today.
Ela Hockaday had a vision of a new kind of education for twentiethcentury women. Her monument, the Hockaday School. occupies 100 North
Dallas acres today.
After cleaning up the Grayson County Poor Farm and starting a public
day nursery in Sherman, Edna Gladney found herself in Fort Worth when
husband Sam's Gladio1a flour business failed. She built an adoption agency,
the Gladney Center, that is known worldwide. The film starring Greer Garson,
Blossoms in the Dust (1941), was the fictionalized story of "the big pink peach
with an angelic face" - Miss Garson's description of her friend Edna.
A school dropout at age twelve, Enid Justin grew to her six-foot height
working in her father's boot-making shop. Her brothers moved the Justin Boot
Company to Fort Worth. "Miss Enid' started the Nocona Boot Company in
competition with them and guided it long past normal retirement age - a force
in her home town and beyond. She said she was proud to be a "women's
libber" before the word was invented.

Lucy Ann Kidd-Key, five-feet tall and dedicated to being "womanly," did
not approve of Carrie Nation or other suffragists, but neither did she approve
of the "clinging vine" type. "We need more courageous women," she told the
Fort Worth Record in 1913 (p. 141-142).
They were out there, and books such as this one help us find them.
Sarah Greene
Gilmer, Texas
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Gateway to Texas: History of Red River Count}', Martha Sue Stroud, (Eakin
Press, P.O. Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709-0159) 1997. Contents. Endnotes. Index. Illustrations. P.446. $29.95. Hardcover.
Martha Stroud calls Red River County the gateway to Texas in her title
and also refers to it as the "Mother County of Texas." The county was an
important route into Texas from the United States, and the first eight chapters
- about one-fourth of her book - deals with the early history of Texas as it
related to Red River County and includes a whole chapter on the "War
Between the States." The bulk of the book then deals with the history of the
county in topical fashion with chapters on education, medicine, newspapers,
dwellings, cemeteries, etc. Finally, the author has a chapter with a paragraph
or two about each of the small communities in the county, and concludes with
inteIViews with twenty-four men and women who were residents of the county
and who were born in the] 890s or the early twentieth century. Like all such
reminiscences, they contain charming and useful tales that increa'ie our
appreciation and understanding of social history along with many others that
add little to our knowledge. In other words, the interviews are uneven in value.
Stroud probably edited them in order to make them less repetitious and more
useful and informative.
This book has some of the hallmarks of a typical county history. It is
mostly lacking in interpretation, sometimes jumps from one topic to another
that is unrelated and even in a different era, has lengthy lists of names, is too
much concerned with identifying fIrsts, and has many long quotations from
sources that are interesting and informative but mostly outdated and inaccurate
in interpretation. Nevertheless the work has many redeeming features. The
author writes well, the book is generally free of typographical errors, and
ineludes black and white pictures, endnotes, and an index. Residents of Red
River County, particularly, and East Texans generally, should find it interesting
and worthwhile.
E. Dale Odorn
Denton, Texas

Trinity River: Photographs, Luther Smith (Texas Christian University Press, P.
O. Box 297050, Fort Worth, TX 76129) 1997. Contents. Essays. B&W
Photos. Notes. P. 107. $19.95. Paperback.
People who are drawn to rivers, and some who are not, dream of a float
or walk down their favorite stretch of river or bottomland. Trinity River:
Photographs, by Luther Smith, comes close to this often dreamed but frequently neglected experience. A client of the famed portraitist Karsh of Ottowa
said, "Karsh, you have immortalized me!" This remark came to mind while
foHowing Smith's photographic work down the Trinity. His landscape
composition, his use of light and shadow and texture, superbly captures the
spirit of this long neglected Texas river.
Prefatory essays by Mike Nichols and Thomas W. Southhall enhance the
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reader's understanding of the work, and add flavor to the photographs. Notes
on the photos are given at the back of the book so one's attention to the
pictures is not distracted by captions.
The photographs are variously placid, serene, often stunning, sometimes
jarring and dismaying. Into the edges of some of them creep the love people
have for the Trinity River as well as the damage they have done to it. This
collection of photographs is to be enjoyed as a sensitive, honest picture of an
important Texas place.
C.P. Barton
Stephen F. Austin State University

Galveston and the Great West, Earle B. Young (Texas A&M University Press,
Drawer C, College Station TX 77843-4354) 1997. Contents. Illustrations.
Notes. Index. Bibliography. P. 232. $32.95. Hardcover.
What's new? Galveston has had a continuous economic battle for port
supremacy from the swashbuckling occupation of pirate Jean Lafitte to today's
rivalry with the Port of HOllston. Young's study of Galveston's struggle from
1865-1900 to become the leading seaport of the Gulf Coast servicing the
Southwestern United States is an in-depth inquiry on how economics,
shipping, railroad, technology, and the political process can impact the death
and/or growth of a city and its port.
Young has taken on the enormous task of weaving Galveston's power
brokers (W.L. Moody, Walter Gresham, George Sealy, Harris Kempner), state
and national politicians, and the Corps of Engineers in a continuous battle on
how to accomplish and finance the making of Galveston as a deep-water port
in preference to other potential gulf ports.
The author has done an excellent job in researching and documenting
topics such as the lobbying interests, governmental vs. private economic
support, railroad interests, and regional and national politics. I was especially
intrigued by Young's ability to interweave the varied personalities and their
agendas on the issue of Galveston's deep-water port. Young's contention that
the water issue was "a clash between competitive commercial interests merchants, bankers, railroads, and ports - the new West versus those in the
East," rightly summarizes the process that culminated in Galveston receiving
$500,000 in order to complete the work on the jetties.
The old saying that "A picture is worth a thousand words" allows me to
make the statement that a railroad map of the period and Galveston Island
map, Port of Galveston area drawing, drawings of sandbar locations, and
maybe cross section drawings of the jetties would help some of us visual
learners to understand the technical and geographical issue better.
Alexander Pratt
Texas City, Texas
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Texans of Valor: Militat)· Heroes in the 20th Cenfut)', Dede Weldon Casad
(Eakin Press, P.O. Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709-0159) 1998. Contents.
Notes. Index. Bibliography. Illustrations. P. 162. $16.95. Paperback.
First, a caveat. Because I have had a bit more than a passing acquaintance
with Audie Murphy and Jose Lopez, two Texan winners of the Congressional
Medal of Honor, the nation's highest award for valor. [ might be thought to be
biased in favor of Kiplingesque heroics. If so, so be it.

Texans QI"Valor has modest merit as a record of some of the citations which
eamed these and other Texans heroic stature, though it might be wished that the
author had had more familiarity with military vocabulary and tenninology.
It is uneven, also, in that it treats differently some of the better known
veterans of World War I, the Korean War, and the Vietnam War than it does of
less familiar heroes of World War II, who seem to merit only a recitation of
their citations. As <In example, John W. Thomason, Jr., of Huntsville, arguably
the best writer-artist in Texas history - and a personal hero - justly receives an
extended treatment but no citation for his World War J decorations, which
included the Navy Cross and the Army's Silver Star.

The same is true of Samuel M. Sampler, another World War I veteran and
Congressional Medal of Honor winner. who is distinctly less well known than
Thomason, while three others, David Bennes Barkeley, Daniel E. Edwards,
and David Ephraim Hayden, receive only a citation recital, and in two of these
cases there is no statement of the decoration for which the cimtion was written.
Oveta Culp Hobby leads off the World War II section, without any
documentation of "valor," while James Earl Rudder, a genuine hero whose mis.sion
at Pointe du Hoc was declared by General Dwight Eisenhower to be the most
difficult and dangerou.c;; a.o;;signment for the D-Day landings, receives extended
treatment but no indication of the decorations for valor which he received.
The same, too, for Doris Miller, the black Navy messman who went down
with the carrier USS Linscome Bay after heroic action at Pearl Harbor, whose
only decoration was a posthumous Purple Heart.
Audie Murphy, who won every decoration for valor which a grateful
nation can award, receives his due but no recitation of citations. He is followed
by Dwight Eisenhower and Chester Nimitz, who never received a decoration
for valorous combat. Samuel D. Dealey of Dallas, the pig boat captain who
went down with the Harder, justly earned the Congressional Medal of Honor
for his earlier exploits, but there is no citation recorded to establish the award.
Korean and Vietnam are represented by five heroes each, including U.S.
Representative Sam Johnson of Dallas. He receives eight pages of text and a
full-page photograph but no citation and no statement of his decorations.
Uneven, yes, and that's a shame. There still is need for a coherent,
balanced, and literate treatment of a topic for which Stephen Ambrose. in a
slightly different context, has become such an eloquent spokesman.
Max S. LaIc
Marshall and Fort Worth
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A Breed So Rare: The Life of l.R. Parten, Liberal Texas Oil Man, 1896-1992,
Don E. Carleton (Texas State Historical Association, 2.306 Sid Richardson Hall, University Station, Austin, TX 78712) 1998. Illustrations.
Index. P.560. $39.95. Cloth.
Writing in the Texas Observer in 1974 about his friend Jubal R. (J.R.)
Parten, John Henry Faulk commented, "His name is not exactly a household
word in Texas, but it ought to be" (p.559). Readers of Don Carleton's massive
new biography of Parten will find it difficult, if not impossible, to quarrel with
Faulk's assessment.
1.R. Parten lived life to its fullest during his ninety-six years. Some knew
the Madisonville native for his business successes. An independent oil producer
and refiner for most of seven decades, he played a pivotal role in the regulatory
and prorationing battles over the East Texas field during the depths of the Great
Depression. His tenure as president of the Independent Petroleum Association
of Texas attracted the attention and respect of government officials in both
Austin and Washington, D.C. This led to innumerable public service
opportunities which Parten accepted as business responsibilities allowed.
Parten was most proud of his six years as a regent of the University of
Texas, serving as chairman from 1939 to 1941. He engineered a change in the
bidding process for mineral rights to university lands which resulted in untold
millions in additional revenue for the Pennanent Fund. He also became a
staunch advocate of academic freedom and sought at every tum to protect his
beloved alma mater from political meddling. Once the military conflict in
Europe threatened to engulf the United States, Parten accepted appointment as
director of the Transportation Division of the Petroleum Administration for
War, securing approval for and overseeing construction of the Big Inch and
Little Inch pipelines to connect the Atlantic seaboard with the oil fields and
refineries of the southwest. Government leaders repeatedly tapped the quiet
Texas millionaire in subsequent years to serve the nation in a variety of
appointive capacities.
Parten also made hls mark in the political arena as a stalwart of the
moderate to liberal faction of the Democratic Party in Texas. A "yellow-dog"
Democrat of conservative economic beliefs but liberal social convictions, he
contributed to and advised Jimmy Allred, Ernest O. Thompson, Homer
Rainey, and Ralph Yarborough in their campaigns for oftice. He joined other
loyalists in the thirty-year struggle against Texas Regulars and Shivercrats for
control of the state party. Unlike most successful oilmen whose fortunes
turned them in a reactionary direction, Parten became more liberal as the
decades passed-opposing the Vietnam \-Var, denouncing the nuclear arms race,
and consistently speaking up for better relations with the Soviet Union.
Carleton meticulously traces these three overlapping elements of a truly
remarkable life. By any measure, A Breed So Rare is an impressive work based
upon scores of personal intervlews, an exhaustive examination of primary
documents in various archival collections, and the relevant secondary
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petroleum industry, higher education, and Democratic Party politics in Texas
throughout the twentieth century.
L. Patrick Hughes
Austin Community College

Tex Ritter: America's Most Beloved Cowboy, Bill O'Neal (Eakin Press, P.O.
Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709-0159) 1998. Contents. Bibliography.
Index. Black and White Photos. P. 157. $21.95. Paperback.

Every East Texan, especially those who grew up with the cowboy
matinees of the 1940s, should have this book on his OT her bookshelf.
Tex Ritter, whose TOots reach deep into the soil of Panola County, is
clearly an East Texas icon, and Bill O'Neal has produced an entertaining
history of a entertainer who shaped a place in both the movies and in countryand-western music.
Ritter was one of the earliest of Texas singers and performers who
became nationally recognized entertainers. He paved the way for Jim Reeves
(who also was born in Panola County), Gene Autry, Ernest Tubb, Hank
Thompson, Barbara Mandrell, and others.
O'Neal, who lives in Ritter's home county, provides a potpourri of vignettes
from Ritter's life. some of which may surprise even die-hard Ritter fans:
*Tex started his career in New York singing in the chorus of an Oscar
Hammerstein musical, "The New Moon," in 1928;
*He wasn't recognized as a cowboy singer until a new musical, "Green
Grow the Lilacs," a cowboy musical that was later reworked into "Oklahoma;"
*Ritters' first starring movie role was in a science-fiction serial with a
western setting, "Phantom Empire;"
*One of Ritter's most famous songs, "Do Not Forsake Me," was added as
an afterthought to the movie "High Noon" by director Stanley .Kramer~
*While Ritter's funeral was in Nashville, Tennessee, where he enjoyed
fame as a recording artist, he was buried in Oak Grove Cemetery in Port
Neches, Texas, near Nederland. where he had lived as a youngster.
O'Neal has been fascinated by the cowboy star since the age often, when
he bought a 45 RPM recording of "High Noon," which he still owns.
Bob Bowman
Lufkin,

Texa~

Ernest Tubb: The Texas Troubadour, Ronnie Pugh (Duke University Press,
P.O. Box 90660, Durham, NC 27708-0660) 1996. Contents. B&W
Photos. Discography. Notes. P. 458. $16.95. Paperback.

As a big swing-band enthusiast, I was not an Ernest Tubb fan in his early
1940s singing career. Then I joined the Navy and left East Texas. When the
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bugle blew reveille at Great Lakes and some country boy hollered, "Tum on
the brush music!" Ernest Tubb made every homesick Southern sailor think he
was back home. The Texas Troubadour had the pure- D honky-tonk sound, and
"Walking the Floor Over You" was the back-home. county-line, hanky-tonk
classic in 1943.
Author Ronnie Pugh, head of the Reference Department at the Country
Music Foundation in Nashv11le, has written a detailed and definitive biography
of Ernest Tubb, the Texas Troubadour. It is not only a meticulously documented work of scholarship, it is also a fascinating, readable account of a complicated human being, warts and all.
Pugh's account of Tubb's first five years, 1936 to 1941, of getting started,
is a lesson in dedication and endurance that is heroic - and typical of the ragsto-riches experience in America.
Ernest Tubb had a lucky streak, but he also paid his dues to become the
number-one country musician on the charts. He lived country music from his.
first listening. He started out as a Jimmie Rodgers fan singing in the Jimmie
Rodgers style. Then, he met Jimmie's wife Carrie, who loaned him Jimmie's
guitar and helped him get his fIrst Bluebird recording session. That piece of
luck fired him up into playing at drive-ins, theatres. then a few early mnrn1ng
radio shows, but never giving up. He had day jobs at a drug store (at $10 a
week), driving a beer truck, selling mattresses, drifting from Midland to
Corpus to Beaumont. At one time he had a tavern in San Angelo. He got to Fort
Worth in 1940 with $5 in his pocket, a $25-a-week radio show, and with his
wife hopping cars at a drive-in. And then he did "Walking the Floor Over You,"
and he was on his way.
Ernest got bigger and better during the war. He was in B-western movies,
cut more records., had prime-time radio shows, sold song books, and began his
Texas Troubadours. He hit it bigtlme when he became a regular on the Grand
Ole Opry in Nashville in 1943. He brought down the house in New Orleans in
1944 with "Soldier's La,,! Letter."
After the war Tubb was touring, broadcasting, generating fan clubs, and
being the featured perfonner at a Carnegie Hall show in 1947. In the postwar
years he was the number one country singer with "Rainbow at Midnight,"
"Filipino Baby," and "Drivin' Nails in My Coffin;' among others. And he and
Hank Snow played for the troops 10 Korea in 1953, giving him what he called
the best audience he ever had.
Ernest Thbb made it to the top and stayed there or thereabouts for a fortyyear career. All of this singing fame came in spite of heavy smoking on bad
lungs and drinking ~pTees that abused his voice and body and everybody
around him. But Tubb's salvation was that he was always a profess10nal, and
he never forgot that an audience was the other half of his performance. He
loved his audiences, and he sang directly to each person there; they loved him
personally, not just as a performer.
Ronnie PuJ!h has written a bioQ:raohv of Ernest Tuhh in the
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a history of country music during Ernest's time. The Texas Troubadour is the
story of the growth of country music and the musicians who made that music
from the Forties to the Eighties. Ernest was involved with and helped get
started most of the famous country singers of his time, Hank Williams and
Hank Snow, for two. Ronnie tells the stories of Ernest's singing friends as well
as the stories of many less famous sidemen who played throughout the long
Troubadour history.
Ronnie Pugh's trip through country music USA and the life of Ernest
Tubb: The Texas Troubadour is a necessary experience for all c&w fans.
Francis Edward Abernethy
Stephen F. Austin State University

Music From the Heart: The Fifty-Year Chronicle of His Life in Music. Rod
Kennedy (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 90159. Austin, TX 78709-0159) 1998.
Contents. Appendices. Epilogue. Index. B&W Photos. P. 404. $29.95.
Paperback. $39.95. Hardcover.
Rod Kennedy is the producer and organizer of one of the most successful
and longest-running outdoor folk festivals in Texas. Beginning with a career in
FM radio in Austin, and for more than thirty years, he has been involved in a
variety of musical activities such as concerts by symphony orchestras, ballets,
bluegrass concerts, fiddling contests, jazz and big-band concerts, and performances by folk singers, blues singers, and Country-Western performers at his
ranch in Kerrville. Who else then, is more qualified to write about this?
The book is essentially a year-by-year recap of virtually every concert,
festival, or performance presented by Kennedy~ with a few digressions that are
not really consistent with the main theme. Every festival or concert ever
produced by Kennedy is covered. The discussions include the names of the
performers, retlections on the success or failure of the event (was it rained
Kennedy could have improved
out?), and if the occasion was profitable.
upon his book by including more information on at least some of the
performers such as biographical, musical style, training, etc. Two names that
appear throughout the book are those of Allen Damron and Carolyn Hester.
Aside from a sketchy comment or two, little is written that would more fully
enlighten the reader as to talent, style, skill, musical contribution, and
biography of these individuals.
Kennedy tried too hard to incorporate music into his life experiences that
resulted in error or inaccuracy or had little or nothing to do with "Music from
the Heart." He writes of his Korean War experience and attempts to make
music here by the plaintive notes of "China Nights" that emerged from the
broadcasts of Hanoi Sally. There was Tokyo Rose, Hanoi Hannah, and Axis
Sally, but was there really a Hanoi Sally during the Korean conflict? Is there
some confusion here with the Vietnam era? Then there is the digression on
sports cars and auto racing which could have been deleted and never been
missed because it has nothing in common with the main theme of the book.
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There are two other errors, although minor, that should be pointed out
because it s.uggests failure to address detail. One is the misspelling of the
name, Alan Munde, famous former banjo player of the bluegrass group,
Country Gazette. It is spelled Mundy. Then there is the spelling of the song
title "Westphalia Waltz," that he spells, Westfalia.
Aside from the above criticisms, it is a well written and abundantly
illustrated publication. It would seem to be of immediate interest to the many
who have performed for Kennedy, as well as those who have an interest in
what may be considered as an example of good "Texanity"!
Charles Gardner
Nacogdoches, Texas

Desegregating Texas Schools: Eisenhower. Shivers, and the Crisis at
Mansfield High, Robyn Duff Ladino (University of Texas Press, P.O. Box
7819, Austin, TX 78713-7819) 1997. Contents. Notes. Bibliography.
Index. P. 208. 513.95. Paperback. $35.00. Hardcover.
In the autumn of 1952, five similar cases challenging the venerable "separate but equal" doctrine laid down in Plessy vs. Ferguson (1896), reached the
Supreme Court of the United States. Pooled into one action, these cases came
to be known collectively as Brown vs Board of Education of Topeka. A year
and a half later, in May 1954, the court handed down its monumental decision:
the segregated system of education practiced in the South for decades under
the protection of the "separate but equal" doctrine was unconstitutional. In a
separate ruling issued a year later and known simply as Brown ll, the court
mandated that the responsibility for" ... solving these problems ... " (segregation), lay with local authorities, their efforts to be coordinated and enforced by
the lower courts. Moreover, the court decreed that the segregated school system was to be dismantled with "all deliberate speed."
Subsequently, the authorities in every Southern state sought to evade their
legal responsibilities by one means or another, some quite sophisticated, as in
North Carolina, others blatantly and openly racist, as in Arkansas, Alabama,
and Mississippi. In Texas, where Allan Shivers, a man almost totally bereft of
morals and scruples, was governor, the political leadership at all levels braced
for an assault on "the Southern way of life." Conducting themselves in despicable fashion, the politicians and racists were encouraged by a complete lack
of assistance on the part of President Dwight D. Eisenhower to enforce the law.
Mansfield was a typical small, segregated Texas town. No plans had been
made to implement the Supreme Court's mandate. When the local NAACP
chapter presented a petition to end segregation forthwith in July 1955, the
school board was taken by surprise but rejected the plea after brief consideration. In September the NAACP filed a lawsuit alleging that integration was a
constitutional right of the town's black citizens, but because of the fear of
reprisals, only three families at first joined the suit. Undeterred, the plaintiffs
simolv converted to a ;'class action suit:" but to their dismav. Jud{!e Joseoh E.
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Estes ruled against them and dismissed the case. He was reversed on appeal
and the Mansfield school board was ordered to integrate its high school in the
fall of 1956.
From August to October 1956, a tragedy unfolded in Mansfield, Texas,
that marked the lives of many people. In their effort to achieve their constitutional right to a decent education, the black citizens of Mansfield, along with
their lawyers and supporters, met obstruction at every tum. While the lawyers
for the school board fought a rcar-guard action in court to delay implementation, the townsfolk actcd on their own by threatening violence on the campus
of the high school. Pleas by the plaintiffs to Governor Shivers for assistance
from state law enforcement authorities were ignored. Fearing for their safety,
the plaintifls did not attempt to register at the appointed time on August 31,
1956. Shivers exulted that the federal courts had been successfully defied, and
Eisenhower, when asked about the situation in Texas, feigned ignorance.
Meanwhile, the legal efforts of the defendants to reverse the integration order
failed. Their appeal to the Supreme Court was denied in December.
Legally, Mansfield High School should have been integrated forthwith,
but Mansfield High School was not integrated for nine years because threats,
intimidation, and malfeasance by governmental officials at an levels triumphed over the law. But the efforts of those in Mansfield who sought jus-tice
were not in vain. Their quest was a sign post to the future and it marked a point
in time after which things would never be the same.
Untll the appearance of this book the Mansfield episode was not wellknown. Now, perhaps, it will achieve its rightful place in the history of the civil
rights revolution. The author has done an excellent job of research. She has
plumbed all the relevant archival material and added interesting and useful
information from ural history interviews. Her text is thorough. Step by excruciating step she demonstrates how politicians at the local, state, and federal
levels prevented integration at Mansfield High in 1956. Her work provides a
new-and deservedly-unflattering perspective on the actions of Governor
Shivers and President Eisenhower. All in all, this is a must read for all serious
students of Texas and Twentieth-Century America.
Kenneth E. Hendrickson, Jr,
Midwestern State University

A Comprehensive Guide to Outdoor Sculpture in Texas. Carole Morris Little
(University of Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713-7819)
1996. Introduction. Index. Black and white photographs. P.499. Hardcover. $34.95. Paperback, $14.95.
Around the turn of the century, about the same time the monumental state
capital and courthouse buildings were being built, Texans also corrunenced to
array the state with sculpture. It all began in 1R80 with the commemoration of the
heroes of the Alamo and the Lady Justice on the dome of the State Capitol. In the
years since public monuments have ranged from the silly - Cadillac Ranch out-
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side Amarillo - and the eccentric - the statue of Jesus in Cowboy boots in Pari~
- to the poignant - St. Mary's Grotto on the tiny town of Windthorst.
Carol Morris Little and her husband Robert. a Longview CPA, spent ten
years visiting all 254 Texas counties, seeing it all. The culmination of that
decade of effort is the first definitive reference book about the 1,200 examples
of public sculpture in the Lone Star State. Littte l a Marshall native, began her
book with an introduction to the general subject, followed by a quick description of how to interpret the rest of the contents - a rich combination of factual
material about each statue, along with a description of its location, and in 800
instances a photograph taken by Robert,
Entries in the book are alphabetized by city. In addition, Little has provided an index of sculpture titles as well as one for subject matter which makes
it easy to use the book as a travel guide as well as a research tool. But it also
makes good reading. Consider Sr. Mary's Grotto. The citizens of Windthorst
saw twenty percent of its population leave to serve in the armed forces during
World War II. So many men in harm's way caused the citizens in the largelyCatholic town to erect a shrine to Our Lady of Perpetual Help at St. Mary's
Church, located on U.S. Highway 281. It was a visual symbol of their constant
prayers for a safe return of their solders. The entire town, including the servicemen, contributed to a fund to build it, and all sixty-four returning veterans
were present when it was dedicated in 1950.
Texas statuary ranges from obelisk to animal, and Little included both.
There are the statues of hippos in Hutto, killer bees in the Valley, a roadrunner
in Lufki n, dinosaurs in Fort Worth, horses and longhorns in Dallas, and an elephant in San Antonio. Phillip Johnson's vast Fort Worth Water Garden, dedicated in 1974, is induded, as is the cenotaph for the 294 children and teachers
killed in a tragic natural gas explosion at their school in New London in 1937.
Contributions from allover the world funded it.
Gail K Beil
Marshall, Texas

Best Editorial Cartoons of the Year: 1998 Edition, edited by Charles Brooks
(Pelican Pu blishing Company, P.O. Box 3110, Gretna, LA 70054) 1998.
Contents. Index. Illustrations. P, 207. $14.95. Paperback.
Ah, the way we were! Or were we? How did we look in the mirror of our
achievements and the images of our aspirations, in another year come and
gone? We see the bones of triumphs and tragedies, progress and regression,
nobility and banality, all in disparate proportions ... as usual.
Editor Charles Brooks selects the best of last year's crop of editorial cartoons from American and Canadian newspapers. One hundred sixty-eight cartoonists drew over 400 snippets of our national life, arranged by Brooks into
eighteen somewhat overlapping categories,
Canny artists sketch the caprice, vanity, and conflicts-of-interest of pub-
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arrogant corporations, all trying to make us equate their acquisitive gropings
with our own good. The intrusiveness of the IRS and the fatal commerce in
tobacco emphasize the interchangeable avarice of public and private entities.
The pervasive violence of our most basic institutions is highlighted in
stark relief, along with up-lifting advances in science and the passing of
revered public fIgures. One rolls swimmingly from elegies to Mother Teresa
and Princess Diana to the problems of second-hand smoke, from sectarian
boycotts of The Mouse to the mind-numbing claims for Ebonies.
The mix of pen and ink representations is as befuddling as the reality of the
last year. Those poignant vignettes of how we looked to the artists put a sharp
edge onto the practical contradictions of modem life. Is this really the way we
were (are)? Charles Brooks enables us to evolve our own answers to the query.
James G, Dickson
Stephen F. Austin State University

Stand - Offin Texas: "Just Call Me a Spokesnumfor DPS... ," Mike Cox (Eakin
Press, P,O. Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709-0159) 1998. Contents.
Epilogue. Biblio. Appendices. Index. B&W photos. P. 294. $ 16.95
Paperback. $22.95.Hardcover.
The author has been employed since 1985 with the Texas Department of
Public Safety as the agency's Public Infonnation Officer. The primary focus of
the book is on the seven-day slegc in 1997 at the Davis Mountain Resort 1n Jeff
Davis County, Texas. The initial incident occurred when members of the latter
day Republic of Texas (ROT) seized two hostages. Subsequently, the hostages
were released and within seven days five members of the Rar submitted to
arrest. The author articulated three purposes for the book. First, it is a true
crime story; for a general audience it meets that goal but for a historian - there
was very little primary source material presented, Second, it is part memoir;
the author has succeeded, with his ample use of personal anecdotes. Finally, it
is part textbook. He has provided an excellent "cookbook" for both public
safety agency administrators and their PIOs. They ignore his suggestions at
their peril. The ROT drama described is in fact not unique to Texas. The author
stated, ".. .it was obvious to me that the Republic of Texas situation was only
the Lone Star version of a much bigger [militia] movement" (p. 102).
John P. Harlan
Stephen F. Austin State University

George Herbert Walker Bush: A Photographic Profile, Compiled by David
Valdez (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C, College Station, TX
77843-4354) 1997. Contents. Color Photographs. Introduction. P. 147.
$39.95. Hardcover.
By their table tops shall ye know them.
True blue G.H.W. Bush supporters will delight in showing this volume on
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their coffee tables, as well perhaps as some Aggies of Democratic Party persuasion. After all, the latters' alma mater shares campus space with publisher
Texas A&M University Press as well as the George Bush Library and its affiliate school of public affairs.
David Valdez is the man behind the lens. Most of the photographs in the
book are from the extensive collection he accumulated while recording the life

of President Bush during his years as vice president and president. These are
supplemented by shots of the Bush childhood onward to Yale and the Eli baseball team and hero of naval warfare in the Pacific.
That the book is in an album format does not signify it is unworthy of
review. In VII pages of introduction and 147 pages of photography, it is a slice
of history. If there is a quibble, it is that there is nothing here of China or the
years other than as the executive of a great nation or as a sky diver and wise
counselor on matters politic.
Happily~ Barbara and first dog Millie and the grandchildren appear in the
pages, along with photographs of such world figures as the Pope. the four living Fonner presidents with whom Bush was photographed at the opening of the
Reagan Library, and the central figures in the Gulf War, which produced his
highest poll ratings before a rapid descent to loss of his job in 1992.

The photographs are excellent. The story they tell is the stuff of history.
Don't let the coffee table format fool you.
Max S. Lale
Marshall and Fort Worth

Jerry Flemmons' More Texas Siftings: Another Bold and Uncommon
Celebration of the Lone Star State (TCU Press, P. O. Box 297050 TeD,
Ft. Worth, TX 76129) 1997. Contents. B&WIllustrations. P. 155. $12.95.
Paperback.

During the 1880s, Alexander Sweet published a magazine entitled Texas
Siftings, and for the past several years journalist Jerry Flemmons has carried
all this literary device by "sifting" through books and miscellaneous other
sources to fill a monthly feature for the Fort Worth Star-Telegram. In 1995,
TCU Press published a collection. Jerry Flemmons' Texas Siftings, and now
there is a second volume, More Texas Siftings.
Like the first book, More Texas Siftings offers a delightful array of anecdotes, pioneer reminiscences, "Texas Eats," and odd bits of Texana. In 1839,
for example, there were only forty women among Houston's population of
3,000, and this predominantly male population enjoyed forty-seven saloons. In
an issue of the Galveston News, published in 1875, Plemmons found the story
of a unique lynching in Waco: when a mob hanged Mat Wallace to a low tree,
they used a second rope to suspend his feet to another tree to prevent him from
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for "Wild Mustang Green Grape Pie," "Turkey Fries," "Corncob Jelly," and
"Flat Snake ChilL" There are first-person descriptions of frontier Texas, along
with insightful observations. "We had only two or three laws," recalled O.
Henry, "such as against murder before witnesses and being caught stealing
horses and voting the Republican ticket."

Jerry Flemmons' More Texas Siftings is a treasury of Texana, with nostalgic and amusing information on every page.
Bill O'Neal
Carthage, Texas
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Robert S. Maxwell

...

Introduction by Archie P. McDonald
From its beginning in 1875, the Houston,
East and West Texas Railway was Paul Bremond's individualistic and
personal enterprise. Many of the railroads in the country were built by
local people of limited means and experience. Small independent companies, without significant financial resources and without affiliation
with the large trunk lines. frequently sought to build into isolated rural
areas, to open new sections to commercial opportunity, and to link
inland towns with the larger port cities. Such a man was Paul Bremond,
who built his railroad through the Piney Woods of East Texas and opened
that region to the outside world.
Whistle in the Piney Woods is thc story of the railroad's symbiotic relationship with the lumber industry and its role in the development of
East Texas. The man and his railroad provide a significant case study of
the development of short lines in the United States. The story is a
worthy addition to the history of American railroads as well as to the
history of the East Texas region.
The late Robert S, Maxwell, with degrees from Kentucky Wesleyan, the
University of Cincinnati, and the University of Wisconsin, was a
Distinguished Professor and the first Regent's Professor at Stephen F.
Austin State University, where he also chaired the Department of History and served as a director of the national Forest History Society. Archie
P. McDonald is Director of the East Texas Historical Association and
Professor of History at Stephen F. Austin State University in
,[ Nacogdoches, Texas.
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